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Preface 
This volume covers the greater part of the lectures presented in the seminar 
"Mathematical Structures in Field Theories" during the academic year 1986-
1987. 
The contributions are of a somewhat diverse nature and we have ordered 
them accordingly. The first three chapters contain the lectures in which the 
emphasis lies on the mathematics. They are however of great importance for a 
sound foundation of the physical formalism. Chapter 1 contains a mathemati-
cal interpretation of Dirac's formalism. Chapter 2, 3 and 4 are all related to 
supersymmetric field theory and bear a more direct relationship to physics, 
although here the mathematical features are also manifestly present. 
The organizers of the seminar want to express their acknowledgement to the 
authors who contributed to this volume as well as to the people at the Centre 
for Mathematics and Computer Science who managed in transforming the con-
tributions into high standard typesetting and printing. 
The editors 
E.A. de Kerf 
H.G.J. Pijls 
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INTRODUCTION 
In his 'Principles of quantum mechanics' Dirac approaches quantum mechan-
ics by means of a symbolic method, the so-called bracket formalism. This for-
malism has a mathematical flavour, but, in fact, is based upon bold claims 
which lack mathematical foundation. In the preface to the first edition of his 
celebrated monograph Dirac explains why he is in favour of this symbolic 
method. He observes (and here we quote) 'The symbolic method, however, 
seems to go more deeply into the nature of things. It enables one to express 
the physical laws in a neat and concise way and will probably be increasingly 
used in the future as it becomes better understood and its own special 
mathematics gets developed'. Mathematicians have been searching both for a 
pure mathematical description of quantum mechanics and for a mathematical 
basis for Dirac's bracket formalism. We mention John von Neumann, the 
founding father of Hilbert space theory and Laurent Schwartz, the founding 
father of distribution theory. However, Hilbert space theory is too limited to 
fulfill the needs of quantum mechanics. Also, Schwartz distribution theory 
does not give all satisfactory solutions although people ungroundedly believe 
so. 
Many mathematicians have felt inspired by Dirac's work. Yet, nobody suc-
ceeded in developing a theory which provides a mathematical interpretation of 
all aspects of Dirac's formalism and probably nobody ever will. 
In this series of lectures we present a mathematical interpretation of the 
bracket formalism which is more in line with Dirac's original ideas than any 
interpretation we know of. We illustrate the latter claim with the following 
example. 
In Dirac's formalism two kind of vector spaces appear, the space B of bra 
vectors and the space K of ket vectors. Dirac assumes a sesquilinear form, the 
bracket, on the space KXB and, also, that each ket is in one-one correspon-
dence with a bra. Mathematically this means that Dirac assumes the existence 
of a pairing between generalized functions. It has been shown that such a pair-
ing does not exist. 
In almost all mathematical interpretations one feigns that these claims of 
Dirac are not there and one represents the bra space by a space of test func-
tions and the ket space by the corresponding space of generalized functions. 
The bracket is then interpreted by the usual pairing of test functions and gen-
eralized functions. 
In our interpretation no such distinction is made between bra and ket space. 
The roles of bras and kets can be interchanged, what we consider the main 
principle of the bracket formalism. So both bra and ket space are represented 
by spaces of generalized functions of the same type. However, our bracket is 
no longer a complex number but an analytic function in the open right half 
plane. This analytic function represents an (almost) periodic distribution. Thus 
we get a mathematical justification for the various heuristic formulae of Dirac. 
We mention <6u6y> =6y(x). 
Our contribution consists of three parts. 
In this first part we introduce the mathematical concepts which lie at the 
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basis of Dirac's formalism. They are described in the setting of Sobolev triples 
of Hilbert spaces. In this respect we mention the concept of Dirac basis, which 
we consider the natural measure theoretical generalization of the concept of 
orthonormal basis. The second part is devoted to our mathematical interpreta-
tion of Dirac's formalism. Having introduced the bra and ket space, we give an 
interpretation of the pairing between kets and bras, of expansions with respect 
to continuum sets of kets, of orthogonality of complete sets of eigenkets and of 
matrices with respect to these complete sets. A mathematical interpretation of 
the free field formalism can be found in the last part. 
With this series of lectures we want to give a survey of the results we gath-
ered the passed few years. Therefore, most proofs are omitted. The main refer-
ence is our monograph [EG 1 ]. 
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I. Dirac Bases in Sobolev Triples of Hilbert Spaces 
1. FEDERER MEASURE SPACES 
The measure spaces that we call Federer measure spaces have the diffe-
rentiation property studied in Section 2.9 of Federer's monograph [Fe]. 
1.1. Definition 
A a-finite measure space (M, µ) is said to be a Federer measure space if it 
possesses the following properties. 
M is a separable topological space with a metric d; 
µ is a regular Borel measure on M such that bounded Borel subsets of M 
have finite µ-measure; 
The measure space (M,µ) admits the following differentiation theorem: 
Let cf>: M ~c denote a Borel function which is integrable on bounded 
Borel sets. Then there exists a null set N .p such that for all r >0 and all 
xEM\N.p the closed ball B(x,r) with radius rand centre x has positive 
µ-measure and, moreover, the limit 
;j,{x) = lim µ(B(x,r))- 1 j cf>dµ 
rJ.O B(x,r) 
~xists for all_ x EM\ N .p. Here the function x 1-> cf>(x) fixes a Borel function 
cf> with cf>= cf> µ-almost everywhere. We observe that for x EM\ N .p we 
have 
;j,{x) = lim µB(x,r))- 1 j ;j,dµ. 
rJ,O B(x,r) 
(*) 
In literature there are given conditions on the metric d of a separable metric 
space M such that the measure space (M,µ) is a Federer measure space for any 
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regular a-finite Borel measure /.& on M with the property that bounded Borel 
sets of M have finite µ-measure. These conditions are of a geometric nature. 
E.g. (Rn,µ) is a Federer measure space for each a-finite Borel measure /.& which 
is bounded on bounded Borel sets. See [WZ] and [EGl], Section A.11.3. 
The next theorem states the remarkable result that in the classical Sobolev 
lemma the 'open set in Rn' can be replaced by 'Federer measure space', and 
the operator 
a2 a2 A=-+···+-
axi ax~ 
by any positive operator A in L 2(M,µ), which has a Hilbert-Schmidt inverse 
(or, more generally, by a positive operator A with a Carleman inverse, see 
[EGl], Section A.11.4.) 
Let X denote a separable Hilbert space and '1R, a positive Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator from X into X. We make 'ill(X) into a Hilbert space by means of the 
inner product ( u, v )1 = ('!R,- 1 u, '!R,- 1 v )x where ( · , · )x denotes the inner product 
in X. Also we introduce the notation '!R,- 1(X) For the completion of X with 
respect to the inner product (j,g)_ 1 =(~~)x. The pairing between ~X) 
and '!R,- 1(X) is denoted by <u,G>=('!R,-1u,'fll.G)x. 
Let (M,µ) denote a Federer measure space and let P: X-+L2(M,µ) denote a 
densely defined linear operator with 'ill(X) contained in its domain D (~. All 
this is gathered in the following diagram 
'ill( X) "'+ x "'+ '!R,-1 ( X) 
.j.!!' 
J.i(M,I') 
1.2. Theorem (Measure theoretical Sobolev lemma). 
Let <iJ' and '1R, be such that~ X-+L2(M,µ) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Let 
(uk)keN denote an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of '1R, with eigenvalues Pk >0. 
For each we'ill(X) there exists a representant (<iJ'wr of<iJ'weL2(M,µ) such that 
(a) There exists a null set N {;M such that for all x eM \ N, w e'ill(X) 
(<iJ'wr(x) = lim p{B(x,r))- 1 J (<iPwr dµ 
r.j.O B(:ic,r) 
(b) For each xeM the linear functional wi-.(<iJ'wr(x) is continuous on 'ill(X).· 
its Riesz representative in 'ill(X) equals 
co 
ex = ~ Pi(<iJ'ukr(x)uk 
k=l 
So (<iJ'wr(x) = (W,ex)1• 
(c) Suppose in addition that the function .If= 1 l(~krl2 is essentially bounded 
on M. Then there exists a null set N 0 such that 
3L>o'ffweW,.X) 'ffxeM\N0 : IC<iJ'wr(x)IE;;Lllwlh 
( d) Suppose in addition that the function k : M -+~ 
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00 
k(x) = ~ Pk(qfukr(x)uk 
k=I 
is continuous at x =a. Then for each wE<ill(X) the function <~r is con-
tinuous at x =a. 
Remarks 
For the set M\N one can take the set of all xEM for which the relative 
differentiation result(*) holds with et> replaced by (ud-1, i(qfuk)-1 and 
~.r=1Ptl(qfukr12 
The proof of the previous theorem can be found in [EG2]. The condition 
that 'iR, is a positive Hilbert-Schmidt operator and ~ a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator can be relaxed by taking 'iR, any positive bounded operator and 
~a bounded Carleman operator from X into L 2(M, µ.). 
2.3. Application (IS-functions on Federer measure spaces). 
Let (M, µ.) be a Federer measure space and let 'iR, be a positive Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator on L 2{M,µ.). Then by Theorem 1.2 there are continuous linear func-
tionals Ix, x EM, and a null set N such that for each cpE<ill(L2(M, µ.)), 
-
cp: x 1-+ lx(cf>) is a representative of cf> 
and 
~x) = lim µ.{B(x,r))- 1 j cpdµ., xEM\N. 
r!O B(x,r) 
cf> may be called a canonical representative. 
Since the Hilbert spaces <ill(L2{M,µ.)) and 'iil,- 1(L2{M,µ.)) are in duality, there 
exist 8xE'iil,- 1(L2(M,µ.)), xEM, such that lx(cf>)=<cp,8x>· We say that 
'!R,- 1(L2(M,µ.)) contains a complete set of delta functions. 
2.4. Application (The classical Sobolev embedding theorem on [-'11','ITn. 
In L 2([-'1T,'1Tf ,dx) we consider the operator A., 
32 32 A.= (1--- ... --) 
3x2 3x2 I n 
where we impose periodic boundary conditions. Form EN we put~ =A.-m12 
and :J4n=~(L2 ([-'1T,'1Tf,dx)). Then from Theorem 1.2 we derive. 
Let m>n/2 and let Oo;;;;,f<m -n/2, /ENU{O}. Then there is a null set N'-/J 
such that for each U E '.J4n there exists a representative (Ur with the property 
that for all oE(N U {O})n, o1 + · · · +on,,;;;;,/, there exists Ya >0 independent of 
u such that 
VxE[-tr,trT \N2: j(D 0 (ur)(x)jo;;;;,yallullm 
Here D 0 denotes the differential operator <--!--}°1 • • • (-;}--)°· and 11 • llm the 
UXJ uXn 
norm of :J4n. That is llullm =A.m12 ullL,. 
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2. DIRAC BASES 
Let X be a separable Hilbert space and let (vn)neN be an orthonormal basis in 
-X. The Choice Of (vn)neN fixes a unitary operator cJ>: X~/2, cJ>f=(n t-+if,vn)) 
and vice versa. 
From a measure theoretical point of view the Hilbert space /2 consists of 
square integrable functions from N into C with respect to the counting meas-
ure T defined by 'T(A)= #A, A CN. An orthonormal basis (vn)neN in X is an 
X-valued function from N into X such that n 1-+ (j, vn) is a Borel function on N 
for each f EX and 
'fl/ex'flgex: J if, Vn)x(g, Vn)xd'T(n) = (j,g)x. 
N 
In our concept of Dirac basis the measure space (N, r) is replaced by a general 
measure space (M, µ.). Thus the concept of Dirac basis is a 'continuum' substi-
tute of the discrete concept of orthonormal basis. 
Let '31, denote a positive Hilbert-Schmidt operator on X and (M, µ.) an arbi-
trary a-finite measure space. We recall that a function 9: M~'31,- 1 (X-) is 
called a Borel function if for each w E ~X) the function x 1-+ <w, 9(x )> is a 
Borel function on N. An '31,- 1(X)-valued Borel function 9 on M is called 
weakly integrable if for all we~X) the function x 1-+ <w, 9(x)> is µ.-
integrable; e is called strongly integrable if in addition the function 
x 1-+ ll9(x)ll-1 is integrable. In the latter case, the linear functional 
Wt-+ J <w,9(x)>dµ.(x), we~X) 
M 
is continuous. We denote its Riesz representative in '31,- 1 (X) by JM 9(x )dµ.(x ). 
We note that 
llj9(x)dµ.(x)ll- 1 ~ fll9(x)ll- 1dµ.(x). 
M M 
2.1. Definition 
Let (M, µ.) denote a a-finite measure space, X a separable Hilbert space and '31, 
a positive Hilbert-Schmidt operator on X. Let (uk)keN be an orthonormal basis 
in X, which consists of eigenvectors of '31, with corresponding eigenvalues 
Pk>O. Finally, let [G] denote an equivalence class of Borel functions 
F: M~'31,- 1 (X) A 
(a) ([G], M, µ., ~ X) is called a Dirac basis if for Ge[G] the following rela-
tions are valid 
f <u1,G(x)> <uk>G(x)>dµ.(x) = 8k1, k,leN. 
M 
(It follows that the function 
QO A 
x 1-+ ~ Pil<uk>G(x)>l2 = llG(x)ll~1 
k=I 
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is integrable and hence for all w E~X) the function x .... <w, G(x )> .) 
(b) IJ1 addition, assume (M,µ) is a Federer measure space. A represen_tative 
GE[G] is called a canonical Dirac basis jf there exists a null set N c;;;,M 
such that for all WE~X) and all xEM\N 
fun µ(B(x,r))- 1 j <w,G(y)>dµ(y) = <w,G(x)> 
r io B(x,r) 
For a canonical Dirac basis we use the notation (Gx)xeM· 
Example. Each orthonormal basis in X is a canonical Dirac b~sis. 
Let ([GkM, µ, 0l., X) ~ea Dirac basis with representative GE[G]. The func-
tions x 1-+ 4>k(x)= <uk,G(x)> establish an orthonormal system ([cf>klkeN in 
L 2(M,µ). So the linear operator V: X_;;.L2(M,µ) defined by 
00 
VJ = ~ (f,uk)[<l>k] 
k=I 
is an isometry. From this observation follows the Plancherel formula for all 
W,VE~X), 
(w,v)x = J <w,G(x)> <v,G(x)>dµ(x). 
M 
Also the converse 
2.2. Theorem 
Let V: X_;;.L 2(M,µ) be an isometry. A 
(a) There exists a Dirac basis ([G], .Jk!, µ, 0l., X) such that for each GE[G] and 
ail WE~X) the function x 1-+ <w,G(x)> is a representative of Vw. 
(b) In addition, assume(~µ) is a Federer meas_ure space. Then there exists a 
canonical Dirac basis (G;i;)xeM and a null set N such that 
'1we'iil.(X): (xi-+<w,Gx>)EVw 
fun11Gx-µ(B(x,r))- 1 V•XB(xr)11-1 = 0 
r!O ' 
Here Xb(x,r) denotes the characteristic function of the closed ball B (x,r). 
It would not be proper to call a new mathematical notion a basis if there were 
no expansion result. For Dirac bases we have the following type of expansions. 
2.3. Theorem 
Let ([G], M, µ, 0l., X) be a Dirac basis. Then for each w E~X), the '!R,- 1(X)-
valued function 
A A 
x 1-+ <w,G(x)>G(x) 
is strongly integrable and 
w = J <w,G(x)>G(x)dµ(x). 
M 
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There is a strong connection between the notion of canonical Dirac basis and 
the generalized eigenvalue problem: any canonical Dirac basis, which is related 
to a unitary operator U: X 1-+ L 2 (M, µ) as indicated in Theorem 2.2, consists of 
generalized eigenvectors of operators out of a commutative unbounded *-
algebra of normal operators. 
2.4. Theorem 
(a) Let (M,µ) be a Federer measure space, Va linear isometry from X into 
L 2(M,µ) and h: M~C a Bore/function which is bo~nded on bounded Borel 
sets. Then there exists a canonical Dirac basis (Gx)xeM and a null set 
Nh <;;,M Such that for all x EM\ Nh 
1im llh(x)Gx-µB(x,r))- 1 (V*~XB(xr)11-1 = c 
r~O ' 
Here ~ denotes the multiplication operator in L 2(M,µ): (~g)(x)= 
h(x)g(x) with its maximal domain. 
(b) In addition, suppose that V: x~L2(M,µ) is a unitary operator and that 
v·~ v is closable in gi,- 1(X), i.e. gi,v·~ vgi,-I is closable in x Let 
v·~ v denote the gi,- 1(X)-closure of v·~ v. Then the canonical Dirac 
basis of (a) satisfies (V*~ V)Gx =h (x)Gx. 
2.5. Example 
Consider M =[O,w] with µ the usual Lebesque measure. So we take 
X = L;t<[O, w]), For gt we choose the positive Hilbert-Schmidt operator (- ! 2 )- 112 (zero boundary conditions). Then %4k= !uk> kEN, with 
uk(x)= V2 sinkx. 
'1T 
Let V denote the identity mapping in L 2([0,w]). In this case 
- 2 00 • G1 = - ~ sm(ky)uk> yE[O,w]. 
'1T k=I 
This is the ordinary expression 6y(x)=~l:f= 1 sinky sinkx. We observe that 
'1T 
6(y-x) is meaningless in this case! Next we consider h(x)=x. Since the 
operators gi,-i.~ .gi, and %~ .gi,- 1 are densely defined (the linear span 
<{uklkEN}> is C2ntained in their domains) the operator ~ is closable in 
gi,- 1(X) and hence G1 is a genuine generalized eigenfunction of~· 
2. 6. Example 
l d2 We take X=L2(R), gt=(2(---2 +x2 +1))- 1, V=f, the Fourier transfor-dx 
mation on Li(R) and h: x i-+X. The Hermite functions (1/ik)keNU{O} establish 
an orthonormal basis in X with %/lk =(k + 1)- 11/ik, kEN U {O}. So in this case 
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This series converges relatively. We have 
~ 00 00 l . 
Gy(x) = ~ {f,h)(v)th(x)= ~ (if1flk(y)lflk(x)= _ ~e'xy 
k=O k=O v2w 
These are indeed eigenfunctions of u:·~IF= -i :X. The closedness condition 
can be verified using the fact that the operator ~ has a column finite (and 
hence row finite) matrix representation with respect to the basis (lflk)keNu{O}· 
3. THE GENERALIZED EIGENVALUE PROBLEM FOR SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS 
In Theorem 2.4 for the Federer measure space (M,µ.) we take the disjoint 
union of a countable number of copies of Rn with a finite nonnegative Borel 
measure on each copy. So for a countable set D we have M =Rn X D. A Borel 
subset of Mis of the form UdeDBdX{d} with Bd, deD, Borel subsets of Rn. 
Given finite nonnegative Borel measures µ.<d), we writeµ.= @deoP.(d) indicating 
the Borel measure on M defined by 
µ.( LJ Bd X { d}) = ~ µ.<d)(Bd). 
deD deD 
So we have L2(M,µ.)=$deoL2(Rn,µ.<d)). We define the function hj, 
j = i, ... , n, on M by 
hj(x,d) = xj, xeRn, deD. 
Then the multiplication operator Qj = ~' is the self-adjoint operator of multi-
plication by the j-th coordinate function x ..... xj in each direct summand 
L 2(Rn ,µ.<d)). Now, if ('?Pi. '?J>2 , •.. , '?Jin) is an n-set of mutually commuting self-
adjoint operators in a separable Hilbert space X, it follows from spectral 
theory that there exists an almost countable number of finite nonnegative 
Borel measures µ.<d) and a unitary operator V: X"°'$deoL2(Rn,µ(d)) such that 
GJj = v• Qj V, j = 1, ... , n. Then we can apply Theorem 2.4. 
It is possible however to bring in much more delicacy. 
3.1. Definition 
Then-set (T1> · · · ,Tn) of commuting self-adjoint operators in a separable Hil-
bert space Y is called of uniform multiplicity m, 1 ~m ~ oo, if there exists a 
finite nonnegative Borel measure µ. on Rn and a unitary operator U. 
m 
U: Y ~ $L2(Rn,µ.), 
l=l 
such that UIJ u• equals multiplication by the j-th coordinate function in each 
direct summand. 
Remark 
If m = l, then, in Quantum Mechanics, then-set (T1, •• • , Tn) is called a com-
plete set of observables. 
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In a finite dimensional Hilbert space E each commuting n-set of self-adjoint 
operators (~1 , ••• , ~n) has a complete set of simultaneous eigenvectors. An 
element XeRn is called an eigentuple of then-set (~1> ... , ~n) if there exists a 
vector eJ.. eE such that 
~jeJ.. = XjeJ.., j =I, ... ,n. 
The set of all eigentuples of (~1 , ••• , ~n) may be called the joint spectrum of 
(~1 , ••• , ~n) denoted by o(~1 , ••• , ~n). In order to list all eigentuples in a 
well-ordered manner one can list all eigentuples of multiplicity one, two, etc. 
In fact, this is precisely the outcome of the following theorem for the infinite 
dimensional case. 
3.2. Theorem (commutative multiplicity theorem) 
Let (~1 , ••• , ~n) denote an n-set of commuting self-adjoint operators in a separ-
able Hilbert space X Then X can be split into a direct sum, 
X = X00 EElX1E9X2EEl · · ·, 
the so-called standard splitting, such that the following assertions are valid. 
(a) The n-set (~1> ... , ~n) restricted to Xm, m = oo, 1,2, ... , acts invariantly 
in Xm and has uniform multiplicity m. 
(b) The finite nonnegative Borel measures Pm corresponding to each Xm are 
mutually disjoint, i.e. P.k1-P.1 if k=l=l which means P.k(supp(µ.k)nsupp(µ.,))= 
µ1(supp(µ.k)nsupp(µ.1))=0. 
(Here supp(µ.) denotes the complement of the largest open set of µ.-measure 
zero). 
We want to apply Theorem 2.4.6. Therefore we need 
3.3. Lemma 
Let (~1 , ••• , ~n) be an n-set of mutually commuting self-adjoint operators in the 
separable Hilbert space X Then there exists a positive Hilbert-Schmidt operator 
~ on X such that each operator ~~,~ - 1, I = 1, ... , n, is densely defined and 
closable in X 
In the proof of the preceding lemma we construct an orthonormal basis 
(uk)keN in X such that each matrix ((~juk>u1)x)keN is column finite. Then we 
take ~=~k°=1Pkuk®uk> where (Pk)keN can be any positive Ii-sequence. 
We are now in a position to formulate our main theorem on the solution of 
the generalized eigenvalue problem for a finite number of commuting opera-
tors. 
3.4. Theorem 
Let (~1 •••• , ~n) denote an n-set of commuting self-adjoint operators in a separ-
able Hilbert space X 
(a) There exists a positive Hilb_!;rt-Schmidt operator ~such that the operators ~j 
extend to closed operators ~j in the Hilbert space ~- 1 (X). 
(b) Let X = X 00 $ X I EEl X 2 EEl · · · be the standard splitting of X and p.00 , P,J, 
Jltl, . . . the corresponding multiplicity measures. Let m = oo, 1,2, .... 
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Then there is a 11m-null set Nm with the following property: f<!.~m)all 
x =(x., ... ,Xn)E s1m'P(p,,.)\N'" there exist m independent vectors Ext E ~ --~) -~) ' 
'i"it- 1(X), l=E;;l<m +I, satisfying 'ifjEx,I =xjEx,1, j = 1, ... ,n. 
(c) a('ifl> ... .z~)= u:=1supp(p,,.)Usupp(µ 00 ) 
(d) The set { E~,1 Im= oo, 1,2, ... , 1 :E;;/:E;;m, x esupp(p,,.); establishes a canoni-
cal Dirac basis in 'i"it- 1 (X). D 
Remarks 
The proofs of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 can be found in [EG3]. In 
[EG 1] we give a generalized version of Theorem 3.4 based on Carleman 
operators. 
Since for the eigenvalues of 'i"it any positive /2-sequence can be taken, it 
clear that the improper eigenvectors of the operators 'if1, ••• , 'ifn lie at the 
'periphery' of the Hilbert space X. 
3.5. Example 
Consider X=L2(R) and 'i"it=(x2 - d22 )- 1 • Let Q denote the operator of mul-dx 
tiplication by the identity function with its maximal domain, and w the parity 
operator. The pair of operator (Q2 ,w) establishes a complete set of commuting 
operators. Furthermore, the operators Q 2 and w are closable in 'i"it- 1(X) with 
closures_denoted by Q2 and w. 
Let (Gy)yeR be the canonical Dirac basis introduced in Example 2.6. Then 
we have 
Qi(;, = y2(;, 
- -
°ii'G1 = sign(y)G1 , yeR \ {O}. 
3.6. Example 
Let 'if be a self-adjoint operator in X and 'i"it a positive Hilbert-Schmidt opera-
tor such that 'i"it~ - l is closable in X. The spectrum of 'i"it~ - l can be larger 
than the spectrum of 'if. An interesting example is the following. In L 2(R) take 
d d2 
'3'=i dx, then o('!P)=R. Further take 'i"it=exp(-T~ where :JC=x2 - --2 and 
. dx 
T>O. Then 'i"it~-l =i coshT ~+ix sinhT. Each XeC is an eigenvalue of this 
operator. Its eigenvector is 
x H> exp((-iX/coshT)x - ~(tanhT)x2 ) 
which belongs to L 2(R). This set of eigenvectors is closely related to the set of 
so-called coherent states. 
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11. A Mathematical Interpretation of 
Dirac's Bracket Formalism 
In his famous bracket formalism, Dirac considers two kinds of vectors, the kets 
and the bras. He assumes a one-one correspondence between ket and bra vec-
tors. Also a number of algebraic relations are supposed to be satisfied. How-
ever, the term algebraic seems to be misused. Without excuse the 'algebraic' 
relations often involve infinite sums and integrals. So in a mathematical 
interpretation one is forced to take a topological vector space for the ket space 
K. In addition we want to remain as close to Hilbert space as possible. For 
this we have the following reasons. 
Dirac supposes that there are kets to which a 'finite' 'length' can be 
attached. These normalizable kets establish an infinite dimensional sub-
space N of K 
The scalar product of a normalizable bra and a normalizable ket is a com-
plex number. So it is natural to assume that the norm of N arises from an 
inner product 
Dirac supposes that the nonnormalizable ket can, one way or another, be 
approximated by normalizable kets. Rephrased in mathematical terms: N 
must be dense in K 
Dirac's observables are real dynamical variables with real eigenvalues and 
a complete set of eigenstates. This leads to the mathematical concept of 
self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space. 
Throughout we use Dirac's bracket notation. 
1. K.ETs 
For the ket space we take a nuclear trajectory space Tx,A· Such a space is fixed 
by a pair (X,A ): X is a separable Hilbert space and A a positive unbounded 
self-adjoint operator in X such that for all t>O the operator e-tA is Hilbert-
Schmidt. This implies that there exists an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors vd, 
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dED, D a countable index set, of A with corresponding eigenvalues~ satisfy-
. ""' -'A,t 
mg '1'1>0: ""deoe <oo. 
1.1. Definition 
Let the pair (X,A) be fixed as indicated above. An X-valued function 
F: (0, oo )-+X with the property 
'1'1 >0 'v'.,.>o: F(t + T) = e -.,.A F(t) 
is called a trajectory. The set of all these trajectories establishes a complex vec-
tor space denoted by Tx,A· In the sequel the elements of Tx,A will be called 
kets and will be denoted by IK>. Here K may indicate any label(s). 
1.2. Notation 
Let t'>O. By e -t'A IK> we mean the ket t 1-+ IK>(t + t'), t >0. 
1.3. Definition 
If lim1iolK>(t)=g exists in X-sense we say that IK> is a normalizable ket. 
We write IK>(O)=g. Then IK>(t)=e-tAg. Further, we define 11 IK>ll=llgllx. 
Not every ket is normalizable. Consider e.g. 
ti-+Ae-tAJ, JEX, f<l.D(A). 
1.4. Definition 
A ket I W> is called a test ket if there exists a>O and a ket IK> such that 
I W> = e -aA IK>. It follows that a test I W> can be extended to the interval 
(-11,00) with IW>(t)=IK>(t+a), t>-a. The set of test kets establishes a 
linear subspace of T x,A and is denoted by S x,A. 
We observe that a ket IW> is a test ket iff IW> is normalizable with 
IW>(O)ED(e.,.A) for certain T>O. In this case IW> extends to an X-valued 
analytic function on a neighbourhood of 0 and I W>(O) is an analytic vector 
for the operator A. For this reason Sx,A is called an analyticity space. The 
operators e -tA, Re t >0, constitute a holomorphic semigroup. Therefore, any 
ket IK> extends to an X-valued holomorphic function on the open right half 
plane Re t >0 of the complex t-plane. If IK> is normalizable it, in addition, 
extends to a continuous function on the closed right half plane Re t ;;a.O. If 
IK>is a test ket it extends analytically to the open half plane Ret>-a for 
some a>O dependent on IK>. 
The orthonormal basis (Vd)deD of eigenvectors of A consists obviously of 
analytic vectors. We denote the corresponding test kets by lv,d>. So 
lv,d>(t)=e-tAvd=e -t'A,vd and fort any real (complex) number can be taken. 
For any ket IK > consider the expansion 
IK>(t) = ~ (IK>(t),vd)xvd)= ~ (IK>(t),lv,d>(-t))xlv,d>(t). 
deD deD 
The expression 
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fJd = (IK>(t),lv,d>(-t))x 
does not depend on t, whence the fJd are well defined complex numbers. They 
are the expansion coefficients for kets in the sense that 
IK> = I/Jdlv,d>, 
deD 
which means 
V, >O: IK>(t) = I fJdlv,d>(t) 
deD 
where the latter series converges in X. 
1.5. Theorem 
A complex se~nce (/Jd)deD co"esponds to a ket IK> =~deo/Jdlv,d> iff 
V, >O: ~deD l/Jdl e -t'A,, < oo. The ket IK> is normalizable iff ~deD l/Jdl2 < oo, and 
. . 2 -t'A,, 
a test ket i.ff3.,>o: ~deol/Jdl e <oo. 
2.BRAS 
Let X' denote the topological dual of X. The Riesz representation theorem says 
that there exists an anti-linear one-one correspondence between X and X', 
which we denote by'. So X3/+-+feX'.X' is also a Hilbert space and 
(g',f)x = <J,g)x = g'(/) = /'(g). 
Let L be a linear operator in X. We define the corresponding operator L' in X' 
by 
(L'g')(/) = g'(Lf), g'eX', JeX 
So V/ex: (L'g')(f)=g'(L/)=(Lf,g)x· For each g'eX' the functional L'g' 
corresponds to a vector gL in X. Thus we obtain the linear operator 
L*: g .... gL, geX. We have, replacing L by L•, for all/, geX 
((L *)'g')(/) = g'(L *f)=(L *f,g)x=(g,Lg)x=(Lg)'(f). 
It follows that (Lg)'=(L ")'g'. In all these expressions the usual care with the 
domains must be taken. Similar to the ket case we introduce the triple of 
spaces 
Sr.A' c+ X' c+ Tx.A'· 
The elements of Tx.A' are called bras. We denote them by <BI. So any bra 
<BI is a function from (O,oo) into X' with the property 
e-f.A.' <Bl(t) = <Bl(t +t'), t,t'>O. 
By <Ble-".A. we mean the bra t1-+<Bl(t+T). The elements of X' represent 
the normalizable bras; to g'eX' corresponds the bra <BI: t 1-+e-tA'g'. The ele-
ments of S x .A' are the test bras. 
Since (e-uf =e-tA, for all geX we have (e-tAg)'=e-tA'g'. So there is a 
one-one correspondence between kets and bras. To each ket IK > corresponds 
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the bra <Kl defined by 
<Kl: t I-+ (IK>(t))' 
((IK>(t +t'))' = (e-tAIK>(t))'=e-tA(IK>(t))'. 
Thus, the space of normalizable bras is in one-one correspondence with the 
space of normalizable kets and the space of test bras is in one-one correspon-
dence with the space of test kets. 
If we define the test bra <v,dl by <v,dl(t)=e-tA' v/=e - 1"-v/, we have 
the expansion 
<BI= ~Pd<v,dl 
deD 
with the same interpretation as given in Theorem 1.5. 
3. BRACKETS 
With any given bra <BI and any given ket IK> we associate the bracket 
<BIK>. 
3.1. Definition 
The bracket <BIK> denotes the complex valued function on (O,oo) defined 
by 
<BIK>(t) = (<Bl(T)(IK>(t -T)) 
where for each t>O any T, O<T<t, can be taken. 
3.2. Theorem 
(a) If <B=~~o~<v,dl and IK>=~deotdlv,d> then <BIK>(t)= 
~deo~tde 
(b) The bracket <BIK> extends to an analytic function on the open right half 
plane Ret>O 
(c) If in addition, <BI and IK> are normalizable, then <BIK> extends to a 
continuous function on the closed right half plane 
(d) If <BI is a test bra or IK> is a test ket, then <BIK> extends to an ana-
lytic function on the halfplane Ret>-o for some o>O dependent on <BI 
orlK>. 
For any ket IK> let <K> denote the bra corresponding to IK>. The following 
relations can be verified 
<KIK> ;;;;i.o, i.e. v, >o: <KIK>(t);;;;i.O 
<KdK2> = <K1IK2>. 
<Bl{IK1>+IK2>} = <BIK1>+<BIK2 >. 
(3.3) 
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Remarks 
<BIK>(t +ry)=~deD~~de -t>.,etyNJ can be regarded as an almost perio-
dic distribution on the imaginary axis 
Suppose <BI: t1-+e-tA'g1, g'EX' and IK>: t1-+e-tAJ, JEX. Then 
<BIK>(O)=(j,g)x. 
If, in addition, J = Qg, Q a observable, then the function 
y I-+ <BIK>(ry) 
is the characteristic function of the probability distribution of a measure-
ment of the observable Q if the quantum mechanical system is in the state 
g. 
4. LINEAR OPERATORS 
We denote the vector space of Hilbert-Schmidt operator from X into itself by 
B2(X). Note that B2(X) is again a Hilbert space. 
4.1. Definition 
TTB,(X),A ®I,I®A denotes the space which consists of all operator valued func-
tions 0: (O,co)X(O,co)-i>B2(X) which satisfy 
'fif1,-r>o'Vs,o>O: S(t +T,s +a) = e-"AS(t,s)e-TA 
The action of TTB,(X),A®I,I®A on Sx,A is defined by 
A 
0jW>: s1-+8(T,s)(jW>(-T), s>O. (*) 
This makes sense for T>O sufficiently small and the result does not depend on 
the choice of T. It follows that 01 W> is a ket and it is not a test ket, in gen-
eral. 
4.2. Example 
Take a ket IK> and a bra <Bj. We define 
IK><BI: (t,s) 1-+ IB>(t)®IK>(s) 
with (IB>(t)®IK>(s))J=(f, IB>(t))xlK>(x), JEX. Then jK><BIE 
TTB,(X),A ®l,I®A. 
4.3. Kernel theorem 
All continuous linear mappings from Sx,A into Tx,A arise from the elements of 
TTB,(X),A ®I,I®A as described by (*). 
In the next definition we introduce a linear subspace of TTB,(X),A ®I,I®A. 
4.4. Definition 
'{SB,(X),A®I,I®A denotes the subspace of TTB,(X),A®I,I®A which consists of all 
Kwith 
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(So for each fixed s>O we can extend the function t ~L(t,s) to the interval 
(-ts,oo)). 
The action of TSB,(X),A®I,I®A on the ket space Tx,A is defined by 
A 
LIK>: s ~L(-T,s)(IK>(T)), s>O, (**) 
-r>O must be smaller than ts. The definition of LIK> does not depend on the 
choice of T. 
4.5. Example 
Let IK> be a ket and <WI a test bra. We put 
IK><WI: (t,s) ~ IW>(t)®IK>(s), t';;!l=-to, s>O. 
Then IK><WleTSB,(X),A®I,I®A· 
4. 6. Kernel theorem 
All continuous linear mappings from Tx,A into Tx,A arise from the elements of 
TSB,(X),A®I,I®A as described in(**). 
Remark 
The space TSB,(X),A®I,I®A possesses the structure of an algebra, 
A A 
L1 · L2: (t,s) ~ L(-a,s)L2(t, a) 
with s >0, t>-10 with a>O sufficiently small and dependent ons. 
5. DIRAC BASES 
We rephrase the definition of Dirac basis in terms of bras and kets. 
5.1. Definition 
Let (M,µ.) be Federer measure space. A set {lx>lxeM} in the ket space Tx,A 
is called a (canonical) Dirac basis if it possesses the following properties. 
(a) For all d~JD, x ~ <xlv,d>(O) is a Borel function 
(b) For all d,dEJD the following relation is satisfied 
J <xlv,d>(O)<v,dlx>(O)dµ.(x) = 8iJ. 
M 
( c) There exists a null set N such that for all x EM\ N all d E JD and all n EN 
<xJv,d>(O) = lim µ.(B(x,r))- 1 j <ylv,d>(O)dµ.(y) 
rJ,O B(x,r) 
<xlv,d>(O)l2 = lim µ.(B(x,r))- 1 j l<ylv,d>(O)l2dµ.(y) 
rJ,O l B(x,r) 
~exp( - -~)I <x lv,d>(O)l2 
peD n 
1 
-->., 
= lim µ.(B(x,r))- 1 j ~ e n l<ylv,d>(O)l2dµ.(y) 
r,J.O B(x,r)PED 
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5.2. Theorem 
Let (lx>)xeM be a Dirac basis, IW> a test ket. 
(a) 'flxeM\N: <xlW>(O) = fun µ(_B(x,r))- 1 J <ylW>(O)dµ(y) 
(b) For any test bra <V~ 
rJ.O B(x,r) 
<VjW>(O) = j <Vlx>(O)<xlW>(O)dµ(_x) 
M 
For each f eX define Uf eL2(M,p.) by 
Uf: x 1-+ l: (j, vd)<xlv,d>(O) 
deD 
Then U is a unitary operator from X onto a closed Hilbert subspace Y of 
L 2(M,p.i Define the positive self-adjoint operator~ in Y by~= U A u·. 
Consider the following scheme 
Sx.A c+ X c+ Tx.A 
!U !U !U 
Sy,B c+ y c+ Ty,B 
Because of previous results, cf. Theorem 5.2, the elements of SY,B can be 
regarded as genuine functions, which satisfy a relative differentiation result 
outside a fixed set N <;,M with µ(_N)=O. 
We define 6, e T Y,B by 
6,(x,t) = l: <v,d[y>(t)<xlv,d>(O) 
deD 
i.e. 6, = U[y >. 
So for each x eM and t >0 we have 
<x[y>(t) = 6,(x,t). (5.3) 
Now for a test ket I W> we have by 5.2.b. 
<ylW>(O) = <yle-TAeTAIW>(O)= J <xlW>(-.,.)6,(x,T)dµ(_x) 
M 
with T>O sufficiently small. Thus 6, e T Y,B acts as an evaluation functional on 
SY,B· Formula (5.3) interpretes the 'orthonorm.ality relation' <x[y> = 6,(x) as 
suggested by Dirac. 
In general, the elements in T Y,B can be regarded as functions <P of two vari-
ables x and t, x eM, t >0 given by 
<P(x,t) = <xlK>(t) 
where IK> is any ket. The space T Y,B contains the 'representatives' of the kets 
in T X.A corresponding to the representation induced by the Dirac basis 
(lx>)xeM· The next theorems give some formulae of Dirac and our interpreta-
tion of them. 
5.4. Theorem 
(a) <BIK> = f <Blx><x!K>dµ(x) 
M 
means 
<BIK>(t) = j <Blx>(T)<xlK>(t--r)dµ(x) 
M 
= f i'(x,T)W(x,t -T)dµ(x), t>O, 0<-r<t 
M 
where UIB > = '1' and UIK> =Cl> 
(b) IK> = flx><xlK>dµ(x) 
M 
means 
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IK>(t) = J <xlK>(t --r)lx>(T)dµ(x)= j'l'(x,t--r)lx>(-r)dµ(x), 
M M 
t>O, 0<-r<t 
(c) <BI = J <Blx>Mxldµ(x) 
M 
means 
<Bl(t) = J <Blx>(t--r)<xl(-r)dµ(x) = jff>(x,t --r)<xl(-r)dµ(x), 
M M 
t>O, 0<-r<t. 
In his formalism Dirac suggests that the notion of matrix can be introduced 
for 'arbitrary' operators with respect to 'continuous' bases. 
5.5. l}efinition A 
Let 0eTTB2(X),A®J,I®A· The matrix [0] of 0 with respect to the Dirac basis 
(Ix> )xEM is defined by 
A 
(0Jxy(t,s) = (0(t --r,s -a), [y>(t)®lx>(a))B,(X) 
where t,s >0 and O<a<s, O<r<t. The definition of [0] does not depend on a 
and T. 
The next theorem gives some matrix formulae of Dirac and our interpreta-
tion of them. 
5.6. Theorem 
(a) 0= J [0lxylx><yldµ(x)dµ.(y) 
MXM 
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means 
A 
8(t,s) = J [81,(T,oXlx><ylXt-.,.,s-o)dµ(x)dµ{JI) 
MXM 
The integrals converge strongly in X®X and do not depend on T, O<T<t 
and q, O<o<s. 
(b) Let LeTSB,(X);A.®I,I®A· Then its matrix [f] with respect to the Dirac basis 
(Ix> ).xeM has the property that for all s >0 there is t8 >0 such that for all 
(x,y)eMXM the function ti-+[f:lxy(t,s) extends to the interval (-t,,oo). Let 
IK> be any ket. Then 
and 
means 
and 
f!K> = j [f:lxylx><ylK>dX(x)dµ{JI) 
MXM 
<xlf!K> = j[f:lxy<ylK>dµ{JI) 
M 
f!K>: s 1-+ J [f:lxy(-T,o)<ylF>(T)lx>(s -o)dµ(x)dµ{JI) 
MXM 
<xlf!K>: SI-+ f [f:lxy(-T,s)<yl£>(T)µ{JI) 
MXM 
where s >0, O<o<s and T>O sufficiently small 
(c) Let ft,~eTSB,(X);A®I,I®A· Then Dirac'sproductformula 
[ft 0~1, = /lftb[~Jz,dµ(z) 
M 
means 
[ft 0~1,: (t,s) 1-+ /lftb(-T,s)[~1z,(t,T)dµ(z). 
M 
Here for each s>O we must talce 0<.,.<41> and next t>42> may be taken. 
For all remaining cases we refer to [BG 1 ]. 
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Ill. The Free Field Formalism 
1. HILBERT SPACE FORMULATION 
We start with a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space X with orthonor-
mal basis (vj)jeN· In Xwe define the positive self-adjoint operator A by 
where 
00 
Af = ~j(j,vj)xvj, feD(A), 
j=I 
00 
D(A) = {feXI ~/l(f,vj)l<oo }. 
j=I 
1 d2 
E.g. we can take X=L2(R) and A- 2 (-dx2 +x2 +1). Let 
X(k)=X® · · · ®X (k-times) denote the k-fold Hilbert tensor product of X 
with inner product denoted by (-,. )x(k)· For /i. ... ,fk eX, 
/ 1 ® · · · ®fkeX(k) is called the k-fold simple tensor product of /i. ... ,fk· 
We note that 
k 
<!1 ® · · · ®fk, K1 ® · · · ®gk) = II(fi,g,)x. 
1=1 
An orthonormal basis in X(k) is given by the vectors vj(k)=vj, ® · · · ®vA 
with j =(ji, ... ,A)eNk. In X(k) introduce the positive self-adjoint operator 
A(k) by 
A(k)(v· ® ·· · ®v·) = lil(v· ® · · · ®v·) ]1 ]k v Ji l• 
followed by linear and self-adjoint extension. Here I/I= j 1 + · · · +A· We note 
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that 
e-IA(k)(v· ® · · · ®v· = (e -tj'v· )® · · · ®(e -tj·v· ). Ja }t Ja }t 
1.1. Lemma 
Let Y0 , YI> · · · be Hilbert spaces and let '!Bo, 'ii\1' ... be self-adjoint operators in 
Yo, y I····· respectively. Then the linear operator diag('ii\k) in $ r =O yk defined by 
diag('ii\k){.fk} = {'ii\,Jil, {fk}eD(diag('ii\k)). 
where 
is self-adjoint. 
We introduce the Fock space F, 
00 
F = ED X(k) 
k=O 
with X(O) = C and X(l)=X, and in F the self-adjoint operator X 
% = diag(A(k)) 
where we set A (o)=O and A (t)=A. The operator %has discrete spectrum with 
eigenvalues 0, 1,2, . . . and corresponding multiplicities m0 =1, mN = 2N - t, 
N=l,2, .... 
1.2. Proposition 
Let keN, geX. The operator ak(g): X(k)-»X(k -1) is defined by 
ak(g)f(k) = ~ ~(vj,,g)x(f(k),vjJ(k))xck)vj(k-1) 
jeN -a j 1 eN 
where we set 
V· ·(k) = V· ®v·(k-1) = V· ®(v· ® · · · ®v· ). Ji} 11 1 l• h l• 
Then ak(g): X(k)-»X(k -1) is continuous with llak(g)ll = llgllx. In addition for 
all t>O 
ak(e-tAg) = etA(k-l)ak(g)e-tA<k>. 
Let ck(g)=ak(g)°. It is clear that ck(g) is a continuous linear operator from 
X(k -1) into X(k) with llck(g)ll = llgllx· We observe that 
ck(g)f (k-1) = g®/(k-1), f (k - l)eX(k -1). 
1.3. Lemma 
For each keN the mappings ak: X-»'ii\(X(k),X(k -1)) and ck: X-» 
'ii\(X(k-1),X(k)) are continuous. In particular we have 
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00 
ak(g) = ~ (v,,g)xak(v1) 
/=I 
and 
00 
ck(g) = ~ (g, v1)xck(v1). 
/=I 
The mapping ak is anti-linear and the mapping ck is linear. 
In the Fock space F = $ 'f =oX (k) we introduce the dense subspaces Du, 
a>O. 
00 
Du = {lf(k)}eFI ~ kallf(k)llJcck><oo }. 
k=O 
1.4. Definition 
On D 1 we introduce the linear operator a (g) by 
a(g)lf(k)} = {Vk+lak+1(g)/(k + 1)}. 
So a(g) is represented by the operator matrix 
0 v'l a1(g) 0 
0 V2 a2(g) 
a(g) = 0 VJ a3(g) 
0 
(Observe that a(g) is an unbounded linear operator.) 
1.5. Lemma 
Set c(g): =a(g)*. Then D(c(g))=D1 =D(a(g)) and c(g)* =a(g)°* =a(g). So 
both a(g) and c(g) are closed linear operators in F. On D 1 we have 
c(g)lf(k)} = { Ykck(g)f(k -1)}. 
So c (g) is represented by the operator matrix 
0 0 
Vl C1{g) 0 
c(g) = V2. c2(g) 0 D 
VJ C3(g) 0 
0 
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Remark 
The operators q(g) = a(g)+c(g) and ct>+(g) = a(g)-c(g) are self-adjoint V2 iVl 
in F. 
1.6. Lemma 
(a) a(e-tAg)=e'xa(g)e-rx, t>O, gEX 
(b) c(e-tAg)=e-t'.JCa(g)e'x, t>O, gEX 
(c) For each {f{k)}ED 1 
00 
a(g){f(k)} = ~(v1,g)xa(v1){f(k)} 
/=I 
and 
00 
c(g){f(k)} = ~(g,,v)xc(v,){f(k)} 
/=I 
where convergence is in the norm of F. D 
The next step in our construction is the introduction of the symmetrization 
projection p(+ > and anti-symmetrization projection p<->. 
Let Pk denote the permutation group of order k. For each permutation 
aEPk we introduce the unitary operator o on X(k) by 
o(j(k)) = ~ (j(k),v/k))x(k)va(j)(k) 
jeN' 
where a(j)=(jm..1» ... ,ja(k»· Now we put 
Gj.+>(k) = -1t ~ o. 
k · aeP• 
Then GJ.+>(k) is an orthogonal projection in X(k). Its range is denoted by 
x<+>(k) and called the k-fold symmetric tensor product of X. Further, we put 
A<+>(k)-6J.+>(k)A(k)6J.+>(k). Similarly we introduce the projection GJ.->(k) in 
X(k) by 
GJ.->(k) = k\ ~ £(a)o. 
· aeP1 
where £(a)= 1 if a is even and £(a)= -1 if a is odd. The range of GJ.->(k) is 
denoted by x<->(k) and called the k-fold anti-symmetric tensor product of X. 
We set A <->(k)=GJ.->(k)A(k)GJ.->(k). 
1. 7. Definition 
The orthogonal projections 6J. + > and GJ.-> in F are defined by 
Gj.±> = diag(6f.±>(k )). 
We set p<±> =6J.±>(F). p<+> is called the Boson Fock space and p<-> the Fer-
mion Fock space. Further, we introduce the positive self-adjoint operator'.}(,(±> 
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in p<±) by 
:JO±> = o/±>xo/±>. 
We note that Xo/±> =o/±>x. 
The operator :JO+> has discrete spectrum with eigenvalues N =O, 1,2, ... 
and corresponding multiplicity m'1t>. Here m'1t>. N = 1,2, ... equals the 
number of decompositions of N into integer summands without regard to 
1 ,, y;;; 
order. The asymptotics of m'N+ > is given by m'N+ >......., Y3 e 3 • So for all 
t >0 the operator e -ix+> is Hilbert-Schmidt. The 4~er!tor :30-> has discrete 
spectrum with eigenvalues N =O, 1,2, ... and multiplicities m~>. Here m'N->, 
N = 1,2, ... , equals the number of decompositions of N into distinct integer 
summands without regard to order. In this case we have 
(-) .4~ iT y;;; 'VI ) 
mN ......., v 3NJ e . So the operator e-t,.,_- is Hilbert-Schmidt for all 
t>O. 
1.8. Definition 
Let geX. On D\±> =o/±)(D 1) we introduce the operators 
a<±>(g) = o/±>a(g)o/±) 
c<±>(g) = o/±>c(g)o/±) 
We have a<±>(g)* =c<±>(g) and c<±>(g)* =a<±>(g). 
Remark 
The operator a<±>(g), geX, may be called annihilation operators. The 
operators c<±>(.£"), geX, may be called creation operators. 
Observe that aC±>(g)=a(g)i!J>(±) and c<±>(g)=o/±1c(g). 
The following commutation relations and expansions are valid. 
1.9.Theorem 
Let g,heX Then on D~±) =o/±>(D2) 
[a<±>(g) a<±>(h)] = 0 
:+ 
[c<±>(g) c<±>(h)] = 0 
:+ 
Further, from Lemma 1. 6 we obtain the expansions 
00 
a<±>(g) = ~ (v1,g)xa<±>(v1) 
/=I 
00 
c±(g) = ~(g,v1)xc<±>(v1) 
/=I 
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where convergence takes place pointwise on D\±>. D 
Remark 
The operators {a<+>(g), c<+>(g), 1+} establish a representation of the Heisen-
berg algebra in infinitely many variables. 
2. SOME MATHEMATICAL TOOLS 
We introduce the trajectory space Tx(k),A(k) and the analyticy space Sx(k),A(k)· 
The kets in Tx(k),A(k) are denoted by IW;k >. So l4>;k> is an X(k)-valued 
function on (0, oo) with the property 
IW;k >(t +r) = e-.-A<k>lw;k >(t), t, T>O. 
The elements of Tx(k).A(k) are called k-particles kets. A ket IO;k> belongs 
Sx(k),A(k) if there exists a ket IW;k> and t>O such that 
IO;k> = e-.-A(k>1w;k>. 
The kets in S X(k).A (k) are called k-particles test kets. Similarly, we introduce 
the spaces Tx(kY,A(kY and Sx(k)',A(k)'· The elements of Sx(k)',A(k)' are denoted 
by <W;kl. They are called k-particles bras. By [j;k> we denote the k-
particles ket 
li ·k>: t1-+e- 1Vl(v· ® · · · ®v·) 
' Ji l• 
and, correspondingly, by <J,kl the k-particles bra 
li ·k>: t1-+e- 1Vl(v'· ® · · · ®v'·) 
' }1 l• 
2.1. Proposition 
(a) Let IK1 >, ... , IKk> be one-particle kets. Then 
t I-+ ~ <J, IK1 >(0) ... <fklKk>(O)[j,k>(t), t>O, 
jeH• 
is a member of T X(k),A (k)· This k-particles ket is denoted by IK 1 > 
· · · IKk>· Observe that for all t>O 
(IK I> ... IKk > Xt) = IK I >(t)® ... ® IKk >(t) 
(b) Let IW1 >, ... , IWk> be one-particle test kets. Then IW1 >IW2> 
. . . I wk > is a member of s X(k),A (k)· 
(c) Let <Bd, . .. , <Bkl be one particles bras. Then 
t I-+ ~ <B, li I >(0) ... <Bk lik >(O)<J,kl(t), t.>0, 
jeH• 
is a member of Tx(k)',A(kY· This k-particles bra is denoted by 
IB1 >, ... , IB21<B11./or all t>O 
(<Bkl · · · <BdXt) = <Bd(t)® · · · ®<Bkl(t) 
( d) Let < v 11 •... , <Vi I be one-particle test bras. Then < vk I · · · 
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<V2I< Vil is a member of Sx(k)',A(k)'· 
2.2. Definition 
The Pock trajectory space TF,'X consists of all mapping <I> from (O,oo) into F 
with the property that for all t >0 and r>O. 
<I>(t + T) = e -T'X\l>(t). 
The Fock analyticity space SF,'X consists of all UETF,'X for which <PETF,'X and 
T>O exist such that U=e-T'.JC(>. 
2.3. Lemma 
(a) <l>ETF,'X if! there exist l<P;k> ETx(k),A(k)> k =O, 1,2, . . . such that 
'1'1>0: {l<I>,k>(t)}EF and 
«I>(t) = {l«I>;k>(t)}, t>O. 
(b) UETF,'X if! there exist IU;k>ESx(k),A(k)> k=0,1,2, ... such that 
3.,.>o: {10,k>(-T)} EF and 
O(t) = {IU;k>(t)}, t>-T. D 
Remarks 
The same definitions and results apply with replaced by F' and :JC 
replaced by X. 
The space TF,'X (TF',x) is Montel but not nuclear. 
For any bra <BI and any ket IK> we introduce the linear mappings N(<BI) 
and M(jK>). 
2.4. Definition 
(a) Let <BI be any bra. The mapping N(<BI) from SF,'X into SF,'X is 
defined by 
N(<Bl){IU;k> }: t ...... e-<1 +.,.>'Xa(IB>(T)){(W;k>(-T)}. 
Because of 1.6.a this definition does not depend on the choice of T>O 
sufficiently small. 
(b) In addition, let <WI be a test bra. Then the mapping N(<Wi) of (a) 
extends to a linear mapping from TF,'X into TF,'X· We have 
N( < Wl){l«I>;k> }: t ...... e-<t+r)'Xa(IW>(-T)){(<I>;k>(T)} 
where 0<-r<t has to be taken sufficiently small. 
(c) Let IK> be any ket. Then the linear mapping M(i>) from TF,'X into 
TF, x is defined by 
M(l.K){l<I>;k >}: t ...... e -(t + ... )xc(IK>( T)){ («I>;k >( T)}. 
where we have to take O<T<t. By 1.6.a the definition does not depend on 
T. 
(d) In addition, let IW> be a test ket. Then M(IW>) maps SF,'X into SF,'X· 
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For {O;k > }eSF,'.JC we have 
M(IW> ){IO;k> }: t i-+e-<t+T)'.JCc(IW>(-T)){(O;k>(-T)} 
where T>O has to be taken sufficiently small. 
Now let (I~> )~eM be a Dirac basis. We want to interpret the following 
heuristic formulae, 
N(<BI) = f <Bl~>N(<~l)dJL<.€) 
M 
and 
M(IK>) = f <~IK> M( <~l)dµ({). 
M 
which extend the formulae 1.6.b. 
2.5. Lemma 
(a) N(<BI) = J <Bl~>N(<~l)dµ({) can be interpreted as 
M 
'-'1>0'r/T,0<T<t; eT'.JCN(<Bl)e-t'.JC = (a(IB>(T))e-(l-T)'.JC) 
= j <Bl~>(7)e<.,.-:;:)'.JCN(<~l)e-<1-:;:)xdµ({) 
M 
where 0<7<T can be arbitrary. For each t,T,T with 0<7<T<t the operator 
valued function 
~ 1-+ <B 1~>(7)e<T-:;:)'.JC N( <~l)e -(t -:;:)'.JC 
is strongly µ.-integrable w.r.t. ~(F). 
(b) M(<KI) = J <~IK>M(<~l)dJL<.€> can be interpreted as 
M 
'-'1>0VT,0<T<I: e-T'.JCM(<Kl)e''.JC = e-(l-T)'.JC)(c(IK>(T)) 
= f <~IK>(7)e<T-:;:)x M(I~> )e<T-:;:)xdµ({) 
M 
where 0<7<T can be arbitrary. For each t,T,;; with O<r<T<t the opera-
tor valued function 
~ ...+ <~IK>(7)e -<1 -:;:>x M(I~> )e<T-:;:)x 
is strongly µ.-integrable w.r.t. ~(F). D 
2.6. Definition 
Let e be a linear mapping from the one-particle ket space T x,A into T X,A. By 
the integral expression 
f M(ej~> )N( <~l)dµ({) 
M 
we mean the linear mapping from SF,'.JC into TF,'.JC defined by 
(j M(ejE>)N( <~i)dµ.(~{ln;k> }: 
M 
t ~<f e-'x(ejE>)N( <Ei))e-T'.JCdµ.(m{IO;k>(-T)}. 
M 
Here T>O has to be taken sufficiently small. 
Remark 
For all t, T>O the '!B-valued function 
E~e-'xM(ejE>)N(<Ei)e-T%, EeM, 
is strongly integrable for each t, T>O. 
2. 7. Theorem 
The equality 
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f M(ejE> )N( <Eldµ.(~ = f f M(IE'> )<fleJE> N( <Ei)dµ.(~dµ.(f) 
M MM 
admits the following interpretation: 
Remark 
'V1>0 V'T,0<T<I: e-t'.JC(j M(ejE> )N( <Eldµ.(me-IX= 
M 
= j j <fleJE>(t -T)e -T'.JC M(if> )eT'.JCN( <El)e-'xdµ.(~dµ.(f). D 
MXM 
Fort >0 and T, O<T<t, the B(F)-valued function 
(E,f) ~ <E'leJE>(t-T)e-T'.JCM(lf>)eT'.JCN(<Ei)e-1x 
is strongly µ,®µ,-integrable. 
3. ThAIBCTORY SPACE FORMULATION 
Starting from the projections o/±>(k) of the first section we introduce the 
spaces T x<±>(k),A<±>(k) and Sx<±>(k),A<±>(k)- The spaces with plus sign contain the k-
bosons (test) kets; the spaces with minus sign the k-fermions (test) kets. The 
projections o/±>: F"""'p<.+> induce the Boson-Fock trajectory space Tr+>,:Jtt> 
and the Fermion-Pock trajectory space Tr-i.x->, respectively. The space 
T r+>,x+> contains the Boson field kets and the space T r->±tc-> the Fermion field 
kets. As observed in Section HI. I the operators e -ix , t >0, are Hilbert-
Schmidt, whence the spaces T r±>,x±> are nuclear. 
3.1. Definition 
(a) Let <BI be a one-particle bra. We introduce the field operator 
N<±>(<BJ) = o/±>N(<BJ)o/±>_ 
Observe that e1'.JC±>N(±)(<Bl)e-1x±> =a<±>(IB>(t)), t>O. 
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(b) Let IK> be a one-particle ket. We introduce the field operator 
M<±>(IK>) = ~±> M(IK> )P<±> 
Observe that e -t:JC±> M<±>(IK> )e'x±> =c<±>(IK>(t)). The field operators 
N<±>(<BI) are called annihilation operators. They act from Sr±>,x±> into 
Sr>,'.JC±>. H <WI is a test bra then N<±>(<WI) extends to a linear mapping 
from Tr±>,x±> into Tr±>,x±>. 
The field operators M<±>(IK>) are called creation operators. These opera-
tors act from Tr±>,x±> into Tr,x±>. H <WI is a test ket, then M<±>(IW>) 
maps Sr±>,x±> into Sr,x±>. 
In the next theorem we present some heuristic formulae, used in the free 
field formalism, together with our interpretation of them. 
3.2. Theorem 
Let (1€> )feM be a Dirac basis. 
(a) The expansion 
means 
N<±>(<BI) = j <B1€>N<±>(<€1)dµ.(~ 
M 
of.JC±> (+) -1'.JC"'> _ 
'ff, >0 'r/ T,O«r<t v'T,0<'7-<t: e N - ( <B l)e -
= J <Bl€>(1)e -(T-'T)'.JC"'> N<±>( <€1)e -(T-'T)'.JC"'> dµ.(~ 
M 
CJ Lemma 2.5.a. 
(b) The expansion 
means 
M<±>(IK>) = f <€1K> M<±>(1€> )dµ.(~ 
M 
-1'.JC"'> (+) of.JC'"> 
'f.11>o'rl.,,o<T<t"<l'T,o<'T<1: e M- (IK>)e = 
= j <€1K>(T)e -(t -'T)'.JC±> M(±)(1€> )e<"-'T)'.JC"'> dµ.<_O. 
M 
Cf. Lemma 2.5.b. D 
For each pair of bras ( <B 11, <B2 1) the (anti-) commutator 
[N<±>(<B11), N<±>(<B2l)l+ 
is a well defined linear mapping from Sr"'>,'.JC±> into Sr±>,x"'>. ·similarly, for each 
pair of kets (IK 1 >, IK 2 >) the (anti-) commutator 
[M(±)(IK1>), M(±)(IK2>)]+ 
is a well defined linear mapping from Tr±>,x±> into Tr±>,'.JC"'>. Also, for each ket 
IK> and each test bra <WI the (anti-) commutator 
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[N<±>( <WI), M<±>(IK> )]+ 
is a well defined linear mapping from Tr±>,x±> into Tr±>,x±>. 
3.3. Theorem 
Let <Bd, <B21 be one-particle bras, IK>, IK1 >, IK2> be one-particle kets 
and <WI a one-particle test bra. 
(a) [N<±'>(<Bd), N<±>(<B2I)]+ = 0 
(b) [M<±>(IK1 >), M<±>(IK2>)1+ = O 
(c) [N<±>( <WI), M<±>(IK> )]+ = < WIK>(O)J<±>. 
It follows from 3.3.c that for any bra <BI and any ket IK>. 
[N<±>(<BletA), M<±>IK>]+ = <BIK>(t)J<±>, t>O. 
3.4. Definition 
The heuristic (anti-) commutator expression 
[N<±>( <Bi), M<±>(IK> )]+ 
denotes the operator valued function 
t ...... [N±(<Ble-tA), M±(IK>)]+, t>O. 
Thus we arrive at the continuum version of the CAR and CCR. 
3.5. Corollary 
Let (~>)~eM be a Dirac basis. Then for all ~;qeM 
[N(±)( <~I), N(±)( <711)]+ = 0 
[M(±)(I~> ), M(±)<l'ri> )]+ = 0 
[N<±>(<~I), M<±>(l71>)]+ = <~l71>J<±> = 8'llm1<±> D 
Finally we introduce the notion of second quantization. In Theorem 2.7 we 
have given our mathematical interpretation of the expression 
j f dµ(~µ(f)M(lf)<flfl~> N( <~I) 
MM 
where e is a linear mapping from Tx,A into Tx,A· Multiplying both sides by 
~±)yields 
g<±>(e) = ~±>(j j dµ(~µ(f)M(if)<~'lflg>N(<gl))~±> 
MM . 
= j j dµ(~dµ(f)M<±>(if)<flfl~> N<±>( <gl). 
MM 
The operator g<±>(e): Sr±>,x±>~Tr±>,x±> is called the second quantization of e. 
In particular, g<±>(e) is the so-called number operator with the property, 
g<±>(J)~±) {l<P;ko >8kok} = ko~±) {l<P;ko >8kk0 }. 
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In litarature one finds the suggestion that 'every' operator can be expanded in 
annihilation and creation operators. Two types of expansions seem fashion-
able. One with a projection on the vacuum state in the middle, with the 
annihilation operators on the right hand side and the creation operators on the 
left hand side, and one such an expansion without this projection. The latter is 
called the normal form. The first of these claims can be proved in the present 
context, where we can even make an expansion involving an arbitrary Dirac 
basis. We present a sketch of the proof. 
Starting from the Dirac basis (Ix> )xeM we obtain a Dirac basis in T r"'> ,x"'> 
given by 
with 
k lx;ko> = lx1>lx2> · · · lxk0 >, x=(x1> ... ,xk0 )eM •. 
The underlying Federer measure space for this Dirac basis is 
M(cx:>)= U ':=oMk, i.e. the disjoint union of all k-fold Cartesian products of 
the measure space M. Now let :a:<±>: Sr"> x"'>-+Tr"'> x"'> be a continuous linear 
mapping. Because of the nuclearify of th~ there exists E:_<±> e 
IT ~>®J""'>;x"'>®t"'>,t"'>®x"'> which represents :a:<±> as described in Kernel 
Theorem 11.4.3. Now with the matrix, cf. Definition 11.5.5. 
a~>(xh ... ,Xk>Yh ... ,y,; t,s) = [E:{±>lx,k,)(y,l)(t,s) 
=(E(±)(t -T,s -a), '3(±>{jy ;l>(T)8lk' }®'3(±>{1x,k>(a)8kk'} 
we have the expansion result 
-rx"'1 ';;'(±) -sx"'1 _ J J <±>( • ) e - e - akl xh ... ,Xk>Yh ... ,y,, T,a 
M(co)M(co) 
·(c¥±>{jy;/>8lk' }{ <x ;kl8kk' }c¥±>Xt-.,.,s -a)dp.co(x)dp.co(y). 
In the latter integral we insert the relations 
'3(±>{jy;l>8lk'} = M(±)(IY1>) ... M<±><y,)10> 
{ <x ;kl8kk' }c¥±> = <OIN<±>( <x1 I> · · · N<±>( <xkl>· 
Then we ultimately arrive at the expression 
co co e-tx"'>:a:<±>e~sx"'> = ~ ~ J · · · J J · · · Ja~>(x1> ... ,xk•Yh ... ,y,; T,a)· 
k=O l=O k k 
·e-<r-,.)X"'>M<±>(jy1>) · · · M<±>(jy1>)10><0IN<±>(<x1I) · · · N<±>(<xkl) 
·e-<s-o)X"'> dp.(xi) · · · dp.(yi) · • · dp.(y,). 
This is a mathematical expression of the familiar heuristic expression, which 
can be obtained by taking t, .,.,s and a all equal to zero. 
In literature, e.g. [Sh] p. 22, one also encounters this type of expansion 
expressions without the projection on the vacuum state 10> <01 in the middle. 
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Perhaps convergence of such expressions involving an arbitrary Dirac basis can 
be dealt with in a similar way. At this moment we do not know whether each 
operator can be represented in this so-called normal form. In literature such 
statements can be found without proof or reference. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 
The Witt lattice Win R8 , and the Leech lattice L in R24 , are perhaps the most 
well-known of all integral lattices. They have significance for geometry, finite 
groups and combinatorics, whose multi-dimensional aspects in part are 
governed by W for dimensions .;;;;10, and by L for dimensions .;;;;26. In the 
present introductory survey we try to give the reader an idea about what is 
going on in these fields. In the appendix (Section 5) we point at the literature 
in other areas of application, such as the geometry of numbers, arithmetic 
groups, combinatorial geometry, algebraic geometry, representation of algebras, 
and the theory of superstrings in physics. 
Let Rd denote a real vector space of dimension d, provided with a nondegen-
erate symmetric inner product (, ), which may be definite or indefinite. Call 
(x,x) the norm of x eRd. A lattice in Rd is a free Abelian subgroup of rank d. 
A lattice is integral if the inner products of its vectors are integers (the coordi-
nates of the vectors need not be integral). In indefinite space integral lattices 
are completely determined by their dimension, type and signature. The type is 
I or U according as there exists a lattice vector of odd norm or not. The 
classification of integral lattices in positive definite spaces is much more com-
plicated, and essentially unknown. The classical notion of stereographic projec-
tion can relate the two cases. This is illustrated in Section 4. In the earlier Sec-
tion 3 we concentrate on the vectors of norm 2 in the integral lattice. They are 
called roots since their perpendicular hyperplanes reflect the lattice. Section 2 
gives a quick and concrete introduction to the lattices W and L, with the 
emphasis on the vectors of minimum norm: 240 of norm 2 for W, and 2 (258) 
of norm 4 for L. We explain these numbers. 
2. THE LATIICES OF WITI AND OF LEECH 
2.1. Definitions 
Let H = - I + S be a skew Hadmard matrix of size 4k, that is, H has entries 
+ 1 and 
HH' = 4kl, s+s1 = o, diag(H-J) = -21. 
Following McKAY [9], we consider the following matrix B of size 8k, and we 
calculate B 1 B: 
·- 1 [(k+l)l4k H4k-14kl I -[(k+l)J H-li 
B Bk • - Vk+1 0 4k I 4k ' B B - H 1 - I 41 . 
The integral linear combinations of the columns of B sk constitute a lattice Ask 
in R8k, which has the following properties: 
Ask is integral (all lattice vectors have integral pairwise inner products), 
since B1 Bis an integral matrix; 
Ask is unimodular (the parallelepipedum of the basis vectors has volume 
one), since detB = 1 ; 
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Ask is even (the norms (x,x) of all lattice vectors are even), for odd k. 
We shall restrict to the cases k = 1 and k =3. Fork= 1 the lattice A8 is the 
Witt lattice [14). Fork =3 the lattice is the Leech lattice [8]. 
2.2. The Witt lattices in R8 
For k = l we expose the matrix B, and some easy linear combinations of the 8 
columns, which form the 240=8+8+ 16(4+4+6) vectors of minimum norm 
(x,x)-; X4=2 in the lattice. 
2 0 0 0 -2 0 0 +l 0 
0 2 0 0 -1 -2 
+2 
-1 0 
0 
0 +I 0 0 
0 0 2 0 -1 -1 -2 0 +I 0 +l 
1 0 0 0 2 -1 l -1 -2 0 0 +I 0 +l 
V20000 1 0 0 0 0 +2 +1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 +I 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +l +I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +I +l 
These 240 vectors in R8 all have norm (r,r)=2 and inner products 
(r,s)e{O, +l, +2}. They form the so-called root system E 8 • The pairs of oppo-
site vectors are on 120 lines in R8 which have angles 60° and 90°, so have 
cosines E {; ,O}. 
2.3. The Leech lattice in R24 
For k = 3, in dimension 24, we read from B' B that the basis vectors all have 
norm 4. It is not difficult to show that all lattice vectors have norm at least 4. 
Furthermore, (x+y, x+y);;;;;i.4 implies 
'1x,yex(x,y)e{O, +l, +2, +4} for X: = {xeA: (x,x)=4}. 
We expose the vectors of X, the vectors of minimum norm 4. Apart from a 
common factor 11 Vs they are as follows, cf. [4). 
729X27 vectors of type (+2)8016 , having an even number of minusses, and 
the 8 nonzero coordinates distributed over the 24 coordinates as the blocks of 
the Steiner 5 - (24,8,1) design; ('f) X4 vectors of type (+4)2<>22, all possibili-
ties for the signs and for the 2 nonzero coordinates over 24 places; 
24X212 vectors of type (+3)1(+1)23 , where the 3 runs through all 24 posi-
tions, and the minus signs follow the fat tern of the extended _Golay code. 
Altogether these are 196560 = 2 ( ~8 vectors in X, and it will soon turn out 
that this is all. Since the vectors of X are pairwise antipodal and have norm 4, 
the antipodal pairs are on (~8) lines at angle 4> with cosf/>E{O, ;, ~}. 
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2.4. Inequalities for sets of lines 
The following general theorem, which is of independent interest [6,7], explains 
why nice numbers such as (~8] and (1~) occur. 
THEOREM 2.1. In Euclidean space Rd there are at most [~++~] lines having an 
angle</> selected from at most s + 1 values, one of which being w/2. 
PROOF. Consider n lines through the origin in Rd whose angles </> have 
COS</>E{O,al> ... ,as}. Let X denote a set of n unit vectors, one along each of the 
lines. Then 
(x,x) = 1 and (x,y)E{O,+a1,+a2, ... ,+as}, 
for all x,y EX. Now consider then polynomials Fx, one for each x EX, defined 
by 
These are independent polynomials. Indeed, suppose };xexCxFx =O, for Cx ER, 
then substitution of any y EX for the running variable ~ yields Fx(y) = Bx,y• 
hence Cy =O. On the other hand, the polynomials Fxo x EX belong to the linear 
space Ho~(Rd) of the homogeneous polynomials in d variables of total 
degree 2s + 1. Hence their number cannot exceed 
. d [d-l+kl dimHo~(R) = d-l ' 
which proves the theorem. D 
REMARK. As an illustration of the formula for the dimension, we demonstrate 
that there are [~) monomials of degree 7 in 3 variables: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 indicates xr x~x1. 
REMARK. The number of lines at few angles is bounded by the present and 
similar inequalities, cf. [6]. For each of the following bounds the maximum is 
indeed achieved. We saw this already for the first two cases, and will encounter 
the other cases later 
d 24 8 
a 
23 
1 
5 
7 23 
n ~ (2s8] (130) [2i] rnJ [21) 
98280 120 276 28 2300 
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3. ROOTS 
3.1. Root systems 
Let Rd denote real Euclidean space of dimension d. A root system in Rd is a 
set of vectors such that, for each pair of vectors, 
(r,r) = 2 and (r,s)e{O, 1,-1,2,-2}. 
Apart from the root system E 8, which was defined explicitly in 2.2, we have: 
E 1 := {xeE8 : (x,v)=O}, for some veE8 ; 
E 6 := {xeE8 : (x..l star}, for some star; 
Ad : = { e; - e/ { e 1> ••• , ed + t} o.n. basis in Rd+ 1 } ; 
D ·- {+- + •...J- •• { } b · · nd} d . - _e;_ej, i,-:J. el> ... ,ed as1s m"' . 
The numbers of nonzero vectors, and of lines connecting antipodal vectors, are 
as follows: 
for Es E1 E6 Ad Dd 
#vectors 240 126 72 d(d + 1) 2d(d- l) 
# lines 120 63 36 -id(d + 1) d(d-1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Following the definition above the only root systems are Ad, Dd, 
E6, E1, Es (d;;;i.1). 
PROOF. See [2]. 0 
Root systems are important for the theory of integral lattices. Indeed, a 
reflection 
2~ XERd, x 1-+ x - ( ) r, 
r,r 
in the hyperplane orthogonal to a root r provides an automorphism 
x'=x -(x,r)r of the lattice if (r,r)=2. Sometimes an integral lattice is gen-
erated by such reflections, but usually it is not. We will come back to this 
later. 
3.2. Coxeter graphs, graphs with /Jmm. = - 2 
For any root system, let us consider the Gram matrix 21 + C of the inner pro-
ducts of the roots. This matrix has 2 on the diagonal, and entries 0, I, - 1, - 2 
elsewhere. By permutation we produce submatrices 2/ - A (off-diagonal entries 
0 and - I only) and 2/ + B (off-diagonal entries 0 and I only). 
2I+C = 
2 
0/-1 
2 
0/1/-1 
2 
2 
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21-A, amax =2. 
2 
Oil 21 + B, f3mm. = -2. 
2 
The Gram matrix 2/ + C is positive semi-definite, and so are its principal sub-
matrices 2/ -A and 2/ +B. For the eigenvalues of the (1,0)-matrices A and B 
this implies: A has !Xmax =i;;;;2 and B has /3mm.-;;;. - 2. If 2/ -A is singular then 
amax = 2, and if 21 + B is singular then /3mm. = - 2. 
A Coxeter graph is a finite graph whose adjacency matrix A has maximum 
eigenvalue £Xmax =2 (implicitly in [5]). The corresponding eigenvector x satisfies 
Ax =2x, hence "'i:.j_ixj=2x;, for i =I, ... ,v, that is, twice the value at the vertex 
i equals the sum of the values at the neighbouring vertices of i. Here are five 
examples of Coxeter graphs: two infinite families and three sporadic graphs. 
Each time the eigenvector is indicated, and one can check the property 
Ax=2x. 
2 3 2 
2 
-
Es 
3 
The eigenvalue 2 is indeed the maximum eigenvalue since the eigenvectors are 
positive vectors (Theorem of Perron-Frobenius). The following theorem is not 
difficult to prove. 
- - -
THEOREM 3.2. The only connected Coxeter graphs are Ad, Dd, E6 £7, Eg. 
We turn to finite graphs whose adjacency matrix B has smallest eigenvalue -2. 
We refer to [3] for the following result: 
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THEOREM 3.3. Graphs with /Jmin = - 2 have a matrix 21 + B which can be 
obtained from the root systems Dd or E 8. 
Graphs whose 21 + B is in the root system Dd, are (generalized) line graphs. 
For instance the graph (V,E) has a line graph which is represented by the set 
of vectors {e;+e/ {i,j}EE} inDv. 
Graphs whose 21 + B is in the root system E 8, are sporadic graphs. They 
include the graphs of Petersen on 10, Clebsch on 16, and Schlafli on 27 ver-
tices. The vertices of the Petersen graph are represented by the 10 pairs out of 
5 symbols, two vertices being adjacent iff the corresponding pairs are disjoint. 
The Clebsch graph has 6 further vertices, the 5 symbols and a vertex w. The 
adjacencies are as indicated below. For a description of the Schlafli graph cf. 
[3]. 
afJ 
w 
3.3. Root lattices 
A root lattice is an integral lattice which is generated by norm 2 vectors. We 
given two examples, to be denoted by Dd and by E 8 • Let {e1>e2 , •.. ,ed} be an 
orthonormal basis in Rd. Define 
Dd := {xERd: x;EZ, .± x;E2.l}. 
I =I 
This integral lattice is generated by the following d vectors of norm 2, whose 
Gram matrix is also exposed: 
0--0--0- - - - - -
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 0 
0 2 
=Gram 
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The vectors are taken as the vertices of a graph, two vertices being adjacent 
(nonadjacent) if the vectors have inner product -1_ (inner product 0). The 
resulting graph is a subgraph of the Coxeter graph Dd. The Gram matrix of 
the generating vectors has determinant 4, hence the lattice Dd is not unimodu-
lar but has det(basis) =2. 
Our second example of a root lattice is 
l 
Es := <Ds, 2(e1 +e2 + · · · +es)>z. 
Clearly ; (e 1 +e2 + · · · +e8) has norm 2, and integral inner product with all 
vectors of the lattice D 8• Hence E 8 is integral and a root lattice. Since 
2Z8 :JD8 and 2E8 ::>D8 we have 
[Z8 : D 8]=2 and [E8 : D 8]=2 
for the indices, hence E 8 has det(basis) = 1. In fact, E 8 is the integral unimo-
dular even Witt lattice of Section 2.2. The graph of its basis reads 
and is a sub graph of the Coxeter graph E 8 • 
Apart from Dd and E 8 there are further root lattices called Ad, E 1 , E 6 • The 
following classification of root lattices is related to Theorem 3.1 on root sys-
tems and 3.3 on graphs having smallest eigenvalue -2. 
THEOREM 3.4. Every root lattice is a direct sum of lattices Ad, Dd, Ed. 
This theorem has recently proved to be very useful in the classification of cer-
tain classes of graphs, cf. Appendix§ 5.5. 
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3. 4. Roots and the Leech lattice 
There are no roots in the Leech lattice L since all vectors in L have norm ;;..4. 
However, roots are useful to describe deep holes in the Leech lattice. A hole in 
L is a ball whose boundary does, but whose interior does not contain vectors 
from L. It has been shown [4] that the Leech lattice contains deep holes of 
radius Yi, and small holes of radius < Vi. 
Let h denote the centre of any deep hole, and let the boundary contain the dis-
tinct lattice points O,z2,z3 , ••• ,zp EL. For hi: =zi -h we have: 
4...;;(zi-zj, zi-zj)=(hi-hj, hi-hj)=2+2-2(hi>hj), 
Hence (hi> hj) takes the values 0 and -1. The boundary points correspond to 
the points hi. h2 , ••• ,hP having Gram matrix [(hi. hj)]=2l-A, where A is a 
(1,0) matrix. Therefore, the boundary points of a deep hole correspond to a 
Coxeter graph. Frop:t 'I}leo~em 3.2 we know that this graph is a disjoint union 
of graphs of type Ad, Dd, Ed. Conway and Sloane [4] found that there are 23 
types of deep holes, such as 
-24 -12 -s - - -
A1 'Ai 'AJ, ... ,D16Es,D24, 
and that the Leech lattice may be reconstructed from each deep hole. Bor-
cherds [1] investigated the 284 types of small holes. NEUMAIER. [10] looked at 
the relations with combinatorial objects. 
3.5. Line systems in the Leech lattices 
The Leech lattice has an automorphism group of the order 
8 315 553 613 086 820 OOO. 
The quotient over {-+-1} is Conway's simple group Con. 1, cf. [4]. The Leech 
lattice contains several substructures whose automorphisms form simple groups 
as well. We mention some of these. 
Given eEL with (e,e)=4, we ask for all zEL such that 
(z,z)=4=(z -e, z -e). These vectors are in the flat (z,e)=2 of dimension 23, 
and (z - ~e, z - ~e)=3. The inner product of two such z,z'EL can take the 
following values: 
(z,z') 
1 1 (z -2e,z'-2e) 
= 4 2 l 0 -1 -2 -4' 
3 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -5. 
However, (z,z')=F-4 since (z - ~,z'- ~e)= -5 conflicts with Cauchy-
Schwarz, and (z,z')=F-1 since (z+z'-e,z+z'-e)=F2. There remains 
(z - ~e,z'- ~e)E{-+-3, -+-1,0}. Hence the lines spanned by z -'"ie are in 23-
space and have angles qi whose cosine equals 0 or 113. Following Theorem 2.1 
there are at most 2300 of such lines. It turns out that this maximum is 
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achieved by the present set. The automorphism group of this set of lines is 
Con. 2. 
Given feL with (j,j)=6, we ask for all z EL such that (z,z)=4= 
(z - f, z -j). These vectors are in the flat (z,j)=3 of dimension 23, and 
(z - ;f,z - ;/)=5. As above for two such z,z'eL there remains 
(z - ;f,z'- ;/)e{+5, +I}. Hence the lines spanned by z - ;fare in 23-
space and have one angle cp with coscp= 1/5. Again, it turns out that the 
present construction yields the maximum number 276 of such lines according 
to Theorem 2.1. The automorphism group of this set of lines is Con. 3. It acts 
2-transitively on the lines. 
There are other simple groups involved in the Leech lattice. The simple group 
of McLaughlin is the automorphism group of the graph on 275 vertices which 
is obtained as follows. Take the vector e, with (e,e)=5, along any one of the 
276 equiangular lines at coscp= 1/5 in 23-space as mentioned above. This vec-
tor determines 275 vectors z on the remaining lines with (z,z)=5, (z,e)=l. 
These vectors z have inner products +1, and determine McLaughlin's graph. 
Another example is the simple group of Higman and Sims, which is the auto-
morphism group of 176 equiangular lines at coscp= 1/5 in 22-space, again a 
system of lines involved in the Leech lattice. 
4. INTEGRAL LATIICES IN INDEFINITE SPACE 
4.1. How many lattices? 
Integral, unimodular, even lattices in Euclidean d-space only exist for 
d = O(mod 8). But the number of such nonisomorphic lattices explodes already 
for d;;:. 32: 
d : 0 8 16 24 32 
# in Rd : - 1 2 24 millions 
This is sharp contract with the situation in indefinite space Rd+ 1• 1, where 
integral unimodular even lattices exist and are unique, for d = O(mod 8) only, 
cf. [12]. Ch. V, 
# in Rd+ l, 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 
lattices : H H+W H+W+W H+W+W+W H+4W 
Here W denotes the Witt lattice E 8 in Euclidean 8-space. H denotes the 
integral unimodular even lattice in the hyperbolic plane R 1• 1 which is defined 
as follows. 
In the plane take a symplectic basis {ei.e2 } and define inner products by 
linear extension of 
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(x1e1 +x2e2,y1e1 +y2e2) = Xl}2+x1)'., llx1e1 +x2e2112=2x1x2. 
The unit circle in R 1· 1 has the equation 2lx 1 x 2 I= 1, and the light cone consists 
of the two coordinate axes. The lattice H = Z 1• 1 consists of the vectors with 
integer coordinates, provided with the inner product defined above. 
THEOREM 4.1. In Rd+I,l the only integral unimodular lattice are zd+l,l and 
H + ~ dW (even lattices, for d = 0<.,mod 8)). 
PROOF. Cf. Theorem 4, 5, 6, Chapter V of [12]. 
WARNING. The reader should realize that the isomorphism H + L 1 ,...,H + L 2 
by no means implies an isomorphism of the lattices L 1 and L 2. 
4.2. Lorentz space RP· 1 
Real indefinite space RP· 1 is (p + I )-space RP + 1 provided with the inner pro-
duct 
(x,y) == -xQYo+xl}1 + · · · +xpp• for x =(xo; xi. · · · ,xp). 
The vectors in Rp+I with (x,x)=O constitute the cone 
C: x~+ · · · +x; = xij. 
The line <a>R spanned by the vectors a is inside, on, outside the cone, 
according as (a,a) is negative, zero, positive, respectively. Then the hyperplane 
a.L ·is Euclidean, degenerate, Lorentzian, respectively. The plane <a,b>R 
spanned by <a >=l=<b > is passing, tangent, intersecting the cone, according 
as (a,bf-(a,aXb,b) is negative, zero, positive, respectively. Hence if <a,b> 
is passing then we may interpret: 
l(a,b)I = coscf>, cf> = angle(<a>,<b>), 
V(a,aXb,b) 
the angle between the lines <a>R and <b>R outside the cone. On the other 
hand, if <a,b> is intersecting and <a> and <b> are inside the same 
nappe of C, then we may interpret: 
(a,b) = coshd, d = dist(< >,< >), 
V(a,aXb,b) 
the distance between <a>R and <b>R. 
The last case leads to Bolyai-Lobatchevski geometry N. The· hyperbolic points 
are the lines inside C, the ideal points are the lines on C, the hyperbolic lines 
are the sections of the planes inside C, etc., and the distance between points is 
as defined above. However, rather than pursuing hyperbolic geometry N, we 
shall be interested in the geometry outside of the cone, cf. [11]. 
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ExAMPLE. Take p ;;a.9.The r j 1] vectors of type (l; 130"-2) and the r 11] 
vectors of type (O; 1, -1,0"- 1) all have inner product 2 with themselves, and 
inner products 1, 0, -1 mutually. Hence these r j 2) vectors and their nega-
tives form a root system in RP· 1• Indeed, all vectors are situated in the hyper-
plane perpendicular to the vector w: = (3; lP + 1 ), which is outside the cone 
since p ;;a.9. So we have r j 2) lines in RP· I at 60° and 90°. 
ExAMPLE. The case p = 8 is special, since now w is on the cone. The hyper-
plane w1- is tangent to the cone and contains w as an isotropic vector. The 
quotient w 1- I <w > yields Euclidean 8-space, and the 120 lines at 60° and 90° 
yield a root system £ 8• The present construction amounts to stereographic pro-
jection, and can be pictured in the vector space R9• 1 as well as in projective 9-
space. 
(u) 
~ 
The introduction of indefinite metric is quite natural, and will bring about 
relations to graph theory. More general we have (11]: 
THEOREM 4.2. Any n X n real symmetric matrix may be viewed as the Gram 
matrix of n vectors in indefinite space RP·q. 
PROOF. Any symmetric matrix Mis congruent to a diagonal matrix, and the 
diagonal entries are the eigenvalues of M: 
f~]= __ p_\~ 
n 
The diagonal matrix Ap+ of the positive eigenvalues can be made into IP, and 
the diagonal matrix Ai can be made -Iq, by distributing v'A (resp. -\.l=i) 
over P and P'. Deleting irrelevant parts we obtain the n X(p +q) matrix Q 
and its transposed. Now we can read off that the n row vectors of Q have 
indefinite inner products equal to the entries of M. 
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CoROLLARY 4.3. Let A2 denote the second largest eigenvalue of the adjacency 
matrix A of a graph on n vertices. Then A2I -A is the Gram matrix of n vectors 
in RP• 1• 
ExAMPLE 4.4. Let N denote the IOX 15 incidence matrix of the vertices and 
the edges of the Petersen graph, cf. § 3.2. The eigenvalues of the 25 X 25 matrix 
[ 21 -Ni [ 0 Nl G := -N' 2I =2I- N' 0 
are related to the eigenvalues of the lOX 10 matrix 
NN1 = 2I+A. 
Since the adjacency matrix A of the Petersen graph has the eigenvalues 31, 15 , 
( -2)4 , the matrix G has the eigenvalues 
(2+ v'6)1, 4s' 34, 2s' 14, OS' (2-v'6)1, 
so 19 positive, 5 zero and one negative eigenvalue. Theorem 4.2 implies that G 
is the Gram matrix of 25 vectors in R 19• 1. 
REMARK 4.5. Example 4.4 has interesting consequences, cf. [13], [11]. The 25 
vectors in R19•1 (which can be given integral coordinates) have norm 2, mutual 
inner products 0 and -1, and span the space. They form the largest set in 
R19•1 relative to this property. The 25 vectors generate an integral lattice which 
is even, but not unimodular since 19-l+o(mod8). We can make it unimodu-
lar by sticking in a vector of norm 1 which has inner products 0 and - 1 with 
the 25 vectors. The new lattice is integral and unimodular. Both lattices in 
R19•1 have an automorphism group which is generated by reflections. In other 
words, both lattices are reflexive, that is, their automorphism group contains a 
subgroup of finite index which is generated by reflections, and the roots span 
the space. For higher dimensions RP· 1, p > 19, integral lattices need no longer 
be reflexive [13). 
4.3. Integral lattices in RP· 1 
By Theorem 4.1 there are unique integral unimodular lattices in RP· 1• These 
are: 
and the even integral unimodular lattice Ilp, 1 only exists for p = l(mod 8). 
Stereographic projection relates the unique lattice Ip, 1 to the odd integral uni-
modular lattices in Euclidean RP - I, and the unique Ilp, 1 to the even integral 
unimodular lattices in RP- 1• We explain this for the even case [13]. Then RP· 1 
contains a hyperbolic plane H = <e,J>R. Hence in the Gram matrix of any 
basis through e and fin RP· 1 we may split off a submatrix [~ A] ; perpendicu-
lar to H we are left with a positive definite Gram matrix for the remaining 
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Euclidean (p - 1 )-space. This is illustrated as follows, both by a geometric pic-
ture and by a dissected matrix: 
e f GRAM HYPERBOL 
e 0 1 0 1 0 f 
0 GRAM EUCLID. 
Rp-1 
Now it is easy to read off the following common properties of the lattice Ip, I 
(take £ = l) or Ilp, 1 (take £ = 0) on the one hand, and the Euclidean lattices on 
the other hand: 
Ip, 1 or Ilp, 1 unique odd even unimod. reflex. 
[~ ! J + Eucl,- 1 all odd even unimod. reflex. 
As an illustration, all integral unimodular even lattices in Euclidean space 
E8 in R8 ; Es+E8 and E 16 in R16 ; 23 Niemeier and Leech in tR 24 
are obtained from the unique 
II 9, 1 ; II 11, 1 ; II 25, 1' respectively. 
In order to obtain the various Euclidean lattices one has to select the right 
north pole e for the stereographic projection, for instance: 
e =(3;19); e=(3;1908); e =(5;125 ) etc. 
e =(5;3 116) e =(70;0, 1,2, · · · ,24) 
for the Leech lattice. 
We refer to [4], [13] for these coordinates and for a description of the automor-
phism groups of the indefinite lattices. Finally, we mention [4] that the Coxeter 
graph for II9,i. II 11,i. II25,i. reads as follows: 
; the Leech lattice. 
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5. APPENDIX 
On farther applications of integral lattices 
We given a sample of areas where integral lattices have been applied. There 
will be no details, no completeness, and only a selected set of references. 
5.1. Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams 
The ubiquity of Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams (an introduction to the A-D-E prob-
lem), by M. HAzEwlNKBL, W. HllssELINK, D. SIBRSMA, F.D. VELDKAMP, 
Nieuw Archief Wiskunde 25 (1977), 257-307. 
5.2. Geometry of numbers 
This is the theory of the behaviour of geometric bodies with respect to lattices. 
The theory was created by Minkowski, and recently surveyed in: 
P.M. GRUBER, C.G. l..mcicmucmucER, Geometry of numbers, second edition, 
North-Holland (1987). 
5.3. Arithmetic groups 
Further results on reflexive integral lattices, cf. 4.2, are: 
Unimodular (p, I )-lattices are reflexive iff p E;;; 19; unimodular Euclidean 
(p -1)-lattices are reflexive iff p -1E;;;18. 
There are no reflexive (p, I)-lattices for p;;;i.30. 
All (p,q)-lattices are reflexive for p;;;i.2 and q;;;i.2. 
E.B. VINBBRG, Discrete reflection groups in Lobachevsky spaces, Proc. I.C.M. 
Warszawa (1983), 593-601. 
V.V. NIKUUN, Reflection groups in Lobachevsky spaces and algebraic sur-
faces, Proc. I.C.M. Berkeley (1986), Abstract p. 130. 
5.4. Algebraic geometry 
Integral lattices play a role in the following subjects: 
Homology of manifolds, cf. 
J. Mn.NOR, D. HUSBMOll.ER, Symmetric bilinear forms, Springer (1973). 
Singularities of hypersurfaces, cf. 
E. BRIESKORN, Milnor lattices and Dynkin diagrams, Proc. Symp. Pure Math. 
A.M.S. 40 (1983), 153-165. 
K 3-surfaces, cf. 
I. DOLGACHEV, Integral quadratic forms, applications to algebraic geometry 
(after V. Nikulin), Seminaire Bourbaki 35e annee No. 611 (1983), 251-278. 
5.5. Combinatorial theory 
Recent characterizations by use of root lattices, and a future general reference: 
A. NEUMAIER, Characterization of a class of distance regular graphs, J. Reine 
Angew. Math. 357 (1983), 182-192. 
P. TERWILLIGER, Root systems and the Johnson and Hamming graphs, Europ. 
J. Combin. 8 (1987), 73-102. 
A.E. BROUWER, A. COHEN, A. NEUMAIER, Distance regular graphs, Springer 
(1989). 
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5. 6. Representations of algebras 
C.M. RINGEL, Tame algebras and integral quadratic forms, Lecture notes in 
mathematics 1099, Springer (1984). 
5. 7. Superstrings 
Integral lattices and spaces of dimensions 10 and 26 play a crucial role in the 
theory of superstrings: 
M.B. GREEN, J.H. SCHWARZ, E. WrITEN, Superstring theory, two volumes, 
Cambridge Univ. Press (1987). 
P. GoDDARD, D. OLIVE, Algebras, lattices and strings, pp. 51-96 in Vertex 
operators in mathematics and physics, ed. J. Lepowsky, S. Mandelstam, LM. 
Singer, Math. Sci. Res. Inst. Publ. Vol. 3, Springer (1985). 
J. THIBRRY-MmG, Anomaly cancellation and Fermionisation in 10-, 18- and 
26-dimensional superstrings, Physics Letters B, 171 (1986), 163-169. 
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Abstract 
In this first paper we give a rigorous account of the one-dimensional Wess-
Zumino model, in order to establish basic mathematical concepts and to eluci-
date on an elementary level such matters as the connection between 
infinitesimal and non-infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations, the rOle of 
auxiliary fields and the superspace/superfield formalism and its group theoreti-
cal origin. This will be useful for the next paper here we shall study the 
mathematical structure of supersymmetric field theory in general. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Supersymmetry and anticommuting variables 
In the mid-seventies the possibilities of a new type of symmetry was discovered 
in particle physics. It was called supersymmetry and as an extension of stan-
dard Poincare symmetry its main physical feature was the remarkable fact that 
it connected bosons and fermions. It attracted immediately wide-spread atten-
tion and its theoretical appeal has remainded considerable. Lack of experimen-
tal confirmation so far has not impeded its development. In all the main specu-
lative ideas in particle physics in the last few years, including string theory, 
some sort of supersymmetry has been an important ingredient. 
A characteristic mathematical aspect of super symmetry field theory, and at 
the same time the means by which it has been able to escape the restrictions of 
no-go theorems such as that of Coleman and Mandula, is the presence of so-
called anticommuting variables (anticommuting c-numbers, Grassmann vari-
ables). In various places of the theory, in particular already at the classical 
level, one employs instead of ordinary real or complex numbers unspecified 
anticommuting numberlike objects. The general outcome of this is a far-
reaching formal unification of boson and fermion aspects which makes in par-
ticular the formulation of the new boson-fermion symmetry possible. 
As mathematics much of this is still at a heuristic stage. It is not hard to 
give a mathematical definition of anticommuting numbers as an isolated con-
cept. An obvious possibility is to see them as odd elements of a Grassmann 
algebra, a rigorous and elementary mathematical notion. The anticommuting 
numbers generate as key objects, in an explicit or implicit manner, a general 
formalism. In this various new ideas arise quite naturally, such as superspace 
and supergroups. One obtains in fact a full "anticommuting" version of 
analysis and differential geometry. It is therefore of greater interest to under-
stand more completely the mathematics of this total formalism, together with 
the way it is applied in physical theories. 
In general high-energy physicists have not been worried excessively by the 
heuristic nature of all this. Nevertheless the situation is unsatisfactory from a 
more fundamental point of view. The matter is also of independent 
mathematical interest. There is an underlying complex of new mathematical 
ideas that deserves to be made explicit and rigorous. 
B. The situation in the literature and the role of explicit examples 
The literature on the subject falls into two different and widely separated 
categories. On one side there is a very extensive and still rapidly growing phy-
sical literature on super symmetry, supergravity, etc. in which anticommuting 
variables are used in an imaginative, often intrigueing but still in the main 
heuristic way. On the other side one finds a much smaller body of mathemati-
cally oriented work in which general foundations are studied rigorously. 
Between the two there is a striking difference in language and consequently 
only a very limited interaction. The connection between the explicit theories 
from the mainstream physical literature and the ideas from the mathematical 
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work, some of which is quite advanced, remains unclear, in particular at the 
basic conceptual level. Clarification of the situation in this respect will be one 
of the main purposes of this and subsequent papers. 
In the physical literature a great number of models of supersymmetric field 
theory of varying complexity have been studied in detail. There is at present a 
large gap between this wealth of explicit heuristic material and the mathemati-
cal work in which not only things are phrased very differently but which is 
also on a much more general level. 
In this paper we start a program of studying standard examples of super-
symmetric theories in an explicit and mathematically rigorous way. As we 
shall discuss more extensively in section II, there are basically two mathemati-
cal approaches to the formalism of anticommuting variables. There is one 
approach, sometimes called "geometric': and for which we also shall use the 
term "extended': in which anticommuting numbers are used explicitly as well-
defined objects. Starting from physics it seems to be the most obvious way of 
giving a precise meaning to the heuristic formulas there. In the other 
approach the algebraic operations to which anticommuting numbers give rise 
are more important than the anticommuting numbers themselves. It is formu-
lated in terms of Z2~graded algebras, and is therefore called "algebraic". For 
reasons that will become clear later the term "minimal" will also be used by 
us. It seems to us that this formalism contains the essential mathematical 
ideas of supersymmetry and anticommuting variables in a more economical 
manner. The connection with the physics literature is however less immediate 
and not much explicit physical theory has been translated in this language yet. 
Our plan in this paper is to discuss first the mathematical aspects of a sim-
ple model from supersymmetric field theory in the more obvious extended for-
malism. In the next paper important elements of a "minimal" version of the 
model will be extracted from the results. This will then lead to a transparent 
algebraic structure which will serve as a skeleton of more general supersym-
metric field theories. 
C. The Wess-Zumino model in one-dimensional space-time 
There is a model which stands at the beginning of the subject of super-
symmetry and which exhibits most of the features that one has learned to 
recognize as typical for supersymmetric theories. All further developments are 
based on it: Extended supersymmetry, supersymmetric gauge theories, super 
gravity, etc. This is the model introduced in 1974 by WESS and ZUMINo [1]. 
See for this and for a general introduction to supersymmetry Refs. [2], [3, 4] 
and more recently Ref. 5. As a physical theory the Wess-Zumino model 
describes a system of three different types of neutral particles, two with spin 0, 
and one with spin ~. interacting with each other, and of equal mass. It con-
tains a scalar and a pseudo-scalar field for the bosons, a Majorana spinor field 
for the fermions and some auxiliary fields. The Lagrangian is such that the 
action is not only Poincare invariant in the usual way, but also invariant under 
a larger group. Formulated infinitesimally this means invariance with respect 
to an additional set of variations which mix the boson and fermion fields. 
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This is supersymmetry. To make this work the variations have to contain for-
mal anticommuting parameters and the fermion fields, as classical fields, must 
be regarded, again formally, as anticommuting objects. 
Most of the standard texts on supersymmetric give the impression that in 
order to grasp the basic ideas of supersymmetry it is necessary first to go 
through a considerable amount of technicalities connected with Poincare sym-
metry. This seems to us mistaken. In the first place and in its barest mathemat-
ical essence supersymmetry can be seen as an extension of translation sym-
metry. Of course in a relativistic theory these "supertranslations" have to be 
combined properly with the homogeneous Lorentz transformations. This is not 
completely trivial and requires some attention just as for ordinary space-time 
translations. It is at this stage, which we consider conceptually as secondary, 
that one needs the formulas for the generators of the Poincare Lie algebra, 
definitions of Majorana and Weyl spinors, etc. etc. For this reason we think 
that it is of some use the study first a simpler one-dimensional version of the 
Wess-Zumino model, as a prelude to the discussion of the standard version in 
four-(or possibly higher) dimensional space-time. In the one-dimensional 
model the fields depend only on the time variable t. The number of fields is 
reduced: A boson field, a two component spinor field, and in what might be 
called the "off-shell" version, a single auxiliary field. All formulas and expres-
sions become of course much simpler. The main advantage however is the fact 
that the Poincare group as fundamental symmetry group has been reduced to 
the one-dimensional group of time translations. This simplification, drastic as 
it may seem, leaves enough of the basic mathematical ideas of supersymmetry 
as an extension of ordinary symmetry and in particular of such things as the 
role of auxiliary fields and of the possibilities of a superspace-superfield formu-
lation. 
The one-dimensional Wess-Zumino model has been discussed as a model for 
spontaneous symmetry breaking in supersymmetric quantum mechanics by 
SALOMONSON and v AN HOLTEN [6], following a suggestion of WITIEN [7]. Our 
work on this model has a different purpose and the results are therefore com-
plementary to theirs and moreover of a different character. 
D. Classical and quantum theory 
In the formalism of field theory such as it is used in. particle physics one 
should maintain a clear conceptual distinction between the classical and the 
quantum level. Classical field theory is mathematically speaking a theory of 
real or complex valued functions on space-time, extended for the purpose of 
supersymmetric to encompass the case where ordinary numbers are replaced 
by anticommuting variables in a manner to be made precise. It is not neces-
sary for the classical field to have a direct physical interpretation. In our dis-
cussions here such an interpretation is in fact irrelevant. It is the quantum field 
that gives the proper physical description of particles and their interaction. For 
its construction we need the classical fields as a mathematical tool. 
Setting up a particular field theory means in the first place choosing a set of 
fields together with transformation properties under certain symmetry groups 
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and secondly finding a Lagrangian in terms of these fields which leads to an 
invariant action. Although all this has important consequences at the final 
quantum level of the theory, it is nevertheless essentially classical. This is in 
particular very obviously so when one employs the path integral quantization 
procedure. 
Supersymmetric field theory is no exception to this general situation. Some 
of the typical aspects of supersymmetry are classical, in the sense given above, 
and should therefore be discussed as such, other aspects are true quantum 
aspects. Most of the physics literature does not care to make this distinction, 
which adds to the difficulty of making the mathematics precise. The mathemat-
ical literature, except that on graded Lie algebras, so far is only relevant to the 
classical level, a fact which is however seldom mentioned. 
Four-dimensional quantum field theory with non-trivial interaction is still 
fraught with fundamental mathematical problems. In fact it can be said that as 
a mathematical theory it does not yet exist. In a rigorous discussion of quan-
tum aspects of supersymmetry it may have some advantages not to get 
immediately entangled in these more conventional problems and this is an 
additional inducement to look first at supersymmetric field theory in one 
dimension. As quantum theory it is essentially quantum mechanics for which 
a fully satisfactory Hilbert space formulation is available. 
We intend to keep a clear distinction between classical and quantum as-
pects. In general different problems should be discussed separately and concep-
tually one should proceed from the simplest situation to the more complicated 
ones. We shall therefore in this paper begin the discussion of the mathematical 
structure of supersymmetric field theory on the rather sober level of the one-
dimensional classical Wess-Zumino model. 
E. Contents of the paper 
The contents of the rest of this paper can be summarized as follows: In section 
II we comment in somewhat greater detail on the two distinct mathematical 
approaches to anticommuting variables mentioned in part B of this section. In 
section IHI we introduce the one-dimensional Wess-Zumino model and give 
formulas and properties in a language close to that of ordinary classical field 
theory, followed by remarks on mathematical aspects. In section IV we show 
how supersymmetry, infinitesimally formulated in terms of variations, can be 
regarded as a group symmetry. We give the group action on the fields and also 
the supersymmetry group itself as an abstract group. The r6le of the introduc-
tion of an auxiliary field in this respect is made clear. On the basis of the 
supergroup found in section IV, we rewrite in section V the model in the 
language of superspace and superfields. In the concluding remarks in section 
VI we indicate how the result of section V will be used as a starting point for a 
more intrinsic algebraic version of the model in a second paper. Those ele-
ments of the Berezi.n calculus that that we need in this paper will be collected 
in an appendix. 
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U. Two APPROACHES TO ANTICOMMUTING VARIABLES 
As we have already indicated one finds in the mathematically oriented litera-
ture two essentially different ways of looking at the heuristic phenomenon of 
antico:mmuting numbers. These can be characterized in the following general 
way: In the extended or geometric approach one tries to remain as dose as 
possible to the heuristic formulas from physics. This means in particular that 
one uses anticommuting numbers explicitly as mathematically well-defined 
objects, namely as the odd elements of a certain unspecified but fixed 
Grassmann algebra. In the minimal or algebraic approach the physical formu-
las are taken less literally. Anticommuting numbers are seen as a heuristic 
bookkeeping device for keeping track of manipulations in an underlying alge-
braic structure. It is this structure that is given a rigorous meaning. The 
anticommuting numbers themselves are absent from this formulation. 
One usually explains the two approaches in the context of differential 
geometry of superspace. See e.g. Refs. [8] and [9]. In the geometric approach 
one has supermanifolds, first rigorously defined by ROGERS [10, 11]. An (m,n)-
dimensional supermanifold is roughly a manifold covered by patches of local 
coordinates, not in terms of real or complex numbers, but of m-tuples of (com-
muting) even and n-tuples of (anticommuting) odd elements from the fixed 
Grassmann algebra ~ that is typical for the extended picture. There is by now 
an extensive mathematical literature on further developments and variations on 
this basic idea. Characteristic papers in this respect are those by ROGERS [10, 
12, 13], JADCZYK and PILCH [14], HOYOS, QUIROS, RAMIREz-MrITELBRUNN 
and DE URRIES [15], BOYER and GITLER [16], PICKEN and SUNDERMEYER [17], 
RABIN and CRANE [18] and ROTHSTEIN [19]. An imaginative although not fully 
rigorous account of the subject can be found in the book of DE WITI [20]. In 
the algebraic approach to anticommutive differential geometry the main con-
cept is that of a graded manifold as defined and further developed by BEREZIN 
and LEITES [21, 22], KOSTANT [23] and BATCHELOR [24, 8, 9, 25]. A (m,n)-
dimensional graded manifold is an m-dimensional ordinary, i.e. real C 00 mani-
fold on which the structure sheaf, i.e. the sheaf of commutative algebras of 
local C 00 functions has been generalized to a sheaf of graded-commutative 
algebras. Locally these algebras are isomorphic to the tensor product of the 
algebra of C 00 functions on an open set and a Grassmann algebra which is 
generated by n generators. It should be stressed that this Grassmann algebra 
has nothing to do with the unspecified Grassmann algebra, which typically 
appears in the extended/ geometric picture. 
The essential difference between the two approaches can already be under-
stood on a level that is more elementary than that of differential geometry and 
manifolds. This is the level of what might be called analysis and linear algebra 
of anticommuting variables. The key heuristic notion there is that of a function 
of anticommuting variables, or more generally a function of m commuting and 
n and anticommuting variables. The way this is given a rigorous meaning 
depends on whether or not anticommuting numbers are used explicitly as 
well-defined objects and is therefore characteristic for two approaches. To 
understand this one notes first that an ordinary polynomial function of real or 
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complex variables x ., ... ,Xm is given by an expression 
f(x., ... ,xm) = ~ ;, . .~ c4~?;,x;, ... x;. (1) 
k 1., ... ,11-l, ... ,m 
with the a~!~;. real or complex coefficients, symmetric in the indices i1 •. .ik. 
Antisymmetric coefficients would obviously make the function f identically 0. 
In physics and in particular in field theory one has found it nevertheless con-
venient to use expressions like (1) with antisymmetric coefficients. One then 
pretends that one still has non-trivial functions, or at least objects that can be 
handled like functions by assuming in an ad-hoe manner that the xj have to be 
thought of as anticommuting. In the algebraic approach one starts from the 
fact that in the symmetric case the polynomial functions (1) form a commutive 
algebra, the symmetric algebra ~m over m generators. This means that fin (1) 
can be seen either as a function from Rn to R or en to C or alternatively as 
an element of the algebra ~m. Operations on functions such as multiplication 
with a variable xj and differentiation can be interpreted as algebraic operations 
on ~m· In the antisymmetric case there is an analogue of the algebra~,,,, which 
is not commutive but graded-commutative, i.e. commutative up to minus signs 
between odd elements. This is An, the antisymmetric algebra (or Grassmann 
algebra) over n generators. Multiplication and differentiation as algebraic 
operations on ~m have direct analogues as operations on An. In the algebraic 
point of view a function of n anticommuting variables is not a function at all, 
i.e. not a map, but just an element of the algebra An. As such it can be written 
as a linear combination of basis elements, with real or antisymmetric 
coefficients ai~?;. . This expression (1) with fixed basis elements /;, /\. .. /\ f;. , Jj 
the generators of An, instead of products of variables x;, ... x;.. Multiplication 
and differentiation are operations on the algebra An. In the geometric 
approach one retains for the antisymmetric case a true function picture 
through the device of introducing an unspecified but fixed Grassmann algebra 
~. The xj are taken as variable elements of the odd part ~<1> of ~. Expression 
(1) with antisymmetric coefficients a;, .. .lf> then defines a polynomial function 
from 'if>(l) X ... X ~<1> into ~. This remains the case if one allows as more natural 
that the coefficients c4~?;. also have values in ~. In both pictures a function 
can be given by a set of antisymmetric coefficients c4~~;. . Because R or C is a 
subalgebra of ~ there is an obvious identification of the collection of "func-
tions" in the algebraic approach with a subset of functions in the geometric 
one. Our choice of the terms minimal and extended for algebraic and 
geometric on this level has to do with this fact. This will be explained in a 
more systematic manner in the second paper. All the foregoing can be gen-
eralized in an obvious way to the case of functions of m commuting and n 
anticommuting variables. One can also use for the dependence on the com-
muting variables C 00 functions instead of polynomials. Again this will be dis-
cussed systematically and in a base independent manner in the next paper. 
The explicit formulas of the extended picture that we need in this paper can be 
found in the appendix. 
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HI. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL WESS-ZUMINO MODEL 
A. Basic formulas 
The Wess-Zumino model as it was introduced in 1974 [l] is a supersymmetric 
field theory in four-dimensional space-time. It contains as true dynamical vari-
ables a scalar field A (x ), a pseudo-scalar field B (x) and a Majorana spinor 
field t/i(_x). In addition to this there are two auxiliary fields, a scalar field F(x) 
and a pseudo-scalar field G(x). See also Refs. [3,4] and [5]. By suppressing the 
space variables xj one is led to a much simpler model in which the fields 
depend only on a time variable x 0 =t and in which moreover the number of 
fields is reduced. Although we shall persist in speaking of fields and field 
theory, what we have in fact, in the classical version that we shall discuss first, 
is a simple but still non-trivial dynamical system, or rather because of the pres-
ence of anticommuting variables a superdynamical system according to 
KUPERSHMIDT [26] or a pseudo-classical system in the language of CASALBUONI 
[27]. The quantum version belongs to quantum mechanics. 
We give first the basic formulas of what we call the one-dimensional Wess-
Zumino model and what also might be called the N = 2 version of such a 
model. After this we shall discuss aspects of their precise mathematical mean-
ing. 
The model has dynamical fields A (t), l/;1 (t) and ih_(t). The three fields are 
real, A (t) is commuting and the l/;j(t) are anticommuting, all this in a sense to 
be made precise. The l/;/t) will be written together as t/i(_t) and in general a spi-
nor notation will be used although at this one-dimensional level this has no 
group theoretical meaning. There are no auxiliary fields yet. The role of such 
fields will be made clear by first doing without them. The fields satisfy a sys-
tem of non-linear evolutions equations 
[ d2 + m2]A = 3'A1nA2-2/\2A3-i"A°# (2) dt 2 
(3) 
with y the matrix (_ ~ ~); the adjoint ~ defined as ~=if;T y, and consequently 
#=l{IT yi/;='2.j,k1"/Y)jk1"k; y a real coupling constant; m a real parameter 
corresponding to a mass in higher dimension and to an oscillator frequency at 
this level. 
These field equations are the Euler-Lagrange equations of a variational 
problem given by the Lagrangian 
e [A dA ·'· !Ii.] = ...!._( dA )2 _..lm2 A 2 -
' dt ' 't'• dt 2 dt 2 
i-!!Y i - - l 
-21"Y dt + 2m# + iyA# + AmA3-2"A2A4. (4) 
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The model has symmetry under time translations and this is all that remains of 
Poincare symmetry in four dimensions. This symmetry may be expressed by 
the statement that under variations BA = -a";, &r= -a!!jf, with a a real 
parameter, the variation of e is a total derivative 
Be= -a ~e. (5) 
Associated with this in the usual way is a conserved quantity, the energy 
~<'::r + ~m2A 2 - ~m# + iM#-Nn.4 3 +-iA2A4• (6) 
What makes the model interesting is the existence of an extra symmetry. For 
variations 
(7) 
with E:=(Ei. E2) real anticommuting parameters, the variation of the Lagrangian 
is again a total derivative 
Be= -- -i/;E + (mA-M 2)i/ly£. id{dA- -} 
2 dt dt 
(8) 
This expresses the supersymmetry of the model. There is a corresponding two-
component conserved quantity, derived in the usual manner 
':: iJ! + (mA -M 2)yo/. (9) 
An interesting question which we shall discuss in detail further on is whether 
this symmetry admits a non-infinitesimal formulation in terms of a proper 
symmetry group. 
Note that it is essential for the model that. the variable iJ! is anticommuting. 
For commuting 1" the term in the Lagrangian (4) which couples A and if; would 
drop out. Equations (2) and (3) become mutilated and (3) is no longer the 
variational equation connected with (6), and so on. The coherence between the 
formulas that are characteristic for the model is completely lost. 
B. Mathematical aspects 
Consider a complex Grassmann algebra q\. It can be written as a direct sum 
q\=q\<0>Eaq\(1>, with q\<0> and q\<1> its even and odd parts. q\ should have a 
conjugation g~g*, determined by a conjugation in the vectorspace by which q\ 
is generated as exterior algebra, and with the usual properties 
g** = g, (Ag)* ='JI.* g* for AeC, (g1g2)* = gigi, etc. The conjugation leaves q\<0> 
and q\<1> separately invariant. q\m q\<01 and q\S~> are the "real", i.e. self-
conjugate parts of q\, q\<0> and q\<1>. Eventually q\ will turn out to be the 
unspecified but fixed Grassmann algebra of commuting and anticommuting 
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variables that is characteristic for the extended picture as we sketched it in sec-
tion H. The matter of its dimension, finite or infinite, has been discussed from 
various points of view, see e.g. Ref. [13]. Given the further developments that 
we have in mind the question is for us not very important. In this elementary 
part of our presentation we wish to avoid the technicalities of infinite dimen-
sional Grassmann algebras, so we assume for the time being ~ to be of finite 
dimension 2N, with N;;ai.2 in order to avoid a trivial situation. 
Using ~ we define the fields of the model as C;;, functions 
A: R-+~~~> 
If;: R-+~~~> X ~~~> (10) 
This takes care of the idea of the fields as "real" commuting and anticommut-
ing objects and of (2) and (3) as well-defined differential equations. By choos-
ing an appropriate basis in ~ as a vectorspace equations (2) and (3) can of 
course be written as a set of 3·2N - I equations for a system of real-valued func-
tions. This may in some respects be a useful mathematical picture to fall back 
on, although it is very much against the intuitive spirit of the subject. 
The fields A and If;, and their derivatives are functions with values in the 
Grassmann algebra ~. but still dependent on the real variable t (or x" in 
higher dimension). The Lagrangian (4) and the way it is used to generate evo-
lution equations and conserved quantities brings us to the Berezin calculus 
proper, the in first instance symbolic calculus for functions of anticommuting 
variables that is such a characteristic feature of supersymmetry. We have col-
lected in an appendix the main formulas of the rigorous version of the Berezin 
calculus in what we call the extended interpretation, or at least the elementary 
part that is sufficient here. Using the concepts of this appendix it is not hard 
to give a precise meaning to most of the material sketched in the preceding 
part of this section. The Lagrangian ( 4) gives an action 1:: frlt, which is for 
every interval [t0 ,tb] a functional of the fields A and If;, with values in ~~~). If 
we mean by change under variations M, l>I/; the first order effect in the real 
parameter a of the substitution A(t)-+A(t)+aA'(t), o/(t)-+o/(t)+alf;'(t), with A' 
and If;' fixed functions of t with values in ~~~), respectively ~~~) X ~~~), then the 
action gives in the usual way the evolution equations (2) and (3) as Euler-
Lagrange equations of the form 
ae d ae 
---=O 
aA dt a(dA) 
dt 
ae d ae 
--- = 0, j=l,2. 
ao/j dt a"'j 
a( dt ) 
(11) 
(12) 
The derivation of the conserved quantities (6) and (9) can be understood in a 
similar way. The finite dimensionality of ~ leaves us with a few minor but 
characteristic gaps. One derives for instance 
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J ~ l/J'y [~-..!!.. ~-..!!.. ae ]dt = o, 'fli/J'. (13) 
}. = 1 2 aif;y dt a,h dt dlflj ~ · ac > dt 
This condition is satisfied by equation (12), however strictly speaking (13) does 
not imply (12), due to the presence of nilpotent elements. 
One should finally observe that formulas like (11) and (12) are still rather 
hybrid because ordinary derivatives with respect to t appear side by side with 
Berezin derivatives. This is connected with the fact that the formulation of 
supersymmetric theory in this section is still an intermediate one. The full 
potentialities of the Berezin calculus in supersymmetry will be realized in the 
superspace-superfield formulation which is more concise and elegant but also 
harder to make rigorous. We shall discuss this in section V. 
IV. SUPERSYMMETRY AS A GROUP SYMMETRY. THE ROLE OF AUXILIARY FIELDS 
A. Variations and I -parameter groups 
In field theory symmetry groups such as the Poincare group act in the first 
place at the classical level by transformations of the fields as functions on 
space-time and secondly at the quantum level by unitary operators in the Hil-
bert space of quantum states. It is standard practice in field theory to discuss 
symmetry in infinitesimal form, which means in first instance the language of 
variations. Supersymmetry is no exception as it was originally introduced in 
this manner, without any reference to a symmetry group as such. 
We take therefore as starting point for the the discussion of supersymmetry 
in our model the variations of the fields A and if; given by the formulas (7). We 
shall first exhibit the full group action generated by the variations as 
infinitesimal transformations. From this the "abstract" group is found. It is the 
supersymmetry group of the model and contains as a subgroup the one-
dimensional time-translation group, the remnant of the Poincare group in this 
situation. 
In a precise formulation variations 8A and 8if; stand for the first order part 
of a one-parameter set of transformations of the functions A and if; 
Aa =A +a(iif;E) + ... 
- dA 2 I/Ja - if;+ a( dt 'Y + mA-yA )£+ ... 
(14) 
in which a is a real parameter and f is for the time being kept fixed as an ele-
ment of <iB~~) X<iB}~>. Denoting for the moment the pair (A,o/) as q,, this can be 
written as 
cf>a = cf> + aL(cf>) + ··· (15) 
with L(cf>) a non-linear operator in the space of functions cf>(t)=(A(t),o/(t)). 
The one-parameter set of transformations cf>-?<Pa should moreover be a one-
parameter group. This means that c/>a must be solution of the differential equa-
tion 
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d 
da '1>a = L(tJ>a)· (16) 
In principle such an ordinary differential equation can be expected to have a 
solution of some sort although at this formal infinite dimensional stage no pre-
cise statement can be made. Due to the non-linearity of L there is certainly no 
explicit solution of (16) at hand. 
It is possible to improve matters considerably by the introduction of an 
additional variable. So-called auxiliary fields are a general feature of supersym-
metric field theory and several reasons for their presence can probably be 
given. In any case the role of such fields in making the group aspects of super-
symmetry more transparant will be clear from what follows. 
B. The one-dimensional model with an auxiliary field 
We extend the model as given in section III part A by an additional commut-
ing field F, i.e. a C00 function 
F:R~~~~>. 
Instead of (2) and (3) we have the equations 
d2A -
dt 2 + (m -2.M.)F+iA.# = 0. 
.!!f;-- + ( m - 2M. )yi/I = 0. 
F-mA + M 2 = 0. 
These come from a Lagrangian 
dA !!.!t - dA 2 J_ 2_ 
f(A, dt 'if;, dt 'F) - ( dt) + 2F 
2 i - d·'' i -
-(mA-M )F-2ndt" + 2<m -2.M.)#. 
The energy as constant of the motion becomes 
J_(d.A)2_J_F2 + (mA-M 2)F-i.(m-2M.)# 
2dt 2 2 . 
Supersymmetry now means that for variations 
M = ii/!£ 
dA 8t[; = d[Yf. +Ff. 
8F = - ;i!.!tyf. 
dt 
the Lagrangian (21) changes in first order as 
8e = _L.!!_{dA (~)-(F-2mA +2M 2~f.} 2 dt dt 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
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and that there is a corresponding conserved quantity 
~ o/ + (m.A-AA2)'Ylf;. (25) 
Note that (20) is an algebraic equation. By using it the field F can be elim-
inated and one recovers the earlier formulas. The model in this formulation 
has the same dynamical content, but there is an improvement in the formula-
tion of the supersymmetry aspects: The supersymmetry variations (23) are 
linear in the fields. 
C. The action of the supersymmetry group on the fields 
If q, now stands for the triple (A, l/J,F) the action of the one-parameter super-
symmetry groups given by the variations (23) is again described by the 
differential equation (16) in which, however, L has become a linear operator. 
Consequently there is a formal solution 
q,111 = eaL<Po (26) 
which has in fact a rigorous meaning and can be written in explicit form 
because there are only a finite number of terms in the exponential series, due 
to the presence of elements f.j from <ffiO). We write L(t:) to indicate the depen-
dence on f., and absorb in this f. the real parameter a. The variations (23) can 
be written as 
(27) 
A simple calculation then gives the action of eL(•) = 1 + L(t:)+ l/2L(£)2 on the 
fields as 
with 
eL<•>(A, 1[;,F) = (A ',lf;',F') 
- i 
A'= A + iif;t:+2Fi£ 
If;' = o/ + [ dA Yf. + Fl £ - j_yE..f.""i£ dt 2 dt 
F I F .d-;;, i d2A-= -1..:::..Lyf_----f_f.. 
dt 2 dt2 
(28) 
(29) 
The set of "pure" supersymmetry transformations eL<•> is in itself not a group. 
This is of course well-known and is clear from the fundamental commutation 
relation which is an easy consequence of (27) 
[L(£),L(£')] = 2i(i:yt:') :i (30) 
\1 t:, f.' <IB ~~) x <IB ~~). 
d 
The presence of dt on the right-hand side shows the link with time 
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translations, and gives a precise meaning to the standard heuristic statement 
that two subsequent supersymmetry transformations add up to a translation in 
space-time. If we denote - ! as P we can extend (30) in a trivial way to 
[L(€),L(f')] = -2i(iy£')P 
[L(£),P] = P,P] = 0 (31) 
which is the set of commutation relations for Lie algebra over R, of dimension 
3·2N - J, and also over the commutative algebra '!Bsc(O). The group associated 
with this Lie algebra is the full supersymmetry group generated by the eL«> 
and containing the time translations as a one-parameter subgroup. We write 
the time translations as eaP, for a ER with the obvious meaning 
(eaP ct>Xt)=</>(_t -a), for every C00 function cp:R~'!B. Because of the occurrence 
of even elements of '!B in the right-hand side of (30), we need to give meaning 
to the more general exponential eaP, for aE'!B~~>. For this we note that every 
such a can be uniquely decomposed as 
(32) 
with ab a real number, i.e. a real multiple of the identity element of '!B, and As 
an element of '!B~~) which is nilpotent due to the finite dimension of '!B. (The 
subscripts b and s stand for body and soul a terminology introduced by 
DEWIIT [20]). The decomposition (32) enables us to define aaP as 
eaP =ea,P ea,P =ea,P eA,P with 
a,P _ .i=!t.. k dk (e cp)(t) - ~ k ! as dtk </>(_t). (33) 
This is a satisfactory definition rigorously meaningful for every C 00 function cp, 
because due to the nilpotency of as the series breaks off after a finite number 
(k > ~) of terms. All this together leads us to definition of the general super-
symmetry transformation as 
W(a,f.) = eaP+L(<) =eaP eL«>eaP (34) 
Va E'!B}~>, £E'!B}P X '!B~P 
Using (34) and either the explicit expressions (28), (29) and (33) or the com-
mutation relations (31) combined with the Baker-Cambell-Hausdorff formula 
one derives easily a multiplication formula 
W(a,f.)W(a',£1) = W(a+a'-iq£', £+£') (35) 
Va a' E'!B<0> f. £' E'!B<1> X '!B<1> 
, SC ' ' SC SC 
which means that the W(a,t:) form indeed a group. This is the full supersym-
metry group generated by the Lie algebra (31), containing on one hand as a 
subgroup the usual time translations acting separately on the fields and on the 
other hand the "pure" supersymmetry transformations mixing even and odd 
fields. 
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D. The supersymmetry group as an "abstract" group 
The action of the supersymmetry operators W(a,e) on the fields, as given by 
formulas (28), (20), (33) and (34), is fairly complicated and not very tran-
sparant. It represents, however, a group which can be described explicitly in a 
very simple manner. We denote this group, the "abstract" supersymmetry 
group of the problem, as §. It consists obviously of all pairs (a, e), with a 
E'iS~~. eE'iS~~> X'iS~~> with group multiplication defined as 
(a,e)(a',c) = (a+a'-ieye', e+£'). (36) 
The unit element is of course (0,0) and the inverse (a,£)- 1 is (-a, -f). !3 is a 
3·2N - 1-dimensional real Lie group. In the true spirit of the subject one 
prefers to think of § as a group described by one commuting and two anticom-
muting and two anticommuting parameters, in fact a (l,2)-dimensional super-
group. A rigorous definition of this concept has first been given by ROGERS 
[28], following earlier somewhat different and more formal ideas of BEREZIN 
and K.Ac [29]. There is however no need to invoke all this for this elementary 
and explicit example. (An even simpler example has been briefly discussed by 
LANGOUCHE and ScHOCKER [39]). 
V. SUPERSPACE AND SUPERFIELDS 
A. Introductory remarks 
The superspace-superfield formalism may be regarded as a convenient way of 
writing the separate fields of a supersymmetric theory, in our case A, and F, as 
a single field-like object. This superfield then depends not only on the space-
time variables x" - in our case only t - but also on a set of additional anticom-
muting variables ()j· The original fields appear as coefficients in the expansion 
of the superfields with respect to the e1. The result of this rewriting is not just 
a reduction in the number of fields. The theory as a whole becomes in almost 
every respect simpler and above all formally more elegant and natural, to such 
an extent that one feels that the superfield formulation is more than a book-
keeping device but represents in some way the mathematical essence of super-
symmetry. This becomes even more apparent if one follows the group-
theoretical motivation for the definition of superfields that the inventors of the 
formalism, SALAM and STRATHDEE, gave in their first short paper on the sub-
ject [31], and which they curiously enough omitted in subsequent more detailed 
publications [32, 33]. Their argument runs as follows: The relativistic ( classi-
cal) fields of various types can be found in a systematic way by constructing 
the representations of the Poincare '3', induced by the finite dimensional 
representations of the homogeneous Lorentz group e, or its covering group 
SL(2, C), as a subgroup of '3'. The fields emerge as functions, or more general 
as sections of vector bundles, defined on the coset space '3' I e. This coset space 
can be identified with Minkowski space-time. Supersymmetry assumes the 
existence of a larger symmetry group §, the super Poincare group. It is then 
natural to consider representations induced from e to !3. As a result one gets 
superfields defined on the coset space §le. This coset space can be regarded as 
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an extension of Minkowski space and is called superspace. 
B. Superspace and superfields in one dimension 
In our one-dimensional version of the Wess-Zumino model the situation is 
much simpler, but the ideas of superspace and superfields retain their essential 
features. The homogeneous Lorentz group is reduced to the identity, so §/£is 
§ itself, and the induced representation is what usually is called the left regular 
representation of § defined in terms of functions on §. 
Let the supersymmetry group §of the model be given as in chapter IV, i.e. 
as the set of pairs (a,£), a E C!B~> X '!B~~>, with multiplication rule (36). Let ~~) 
be the space of functions <j>:§"""'!B~~>,c 00 as a function of one commuting and 
two anticommuting variables in the sense discussed in the appendix. The left 
a2tion of § on itself induces a representation of § by linear transformations 
W(a,£) in ~~> according to 
(W(a,t)<p)(T,8): = <l>(a,£)- 1('1",8) = <j>(T-a +fiy8, 8-e). (37) 
A A A 
One ~tes W(a4 t)= W(q,O)W(O,tl and obtains by expandingJ37) separately 
for W(a,O)=eaP and W(O,e)=eL«> the action of P and L(e) as Berezin 
differential operators in ~~) 
A a P=--a'T 
L(e) = fiy0..2___ L ej-0-. 
a'T j = 1,2 aoj 
(38) 
These operators satisfy of course the Lie algebra commutation relations (31 ). 
We expand an arbitrary superfield <j>(T,0) in powers of the variables (Jj in the 
following manner 
- i -
<I>( T,0) = A ( T)- it/-{ T)O + 2 F( T)OO. (39) 
Note that the A, if; and Fin this formula are not yet the fields A, if; and F of 
the previous chapters because they are C 00 functions of TE'iB~~>. (Due to a 
proper choice of factors i they are "real" i.e. have self conjugate values. They 
have also the right commutation or anticommutation properties). The operator 
A d A 
Pacts on the coefficients (or components) as - dt. For L(t) one finds easily 
with 
L(e)<p = A'-i~'O + i_F'OO 
2 
-
A' = ilf;£ 
dA if;'= -yt:+Ft: 
d'T 
F' = -i.f!Yyt: 
d'T 
(40) 
(41) 
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There}s a 1-1 correspondence between C 00 functions /:R--+~ and C 00 func-
tions .f£'11?--+~, which we describe int he appendix where it is in fact used to 
give a proper definition of C 00 functions of variables in ~~>. The correspon-
dence is linear and carries ~ over in dd . If we regard A, t/I and F in (39) as 
" " " ut T 
the A,t/I and F connected with the A,t/I and F from the previous chapters it is 
then clear that (41) enables us to identify the representation of the supersym-
metry group and its Lie algebra in terms of superfields and given by (37) and 
(38) with the original representation in terms of separate ordinary fields as dis-
cussed in chapter IV. We shall henceforth write W(a,£) for W(a,£), etc. 
C. Dynamical aspects 
The kinematics of the model, i.e. the description in terms of fields and their 
transformation rules is greatly simplified by the introduction of #_-r,£). This is 
even more so for the dynamical aspects. The system of evolution equations 
(18), (19) and (20) for the components A, t/I and F can be collected into a single 
equation for q, 
(T-m>P + ")l.q,2 = 0 (42) 
with the second order Berezin partial differential operator 
. a2 a2 a2 .a2 
T = - iflifJ2 a-r2 + 61 a-ra62 -62 a-ra61 + ' a61 a62 < 43) 
The equivalence of (42) with (18), (19) and (20) is easily verified .. by writing 
(42) in components, and using again the 1-1 correspondence A(-r~A(t), 
:., B ! , etc. It is also not hard to see that T and therefore equation (42) is 
invariant under supersymmetry transformations. In this model T seems to be 
an effective but not very enlightening expression. In the higher dimensional 
situation T will emerge however as a unique invariant operator within a 
natural differential geometric setting. The field equation (42) can be associated 
with a Lagranfan density in superspace. Denote the partial derivatives 
;,, ' a:l ' and a62 as ao, al and a2 and write . 
e'(q,,ao4'.a1 q,,a2'f1,61 ,62) = 
~ (i61aoq,-a.q,)(i62a0q,-a2q,) + ~mq,2 -1")1.q,3 • 
Equation (42) is then indeed the Euler-Lagrange equation 
ae - ~ a -1L = o 
aq, a=0,1,2 Cll a(aaq,) . 
(44) 
(45) 
One checks moreover that the original Lagrangian (21) in the component field 
picture can be recovered from e' as i J d62d61 e'. 
Supersymmetry of the theory can be expressed in variational language. The 
infinitesimal action of the supersymmetry group as given by formula (38) is 
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written as a variation 
&p = (-a +t€y8)a0<1>- ~ f.jaj<I>· (46) j=l,2 
Insertion of this Bcp in e leads to a variation Be which after a fairly extensive 
but elementary calculation is found to have the following simple form as a 
divergence in superspace 
Be = ~ aaBa (47) 
with 
a=0,1,2 
B0 = (-a+ i€y8)e 
Bj = f.je, j=l,2. (48) 
This implies the existence of a conserved superspace current. Combining (47) 
and ( 48) with the general variation formula 
Be= &/>[ae - ~ a ~1 + ~ a [Bq,~1 (49) 
aq, a=0,1,2 a acaaq,) a=0,1,2, a acaaq,) 
one finds that for solutions cp of ( 45) or equivalently ( 42) 
~ aaJ a = ~ aa [8q, a(~e - Bal = 0. 
a=0, 1,2 a=0, 1,2 a<f>) 
(50) 
More explicitly one obtains for J 0 the expression 
Jo= ~ {(aocp)28102+a1<f>a2<f>}+j~./E_i(aocpajq,)8182+ 
+ (a - i€y8)Fi-mql --j "Aq,3 ). (51) 
There is again a connection with the conserved quantities (22) and (25) of the 
earlier component field picture. Calculation of the Berezin integral i J d82d81J 0 
gives, up to an irrelevant overall minus sign, precisely the sum of the expres-
sions (22) and (25), the energy and the conserved quantity connected with 
supersymmetry proper, in terms of the fields A, t/i and F. 
For the sake of completeness one may also calculate J 1 and J 2 as 
J 1 = - ; aof/>(aoq,82 + ia2<f>) + f.J al f/>(aoq,82 - ia2f/>) 
..1.tl 1 2 1 3 
-f_2ao<f>a2""'2-f.1{2m<f> -3"A<f> ). (52) 
12 = ; ao<f>Caoq,cp01 +ia1cp)+f.1aocpa1cp01 +f.2a2<f>Caocp01 +01<f>) 
1 1 
-f2{2m<f>2 -3ycp3) (53) 
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and verify explicitly that indeed (50) is satisfied. 
Part of the foregoing discussion cannot of course be considered as 
mathematically rigorous. In particular there has not yet been given a proper 
mathematical formulation of the underlying variational calculus in superspace 
based on a superspace action J d'Td(J1 df}if~, well defined with due attention to 
behaviour at the boundary of the region of integration. Rigorous work has 
been done on Berezin integration, see e.g. Refs. [34] and [35] but most of this 
is rather general and it is not clear whether it can be used to set up the sort of 
variational formalism that would be needed here. Nevertheless all this is very 
suggestive and strongly supports the point of view that the language of 
superfields and superspace is essential for supersymmetry. A final observation 
which stresses this even further is the following: So far we have followed the 
rather loose standard practice of speaking of a symmetry when a variation of 
the Lagrangian has the form of a total derivative or in higher dimension a 
divergence. This implies the existence of a conserved quantity or current. For 
the purpose of quantization one needs however a stronger definition of sym-
metry, namely invariance of the action. This is particularly obvious when 
thinking in terms of path integral quantization. For variations of the fields that 
are connected with variations in the independent variable or variables, invari-
ance of the action means in normal variational theory not only that Be is a 
total derivative or divergence but also that these have the specific form 
d Be= --{Bre} (54) dt 
in the one-dimensional case and 
a Be= --{Bx"e} 
ox" 
(55) 
in higher dimensions. 
Inspection of our model in the component field form, with and without aux-
iliary field F, shows that for time translations Bt =a one has of course 
Be= -af, which is indeed (54) but that for the supersymmetry variations (23) 
and (7) one has the expressions (24) and (8) for the variations Be which are 
total derivatives, but fail to be of the form (54). In the superspace formulation 
the variation ( 46) of the superfield <f> is connected with variations 
6,. = - a + fi:y(J and Mt: of the independent variables and resulting variation 
(47) of e' does have a form which is a direct analogue of (55). This means that 
with respect to subsequent quantization the superspace-superfield formulation 
is the proper one for this classical supersymmetric model. 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKs 
In this first paper we have discussed a very simple but nevertheless typical 
model of a supersymmetric field theory with the purpose of establishing basic 
concepts useful for our further study of the mathematics of supersymmetry and 
anticommuting variables. In presenting the model we have followed a line of 
argument which is a reduced version of a standard reasoning for the four-
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dimensional found in the physical literature. In this one introduces supersym-
metry as a new symmetry in a rather ad-hoe manner: A certain set of boson 
and fermion fields can be transformed infinitesimally into each other by 
ingeniously chosen transformations and a Lagrangian can be found which 
remains invariant. None of this, the particular choice for the fields, the form 
of the transformations or the expression for the Lagrangian, is simple or obvi-
ous. Looking back one may find it quite astonishing that supersymmetry was 
ever discovered in this way. All this is of course particularly true for the four-
dimensional theory, with more fields, the complications of the Poincare group, 
etc. It is in the superspace formalism that the model and its properties become 
suddenly transparant and natural. The following may serve as a further illus-
tration of this: The Wess-Zumino model is not an isolated case but it 
represents a whole class of supersymmetric classical field theories. The same is 
true for the one-dimensional version. This can be seen quite easily in the 
superspace formulation, where the term -iylf>3 in the superspace Lagrangian 
(44) can be immediately generalized to an arbitrary "superpotential" V(lf>), 
which is a er~ function of cp in the sense given in the appendix. Instead of ( 42) 
one has now as Euler~Lagrangian equation the field equation 
(T-m)cp + 0 1>(1/>) = 0 (56) 
where we write generally V(k)(lf>) for the k'h derivative of V(lf>). This simple, 
situation which is obviously still supersymmetric, can be translated back into 
the component field picture in which we began the discussion of supersym-
metry in section m of this paper. One writes If> again as A-i~O+ ~08. One 
derives the following useful expansion formula for a C 00 function of cp. 
/(!/>) = f(A )-if1>(A ~{}+ J_<f1>(A )F- _!_ f 2>(A )#)08 (57) 2 2 
and uses it together with the results from section V to rewrite (56) in terms of 
A, if and F. Finally one eliminates F and obtains as generalization of the evolu-
tion equations (2) and (3) from section III 
d;: + m 2A = m(01>(A)+A02>(A))-01>(A)02>(A)-
(58) 
(59) 
The corresponding Lagrangian, the generalization of (4), is obtained by work-
ing out the Berezin integral i J d82s81 ~ and is then found to be 
e(A dA if ft) = _!_( dA )2-_!_m2 A 2 - _!_~ft+ _!_m# 
'dt"dt 2dt 2 2 dt 2 
- ; 0 1>(A)2 + mA01>(A)- ~ 0 2>(A)#. (60) 
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The supersymmetry variations (7) which are dependent on the potential V 
become 
8A = i\{;£ 
8lf! = ~ Y£ + (mA - 0 1)(A ))t:. (61) 
This completes the description of the more general class of supersymmetric 
models in the component field language. The loss of transparancy is evident. 
This again supports our general point of view that the idea of superspace is 
central in supersymmetry. The underlying reason for that is group theory or 
more precisely Lie algebra and theory. This will be developed more exten-
sively in the next paper. 
The mathematical framework for superdifferential geometry in the 
minimal/ algebraic approach i.e. in terms of graded manifolds is well esta-
blished and can be found in basic papers on the subject such as those by 
LEITES [22] and KOSTANT [23]. Seen from physics this approach is however less 
obvious than the extended/ geometric picture. There is a paper by DELL and 
SMOUN [36], but apart from this no further serious attempts seem to have been 
made to apply it explicitly to supersymmetric field theory. The mathematically 
oriented literature is underdeveloped in this respect. In our next paper we shall 
show that the extended version of the one-dimensional W ess-Zumino model, 
such as is given in this paper, contains as a skeleton an algebraic version of the 
same situation, i.e. a version from which the unspecified Grassmann algebra <IB 
has been removed. This will be put in the context of a general algebraic 
scheme for supersymmetric field theory. 
vn. APPENDIX 
The heart of the heuristic method of anticommuting variables is differentiation 
and integration. This was largely invented by BEREZIN [37] and it is therefore 
proper to call it Berezin calculus. It can be understood rigorously in two dis-
tinct ways as we have discussed in section H. In this appendix we give the 
basic formulas for what we have called the extended approach. We restrict our-
selves to the elementary part that we need in this paper. 
Let ffi be the fixed finite-dimensional complex Grassmann algebra that is 
typical for the extended formalism. We define a polynomial in m commuting 
and n anti.commuting variables as an expression of the form 
j(x,, ... ,Xm, {}], ... ,{Jn = 
00 1 
= }:; -,-, }:; 
p,q=O p.q. i 1 , ... ,i=l,2, ... ,m 
(62) 
}1, ... ,j9=1,2, ... ,n 
The coefficients aY.':.?~ j, ... j, of which only a finite number are different from zero 
have values in <IB, are symmetric in the indices i 1 •• .iP and antisymmetric in 
j 1 ... jq. (Writing the variables xj and in particular Oj in front of the coefficients 
is a convention which keeps down the number of minus signs in what follows). 
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With the xi and the ()j variable elements of GJJ<0>, respectively GJJO>, expression 
(62) gives a function, i.e. a map 
j: ~(O) X ·:· X GJJ(O) X ~(I) X ·:· X GJJ(l) ~ 6iJ 
m Uines n tunes 
(63) 
Because of the finite dimension of "ii and the presence of nilpotent elements a 
single function in this sense can be represented by different polynomial expres-
sions. To avoid inconsistencies in the further developments we think of func-
tions f (x1>···,xm, ()l>···•()n) in the first place as expressions (62) given by a set 
of coefficients aY,':.~~ j, ... j,. This anticipates already the more explicitly algebraic 
point of view that we shall develop in the next paper. 
A polynomial can be expanded in a finite Taylor series around a fixed set of 
values (x1>···•xm, f}i , ... ,fJn) 
j(x1 +vl>···•Xm +vm, 01 +£1>···•()n +En) = j(XJ, ... ,Xm, 01'···,(Jn) + 
m 
+ ~ vif~ 1 • 0>(x l>···•Xm, ()l>···•()n) + 
i=1 
m 
+ ~fj/J°• 1)(X1>···•Xm, 81,. .. ,fJn) +.... (64) 
j=1 
The polynomials f,0• 1> and /;1•0> are by definition the partial derivatives off 
Ji_, = ,d1,0) JL. = ,d0,1) (65) 
ax· . Ji ao. . Jj . 
I j 
Of course :l will in fact no longer depend on fJj. Note that the usual 
J 
definition of a partial derivative in standard calculus would be meaningless, 
~ 
e.g. for a81 as 
lim j(xl>···•Xm, f)i +v,. .. ,1Jn)-j(X1,. . .,Xm, ()1,. . .,fJn) 
v1->0 P1 
(66) 
Note also that our conventions are such that the coefficients in (62) are pre-
cisely the higher partial derivatives off in 0 
(}/' + 1 
a(p,q) . . = f (0 0 0) (67) '•···~ ]i ... J, a . a . afJ. an. , .. ., , .. ., X 11 ••• X11 }I ... u1, 
The partial differentiations commute or anticommute in a well-known manner 
a a a a 
--- ----
axi axk axk ax; 
a a a a (68) --- ----
ax; afJk afJk OXj 
a a a a 
-- = ---· 
afJi afJk aok aoi 
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One should finally verify that again due to the nilpotency problem diffe-
rentiation is strictly speaking not well-defined on functions, but only on the 
corresponding expressions, i.e. in terms of operations on sets of coefficients 
a"1·q). . 
1, ••• 1, lt···J,. 
For the purpose of this paper we need not only polynomials but more gen-
erally C® functions. The relevant idea which of course only affects the even 
variables can be best understood by looking at functions of a single even vari-
able. An arbitrary element x from ~s~> can be written as a unique sum 
x =xb + x8 , with xb a real number, as a multiple of the identity element of ~. 
and x8 nilpotent. (DEWITI [20] calls xb and X8 body and soul of x). Using this 
9ecomposition a given C® function f :R~~ can be extended to a function 
/: ~~> ~~ by the formula 
(69) 
in which fk> is the k'h derivative of f. The summatio~ involves only a finite 
number of terms because X8 is nilpotent. The function f can be expanded in a 
not necessarily convergent infinite Taylor series around a fixed value in .,, in 
~S~>, which is up to first order 
A ~ (xs+ 11sffk> _ 
J<.x+P) = _.£.. k! (xb+.,,b) -
k-0,1, ... 
x: + kx:-1.,,8 + ... [ ] ~ fk>(xb)+-vbfk+I>(xb) +... = 
k! k=O,I, ... 
" ~I) 
= /(.x) + 111 (x) + ... (70) 
with 
(71) 
1;\l.e derivative of J with respect to x e~~> is defined as the first order term 
f"'(x) in (70). Formula (71) shows that it is in fact the extension of f 1>(xb), 
the ordinary derivative of f. This enables us to define in a consistent way C® 
functions of a variables in ~~> as functions which can be obtained from C 00 
functions of a real variable by means of the extension formula (69). The 
definition of a C 00 function of m even variables is an obvious generalization. 
For the general case of a function m even and n odd variables we first rewrite 
(62) as 
/(.xi.···•Xm, (Jh···•(Jn) = 
IX) 1 
= ~ - 1 ~ (Jj,···fJj, hj, ... j.(X1>···•Xm) 
q=oP • j,, ... ,j,=1,2, ... ,n 
(72) 
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with 
(73) 
The function/will be a general C 00 function if we allow the hj, ... 1.(xI>···•xm), 
to be C 00 functions of the even variables XJ, ••• ,xm, instead of polynomials. 
Berezin integration is used in this paper only for a few remarks in a not 
completely rigorous context in sections V and VI. We restrict ourselves for this 
reason here to the barest essentials. The Berezin integral over the odd variable ()1. is an .ope~a~?r in th~ spa~_ of functions f(xi. ... ,xm, fJi.···•fJn), denoted as dfJ1, which 1s graded linear , 1.e. 
f d8/f + g) = f dfJjf + f d81g 
jd8j(a(s)f) = (-l)'a<s> jd81J, a<s)E<ffi<s>, s=0,1 
and is determined by 
J d01a = 0 a E<ffi 
J dfJJ()k = /)jk l'ill. 
(74) 
(75) 
The multiple integral J d81 ••• d8q is by definition the repeated integral 
J d81 J dfJ2 .•• J d8q. Different integrals anticommute, i.e. J dfJ1dfJk = - J dfJkd01. 
There is also an integral J dx1 over an even variable x1. To give a proper 
definition is somewhat more tricky. It occurs in the superspace action. We 
have not really used it in this paper and shall therefore not discuss it here. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In Ref. 1 we gave a rigorous and fairly detailed account of a simple model of 
supersymmetric field theory. This allowed us to focus on some of the typical 
features of supersymmetry at an elementary level and to set the stage for a 
more systematic discussion of the mathematical structure of supersymmetric 
field theory such as we shall begin in this paper. 
We treated the model of Ref. I - more or less the standard Wess-Zumino 
model reduced to I-dimensional space-time - in what we have called the 
extended formalism. This means the explicit use of anticommuting variables as 
elements of a certain unspecified but fixed auxiliary Grassmann algebra. (In a 
wider context this is also called the geometric approach.) In our view, this 
approach to the method of anticommuting variables is intuitively the most 
obvious and natural one when starting from applications in theoretical physics. 
We expect nevertheless that the alternative minimal (or algebraic) approach, in 
which there are no auxiliary Grassmann algebras, will in the end capture the 
mathematical essence of such applications in a more economical way. 
Our point of departure in Section II is therefore a generalization of the 
results from Ref. 1 on superfields as Grassmann algebra valued functions. We 
study the properties of such a general system of superfields as a graded com-
mutative algebra A on which a supersymmetry group ~c acts by means of 
automorphisms and the corresponding Lie algebra Tse by derivations. A 
Grassmann algebra <ii'>, the auxiliary algebra of the extended approach, plays 
the role of basic ring of scalars in all this. The system contains a subsystem, 
independent of <ii'>, consisting of a smaller graded commutative algebra Ac, 
with a super Lie algebra Tc acting on it, and with C as ring of scalars. The 
small system is typical for the minimal approach. It contains the same infor-
mation as the large one and in fact generates it. How this happens can be 
understood in a more coordinate-free manner from Section HI, where we give 
a general procedure for extending systems over C to systems over an auxiliary 
Grassmann algebra <ii'>. In Section IV we continue our discussion of the algebra 
of superfields both in its minimal and its extended version. This algebra is in 
first instance the graded symmetric tensor algebra over the dual of a transla-
tion super Lie algebra or its <i'>-module extension, but it has to be modified 
somewhat because superfields in physics are not just polynomials but have a 
C 00 dependence on the even variables. These even variables are moreover real 
in a certain sense, meaning that a suitable real structure must be specified 
within the general scheme. The basic object in defining superfields and in for-
mulating supersymmetry is a supertranslation algebra or group, as we demon-
strated in our discussion of the I-dimensional model in Ref. 1. The generaliza-
tion to larger superalgebras and groups connected with inhomogeneous 
transformations needed for theories in 4-dimensional space-time is relatively 
straightforward and is carried out in Section V. We apply these ideas in Sec-
tion VI to the space of general superfields for 4-dimensional space-time, as a 
system generated by the super Poincare algebra. We discuss briefly some of the 
invariant subspaces or 'multiplets' that play a role in the standard Wess-
Zumino models. In Section VII we sketch the manner in which our results on 
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classical superfields will be used in setting up the corresponding supersym-
metric quantum fields. Section VIII is an appendix. It should be consulted, 
together with Ref. 1, for unexplained terms. It has the purpose to unify nota-
tion and conventions and to make this and the preceding paper relatively self-
contained. Most but not all of the material in it can be found in various places 
in the literature. Ref. 1 contains a general list of references. 
II. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF SUPERFIELDS 
In Ref. 1 we obtained the classical superfields 4><.:r,()) of the I-dimensional 
Wess-Zumino model as functions on a (1,2)-dimensional supertranslation 
group, with supersymmetry transformations coming from the left action of the 
group on itself. This system of fields and transformations has an obvious alge-
braic structure: The fields form a graded commutative algebra and the group 
acts by automorphisms of this algebra. In this the basic ring of scalars is a 
fixed but unspecified Grassmann algebra ~. indicating that we are in what we 
have called the extended formulation of supersymmetry. A closer inspection of 
the system shows however that it contains and in fact is generated by a subsys-
tem over C which is independent of ~ and which describes the situation in the 
minimal picture. We shall discuss this now in some detail, but it is worthwhile 
to do it in a more general setting. Supersymmetry is typically and in first 
instance based on a group of supertranslations. This is obviously the case for 
the I-dimensional Wess-Zumino model, which in its quantized version is an 
example of supersymmetric quantum mechanics. It holds for N = 1 supersym-
metry in ordinary space-time and after a suitable central extension for 
extended supersymmetry. In supergravity one has in the spirit of gauge theory 
local supertranslation groups in every point of super space-time. 
In the following ~=~<0>e~<1> will be a complex Grassmann algebra of fixed 
but unspecified finite dimension. We use the notation 611' for the p-fold Carte-
sian product XP~ and ~m,n for (Xm~<0>)x(xn~<1>). ~ has a conjugation 
b~b* and we denote the 'real', i.e. self-conjugate part of~ as ~sc· Similarly 
we have ~~~>, ~:;-n, etc. 
Suppose to be given a system of m symmetric n X n matrices si, 
j = 1, ... ,m, with real-valued matrix elements s{1• We then define the (m,n)-
dimensional supertranslation group ~c as the set ~~·n provided with the group 
multiplication 
n 
(a,£Xa',£) = (a+a'+i ~ sk/1£'1,£+£'). (1) 
l,k=I 
In this the elements of ~~·n are written as pairs from ~~· 0 X ~~en. We shall 
write indices as much as possible in upper and lower positions in such a way 
that we can use the Einstein summation convention. This means that we will 
omit from now on summation signs as in (1). ~c is in any case a real Lie 
group of dimension 2<m+nXN-t>, with 2N the dimension of~. but in this con-
text it is more fitting to look at it as a (m,n )-dimensional super Lie group. A 
precise definition of this concept has been given by Rogers2 but because of the 
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explicitness and simplicity of the situation there is no need to invoke this here. 
Note that the elements (0,f), which may be called proper supertranslations, do 
not form a subgroup of ~c· One should finally observe that the special case of 
the superfields of our I-dimensional Wess-Zumino model is recovered from 
this general set up by taking m = l, n =2, with the single 2X2 matrix s11c equal 
to the unit matrix 8rk· Let A be the collection of functions q,: 'IB,c-l>'IB which are 
C 00 in the sense given in the appendix of Ref. 1, meaning that they can be 
written as 
q,(x, fJ) = q,(x 1, ••• ,xm,81, ••• ,(/') (2) 
1 . . ~ -q! (J'• ••• (J'•q,J, ... J,(x) 
q=O,I, ... ,n 
with the cp1, ... J,, antisymmetric in j 1 · • • jq, C 00 functions from 'IB'.:;;· 0 to 'IB 
and as such extensions of C 00 functions from Rm to 'IB according to 
1 i i j(x) = f(xs+xn) = ~kl xs · · · xS(8;, · · · fl;J)(xn) (3) 
k=O · 
A has a grading: cp is homogeneous of degree a if the degree i<P(x, fJ)I =a, 
V(x, fJ)E'IB';::·n. This is consistent with the pointwise multiplication of functions; 
( cp14>2)(x, fJ) = cp1 (x, fJ'»i, (x, fJ), and with the conjugation of functions defined by 
using the conjugation in 'IB as cp*(x, fJ)=(q,(x, fJ))*. With all this A is a graded 
commutative algebra over 'IB, with conjugation. The functions cp in A are the 'IB-
valued superfields in this setting. The cp1, ... J, are what is usually called the 
component fields. 
We next define the left regular representation of ~c in A as 
(W(a, t:)cp)(x, 8) = q,((a, t:)- 1(x, IJ)) = q,(x -a -isk118',8-£.) (4) 
The W(a, E) are even linear operators in A and in fact automorphisms of A as a 
graded algebra. A <0> is invariant and also A~~> because the W(a, f) commute 
with the conjugation in A. 
Differentiation of I-parameter subgroups W(ta,tE) with respect tot ER gives 
a representation of the Lie algebra J<s~> by means of differential operators 
E (a, E) = al E~0> +I E~1> (5) 
with 
E~O) = 
oxi 
~I) = __ ()_ -is{if/~ 
a~ ox' 
(6) 
The E (a, t:) are again even 'IB-linear operators in A, leaving A <0> and A~~> 
invariant and moreover even derivations of A. 'I's~> is a Lie algebra over R but 
also over 'IB~~>. Its elements can also be written as pairs (a, £)E'IB'.:;;·n with Lie 
bracket 
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(7) 
The differential operators E(a, t) are well-defined not only for (a, t)E'ffi~·n but 
more generally for (a, t)E'ffim +n. The ~eneral operators E (a, t) are derivations 
ofdegreeaifa=la11= ··· =iaml=lt l+l= ··· =i~l+l,formaclosedsys­
tem under graded commutation and represent a super Lie algebra T over 'ffi, 
consisting of elements (a, t)E'ffim +n with graded Lie bracket 
[(a, t), (a',t')] = (2i(- l)l(a',<')lsk1!t'1,0) (8) 
for all (a, t) and (d,t') from 'ffim +n and with the degree l(a',t')I = 
ja'1 I= · · · = la'm I= jt'1 I+ l = · · · = jtm I+ 1. There is a conjugation in T given 
by 
(a, t)* = (a*,(- I)l(a,•)lt*) (9) 
It is determined by the requirement that the initial Lie algebra 1}~> is indeed 
the even self-conjugate part of T and that the extension of the representation E 
from 1}~> to T is self-conjugate. It is helpful to see the (a, t) as left coordinates. 
T . th r.1l odul "th b . (O) (O) (1) (l) d 1 1s en a -:.e-m e WI as1s e1 , ... ,em ,e1 , ..• ,em an an e ement 
u ET is written as u ::::: aj e5°> + (' ek1>. Definition (9) is equivalent to e5°» = e5°> 
and ek1>* = -ek1> and instead of (8) we have the simple graded Lie brackets 
[e5°>, ek°>] = 0 [e5°>. er>1 = 0 
[e~l)' eP>J = -2is{,e5°> (10) 
For the operators £5a) = E ( e5a» one verifies that the following properties hold 
<£50>ip)* = £50>ip• (11) 
(£kO>ip)* = -(- t)l<1>1£k1>ip* 'VipEA 
This implies the self-conjugacy property for general E (m) expressed by for-
mula (84) from the appendix. 
Together with the W(a, t) there is a right regular representation in A defined as 
(WR(a, t)<P)(x, U) = <P((x, O)(a, t)) = <P(x +a -isk1!t', O+t) (12) 
It commutes with the left regular representation and has similar properties. Its 
usefulness will become clear in Section VI. 
Summing up ·this section so far we see that the superfields in the extended pic-
ture form a graded commutative algebra A, over 'ffi and with conjugation. The 
supertranslation group ~c is represented by automorphisms of A, its Lie alge-
bra 1}~> by derivations. The representation of 1}~> has a natural extension to a 
representation of a super Lie algebra T with conjugation, such that 1}~> is the 
even self-conjugate part of T and the representation of T is self-conjugate. 
We return finally to the subsystem over C which is contained in this system 
over 'ffi and describes the situation from the minimal point of view. Let Ac CA 
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consist of all</> such that the component functions </>j, .. ·j,(x) in (2) take values 
in Cc~ when restricted to xERm c~m,o. Ac is a graded commutative alge-
bra over C and can clearly be defined independently of ~- It is crucial for the 
understanding of the relation between the extended and the minimal formula-
tion of supersymmetry to observe that Ac is not invariant under the action of 
the supertranslation group ~c as represented by the operators W(a, t:). This 
means that the supergroup ~c does not act in Ac as a separate algebra and 
neither does its Lie algebra T's~) or the larger super Lie algebra T. The latter 
however has a natural complex super Lie su~al8iebra which is compatible with 
Ac. We call it Tc and it consists of all u =ale) )+/e~1) with coordinates (a, t:) 
in cm +n. This mean that it is spanned by the same basis e~o), ... , 
e~>,e~1>, .. . ,e~1) with the corresponding graded Lie bracket of (10). One 
verifies immediately that the representation E restricted to this Tc leaves Ac 
invariant. The subsystem consisting of Tc and its representation by deriva-
tions of Ac contains the essential ingredients of the situation in an adequate 
and very economical manner even though one has only infinitesimal super-
transformations. It seems therefore natural to reverse the direction of the pro-
cedure of this section and start with the simpler complex system when setting 
up general supersymmetric theories. From this an extended formulation with 
scalars from an auxiliary Grassmann algebra ~ can be obtained when needed. 
The general scheme for doing this in a coordinate-free manner will be given in 
the next section. 
Ill. AN EXTENSION PROCEDURE 
Consider to be given a system (L,R, '11') consisting of a super Lie algebra L, a 
graded commutative algebra R, both over f =C or R, and a representation w 
of L by derivations of R. 
Choose a fixed Grassmann algebra ~. also over f and of finite dimension. 
We extend (L,R,'11') to a system (L'ii>,R'ii>,'1T'ii>), in which~ has replaced IF as the 
basic ring of scalars, by the following steps: 
1. Define L'ii>=~®FL.L'ii> is a ~-module with b1(b2®Fu)=b1b2®Fu; "flb1, 
b2 E~, u EL, and becomes a super Lie algebra over ~ by introducing a 
graded Lie bracket as 
[b1 ®Fu!> b2 ®Fu2] = (-1)1b,llb21 b1b2 ®F[u" U2] (13) 
"fib!> b2 E~, U1> U2 EL 
2. Define R'ii> =~®FR. R'ii> is a ~-module and a graded commutative algebra 
over ~ with multiplication given by 
(b1®f</>1)(b2®F</>i) = (-l)l4>illb2 ib1b2®F</>1</>i (14) 
Vbl> b2 E~, </>1></>i ER 
3. Finally we extend the representation '1T to a representation '7T'ii> of L 'iii in 
R'ii> by 
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(15) 
Vb 1' b2 EifPJ, u EL, cpER 
One checks easily that '1T~(b 1 ®Fu) is a left ifPJ-linear operator in R~ as a ifPJ-
module, of degree lb1 ®Fui=lbil+lul, and is moreover a derivation of R~ as 
an algebra. We can of course identify L and R with subsets of L ~ and R ~ and 
may write according bu and hep instead of b®Fu and b®F<P· 
Note that the system (L~,R~,'1T~) can also be obtained by tensoring from 
the right with ifPJ, with appropriate modifications in the formulas (13), (14) and 
(15). The resulting system is canonically isomorphic and will not be dis-
tinguished. 
The extension procedure can be put in a somewhat more general setting by 
starting with a system (L,R, W, '1T) with Wan R-module and w a representation 
of L by derivations of R and at the same time by derivations of W in the sense 
that '1T(u)cpi/1=('1T(u)cp)"1+(-I)l"ll<l>lcp('1T(u)iti), VuEL, cpER, if!EW.The result of 
tensoring with <fPJ will be system (L~,R~, ~.'IT~) with corresponding proper-
ties but with <fPJ instead of f as ring of scalars. Except for brief remarks in Sec-
tions V and VI this generalization will not be needed in the present discussion. 
The general merit of this extension procedure is that it gives the possibility of 
associating proper grou~ actions with super Lie algebras and their representa-
tions. The even part (L )<0> of L ~ is an ordinary Lie algebra over <j,(O) (and of 
course over f) and can as such be related to a supergroup in some precise 
sense. The restriction of the representation 'IT~ to this even part of L ~ consists 
of even derivations which can in principle be exponentiated to give a represen-
tation of the supergroup in terms of automorphisms of R~. 
We specialize in this paper to the case where the initial system is over rF = C 
and has an additional real structure, which means that L and R have conjuga-
tions such that the representation is self-conjugate. This ensures that appropri-
ate self-conjugacy jroperties reappear in the extended system after conjuga-
tions in L ~ and R have been defined according to 
(b®Fw)* = (-l)lbllwlb*®cw* 'VbE<j,, wEL or R (16) 
In our application R will be moreover such that only the representation of the 
self-conjugate part (L~)~~) of (L~)<0> can be exponentiated in R~. 
The idea of going from C to a Grassmann algebra <j, by tensoring with <j, 
operates in different forms and at different places in the mathematical formula-
tion of supersymmetric theories. The particular extension procedure given in 
this section underlies the notion of classical superfields in its various guises, as 
will be clear in the next sections. A similar construction plays a r6le on the 
level of quantum theory where % the Hilbert space of state vectors, can be 
extended to X:l" =ifPJ®c X 
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IV. A MINIMAL AND AN EXTENDED APPROACH TO SUPERFIELDS. THE ALGEBRAS 
s SC (M') AND S::CM'). 
The polynomials on a finite dimensional vector space M form a commutative 
algebra P (M), which is in a natural manner isomorphic to S (M'), the algebra 
of symmetric tensors over the dual M'. (In general a polynomial map <P from a 
vector space V to a vector space W is a map that can be written as the finite 
sum of diagonally evaluated symmetric multilinear maps <t>(n): 
VX · · · xv~w. n=0,1,2, .... The space of such maps is denoted as 
P(V;W), with the special care P(V;f)=P(V).) Under the isomorphism 
P (M) - S (M') operations on polynomials in P (M) such as partial 
differentiation and multiplication correspond to the algebraic operations in 
S (M') that appear in the appendix as annihilation and creation operators. 
For a graded vector space M with dual M' one has the graded symmetric tensor 
algebra S (M'). The basic idea underlying the heuristic method of anticommut-
ing variables amounts to pretending that this S (M') is isomorphic to an alge-
bra of 'polynomial functions of commuting and anticommuting variables'. 
Annihilation and creation operators in S (M') are interpreted as differentiation 
and multiplication operations on these 'functions'. 
There are two ways to work in a precise manner with this idea. In the minimal 
(or algebraic) formalism a 'polynomial of commuting and anticommuting vari-
ables' is not a function but just an element of the algebra S (M'). In the 
extended (or geometric) picture one extends S(M') to S(M')<ii in the manner 
described in Section III. A 'polynomial' is then an element of this extended 
algebra but can now also be regarded as a proper function, a polynomial func-
tion on the even part of the module M with values in <IB. 
In standard supersymmetric field theory a classical (scalar) superfield is a 
'function' - in one of the two precise meanings indicated above - on a 
graded vector space M, consisting, as we shall discuss in more detail in Section 
VI, of 4-dimensional complexified Minkowski space-time as even part Af(O) 
and an equally 4-dimensional spinor space as M(I). Fields in this context 
should however not be polynomials but C00 functions, which of course means 
something extra for the even variables only. This C 00 dependence should 
moreover be in terms of real variables, i.e. from the self-conjugate part M}~). In 
order to meet these requirements we introduce an algebra which is larger than 
S(M') and which will be denoted as s;(M'): 
Let M be a finite dimensional graded vector space over C, with conjugation. 
Forgetting the grading we have the linear isomorphisms S (M') -
S(M1<0>)®A(M'(1))- P(M(O))®A(M'(I>)- P(M(O); A(M'(1))) and by restrict-
ing the polynomial maps the final isomorphism (still over C !) 
P(M<0); A(M'(I)))- P(M}~); A(M'(1))). This means that S(V') has a realiza-
tion as an algebra of polynomial maps, not from M to C, but from M}~) to 
A(M'O>). As such it can be embedded in the larger algebra C 00 (M}~); A(M'O>)) 
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of C 00 function from Af<s~> to A(Mt(1)). The even annihilation and creation 
operators in S(M') appear in P(Af<s~>; A(Mt(1>)) as ordinary differentiation and 
multiplication operators. In this form they extend immediately to 
C00 (.ll!fs~>; A(Mt(1>)). The odd operators are algebraic operations on the factor 
A(Mt(1)) in S (M') ::: P (Af<s~> ®e A(Mt(1)) and remain so in the extension to 
C00 (Af<s~>; A(Mt(1>))::: Cs(Af<s~>@eA(Mt(1>). We look at C 00 (Af<s~>; A(Mt(1))) as 
an extension of S (M') and call it therefore S'; (M'). It possesses in an obvious 
way the structure of a graded commutative algebra over C, with conjugation, a 
structure which is compatible with that of S (M'). It has annihilation operators 
A (u), 'r/u EM, and creation operators C(v), 'r/v EM', which extend those in 
S (M') and retain there algebraic properties such as expressed e.g. in (58) and 
(61). (The 'one-particle operators' o(T) also have natural extensions.) 
It may be helpful to write all this in an explicit basis dependent form. Let M 
b ( ) dim . al d h b . (O) (O) (1) (l) .th e m,n - ens1on an c oose a as1s e1 , ... ,em ,e1 , ... ,en WI 
(e5°>)* =e<0> and (ey>r = -ey>. In M' there is the dual basis e<~>1 
, ... ,_e<0fm,~<1> 1 , .. : ,e<1>n determined by (e5">; e(JJ)k)=8ap8j and with (e<0>J)* 
=e<0>1, (e<1>1y =e(l>1, because of formula (82). An arbitrary element cpES(M') 
can be written as 
_ "'-' _l __ l_ (O)i1 (O)i, (l)j, (l)j9 (p,q) cp - £.J 1 1 e .... e e .... e a 11 ••• ;,; j, ... j• 
p=O 1 · · · p · q · q=o,i,' ... ,n 
(17) 
Compare this with formula (63) in the appendix. We have interchanged upper 
and lower positions of indices because the M in this and the following sections 
corresponds to V' there. 
The summation in (17) can be carried out in two steps 
(q) = "'-' _l_ (O)i1 • • • (O)i, (p, q) 
cJ>1, .. ·j, £.J ,e e a,, ... i,;j,· .. j, 
p=O,l, ... P· 
(18) 
"' = "'-' _l_e(l)j, ... e(I)j, ,i..(q) . 
"I' ,.:::... I 'YJ1···1, 
q=0,1, ... ,11 q. 
(19) 
The cJ>5?~ .. J, can be interpreted as polynomials from Af<s~> to C, or by writting 
u<0>EAf<s~> as u<0>=x;e~0>, x;ER, from Rm to C, according to 
,i.(q) . (x l xm) = "'-' J_I x;' ... x;' alp, :'.{>. ,· . 1· ... 1· (20) 
"f')i ' • • }9 > • • • > _.:::... p • I p• I 9 
q=O,l, · · · 
Together they add up to a single function from Af<s~> to A(Mt(1>) or from llr to 
A(Mt(1>) 
cp(xl, ... ,xm) = 
"'-' _l_e(l)j, ... e(l)j, A..(q) . (x I xm) 
£.; q ! "l'J1 ... }q , ••• ' 
q=0,1, ... ,n 
(21) 
Note that the basis dependent annihilation and creation operators of even 
degree become indeed differentiation and multiplication operators in the 
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ordinary sense 
A(O) =_a_ 
I 0Xi 
(22) 
We may and will use a similar notation for the odd operators although this has 
only a symbolic meaning here 
A(I) = __£__ C(l)j = (Ji (23) 
1 afJi 
In this basis dependent formulation the extension from S(M') to S:/: (M') can 
be effected simply by allowing the q,}~~ .. j, in (19) to be C 00 functions instead 
of just polynomial functions. 
The result of the foregoing is that a superfield on M in the minimal or algebraic 
picture is an element of S:/:(M') and as such a C 00 function from ~~) to 
A(M'(I>). The explicit functions 'i>j, ... j, (x 1, ••• , xm) are the component fileds 
from the physics literature. 
The vectors /O)i, · · · e<Oli,/l)j, · · · /l)j, that span S(M') can also be used for a 
(left) basis for S (M')'i'i>, the algebra of polynomials in the extended picture. 
This means that an arbitrary element q, from S (M')'i'i> is represented by (17) 
with the coefficients a'f'.q)_ ; . 1- ... 1- taking values in ~ instead of C. It is obvi-
, JI' I 'I 
ous that such a q, gives a proper polynomial function from ~~,n to ~ accord-
ing to 
q,(x I, ... , Xm, 81, ... , nm) = 
I 1 · · · · 
"ii:' - --x'' · · · x'm ,.,, · · · nJ, a(p,q) · · · (24) 
""" ' ' u u ., ... •,; 11 ... ;, 
p=O I · · · p · q · 
q=O,i,' ... ,n 
'fix; E~~~), (Ji E~~~) 
For an explicit description of elements of s; (M'), the C 00 algebra of the 
extended picture, one turns to formula (19). In Section II and in the appendix 
of Ref. 1 we discussed the definition of C 00 functions from ~~· 0 to ~ as 
extensions of ordinary C 00 functions from 11r to ~. If we allow such C 00 
function 4>W .. j, in (19) we obtain the elements of S'; (M')'i'i>. They give func-
tions from ~~,n (or M'i'i>)<O>) to~ according to 
q,(xl' ... ,xm, 01, ... ,(!') = 
"ii:' _l ,.;, ... ni, (q) ( I n) 
"'-" I u u q,11 ... j, X , ••• , x 
q=O,l, ... ,n q. 
(25) 
'o'xi E~~~l, (Ji E~~~) 
The results of the c~~ extension procedure is that a superfield on Mor rather 
on (M)<0> in the extended or geometric picture is an element of S';(M')'i'i> and 
gives a such a ~-valued C 00 function on the even self-conjugate part (M'i'i>)<O> 
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of the module M'i. The annihilation and creation operators, both even and 
odd, as expressed in (22) and (23) have in this picture a proper meaning as 
differentiation operators in the sense of Berezin and of multiplication opera-
tors. 
We would finally note that the algebras s;(M')'i and s;(M') (as subalge-
bra s;(M')®1'i cs;(M')'i) give algebras of functions qi: (M'i)~~>'"""'~ which 
are closely related to the G00 and H 00 of Rogers3 • The context there is purely 
real, while ours is complex with a real substructure. 
V. GENERAL SUPERTRANSFORMATIONS 
Let M =M<0>eM<1> be a complex (m,n)-dimensional !faded vector space with 
conjugation. Choose a symmetric bilinear map s: M(l xM<1>'"°'M<0>, which is 
real in the sense that s(u\1>, u~>)* =s(u\1>• ,u~1>*), Vu~1>·u~1> EM(I>. We uses to 
make M into a super Lie algebra by defining a graded Lie bracket on 
M(l) xM<1> as [u\1>, u~1>]= -2is(u\1>, u~1)) and equal to 0 on M<0> xM<0> and 
M<0>xM<1>. The factor -2 is a convention which gives agreement later on with 
results of Section II, the imaginary i insures in combination with the reality 
condition of s that the conjugation in M is a conjugation of super Lie algebras, 
i.e. satisfies (83). M provided with [ ·, ·] in this way is a complex (m,n)-
dimensional super Lie algebra with conjugation and may be called an algebra 
of supertranslations. 
We construct two representations of M in s; (M'), the algebra of C 00 -
superf!elds on Min the minimal picture, as defined in Section IV. One has ad 
and ad as the adjoint and co-adjoint representations of M, in M and M' 
r~pectively. This mean~ elements ad uEe(M) defined as (adu)u 1 =[u,ui] and 
ad uEe(M') with (ui;(adu)v)=-(-l)lulu.J((adu)u 1;v) '>lu,u 1 EM,vEM'. We 
use the annihilation operators A ( ·) and the 'one-particle operators' a( ·) and 
define operators EL(u) in S';(M') as 
l -
EL(u) = -A(u)+2a(adu) VuEM (26) 
Note that these EL(u) would be well-defined operators for an arbitrary (m,n)-
dimensional super Lie algebra M but would in general not form a representa-
tion of M. Sufficient for this is however that M is nilpotent in the strong sense 
that [u.,[u2 , u3]]=0, Vu., u2 , u'i.EM, which is the case here. It implies 
ad[uI> u2]=0 and therefore also ad[u1, u2]=0, Vu!> u2 EM. Using this, (60) 
and ( 61) one obtains on one hand 
[EL(u1), EL(u2)] = 
1 - I - I - -
= -2[A (u1),a(ad u2)J-2[a(ad u1), A (u2)]+4[a(ad u 1) ,a(ad u2)]= 
(27) 
and on the other hand 
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(28) 
one checks that the EL(u) are derivations of degree lul, and have the self con-
jugate property (84). 
There is a second representation ER defined as 
1 -
ER(u) = A(u)+2o(adu) 'VuEM (29) 
We call EL and ER the left and right regular representations of the supertrans-
lation algebra M, for reasons that will become clear. The two representations 
are related by a vanishing graded commutator 
(30) 
The left regular representation EL, to be denoted as E from now on, will 
describe the supersymmetry transformations of fields. ER will give constraints 
which reduce the space of these fields. 
The super Lie algebra M and its representation E (or ER) form a system 
(M, s;(M'),E) on which the extension scheme from Section III can be 
applied. The result is a system (M~, s; (M')~, E~). The restriction of EB to 
(M~)<0> can be exponentiated to a representation of a supergroup which is in 
fact (M~)~~) again but now provided with multiplication 
(31) 
Note that this multiplication is not distributive and that the associativity is 
assured only by the strong nilpotency J?iroperty of M~ as a super Lie algebra. 
Choosing a bases e\0> ,.. ,e~, e\1>, ... , en> in M (and consequently in M~) with 
the property e5°>• =e5°>, e~1)* = -e~1> leads to the identification of this group 
with the supertranslation group '!\c from Section II. One has furthermore 
M~=T M=T S00 (M')~=A S 00 (M')=A and one recovers all the explicit 
' C' SC ' SC C 
formulas and results there. 
Supersymmetry for the I-dimensional model that we took as our point of 
departure in Ref. 1 is just symmetry with respect to a supertranslation group 
or algebra. In supersymmetric field theory symmetry group is larger and con-
tains a group of homogeneous space-time transformations such as the homo-
geneous Lorentz group which has to be compatible with the supertranslations 
just as it is with the ordinary translations. For this we have the following gen-
eral scheme, starting again at the infinitesimal level of the minimal approach: 
Let L <0> be a complex finite-dimensional Lie algebra and .,fO.O) a representation 
of L <0> in a complex vector space M<0>. There are conjugations in L <0> and 
M<0> and w<0•0> is self-conjugate. Define the Lie algebra p<0> connected with the 
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inhomogeneous transformations in M<0> as the semi-direct sum 
p(O)=M<0>eL<0> with Lie bracket 
[(u., h 1), (u2, hl)] = (w<0•0>(h 1)u2 -.JO.O>(h2)u.,[h I> hl]) 
'Vu1. U2 eM<0>' h1. h2 eL<0> (32) 
We enlarge p<0> to a super Lie algebra P, or 'grade' p<0> as it is called in the 
physics literature, by extending the Abelian Lie algebra M<0> of ordinary trans-
lations to a supertranslation algebra M=M<0>eM(l>. For this we choose a 
representation w-<1•1> in a vector space M<1>. This gives a direct sum representa-
tion w=w<0.0>~.,!1 · 1> in M<0>eM{1>. We then find, if possible, a symmetric bil-
inear maps: M<1> XM(l).....+M<0> which is equivariant, i.e . 
.,,<O.O>(h)s(u., u2) = s(w<1·1>(h)ui. u2)+s(u., w<1•1>(h)u2) 
'f/heL(O); U1>U2EM(l) (33) 
This turns M into a supertranslation algebra and P = M $ L <0> into a semi-
direct sum super Lie algebra with graded bracket 
[(u.,h1),(u2,h2)] = (-2is(u\1>,u~1>)-'11'(h2)u1 +'11'(h1)u2,[h.,h2]) 
'flu.,u2eM;h.,h2eL<0> (34) 
A conjugation in M<1>, self-conjugacy of w<1·1> and the reality condition for s 
are of course necessary ingredients for the definition of a proper conjugation in 
P. 
We consider for a moment the even part of the situation only and note that 
the Lie group f. associated with LfJ}} has an obvious infinite-dimensional 
representation in terms of functions on M<1P 
(e'hq,)(u) = q,(_e-ttl'"<h>u) 'flheL~~>, ueMs~> (35) 
If we let the functions be polynomials, the isomorphism between the algebra of 
polynomials on M<0> and the symmetric algebra over M<0Y allows us to refor-
mulate (35) in a more algebraic manner. We then find that in this picture the 
Lie algebra L<0> is represented by 'one-particle' operators -o(w<0•0>(h)'). This 
suggests immediately a representation of L<0> in Ssc(M') which can be com-
bined with (26) to give a representation of the full super Lie algebra P. We call 
our earlier EL(u) or E(u) of (26) E(u, 0) and define for every (u,h)eP the 
operators 
1 -E(u,h) = -A(u)+-7:o(adu)-o('11'(h)') (36) 
This defines indeed a representation of P in s; (M') by derivations of degree 
l(u,h)I and with the self-conjugacy property. Using the properties of o given in 
part B of the appendix one checks in particular the commutation relations 
[E(o,h1), E(o,h2) = [o(w(hi)'), o('11'(h2)')]=0(['11'(h 1)', '11'(h2)'])= 
-o(['IT(h 1), '11'(h2)]')=E(O,[h1>h2]) (37) 
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l -[E (o,h ), E (u,o )] = [a(?T(h )'),A (u)]-2[a('1T(h )'), w(ad u)] = 
l 
=-A (a('1T(h)u))+2a(['1T(h), ad u]')= 
1 -
=-A ('1T(h)u)+2a(ad('1T(h)u))+ E('1T(h)u,o) (38) 
'Vh,h1>h2 EL<0>, u EM 
The E (u,h) are (partix> formal differential operators. Using again the basis 
e\0>, .. , e~>, e\1>, ... , e~ > in M one finds for the E (e5a>,o) precisely the E)a> 
from formula (6) in Section II and with in particular the help of (64) for the 
E (O,h) the expressions 
E(o,h) = -a(?T(h)')=- ~ c<a)k('1T(h)')<a,P>k1A'f>= 
a,/:l=O,l 
(39) 
With a further choice of a basis fi.0>, ... ,fi0> in L<0>, ~referably with 
/;°>*=ff>, this amounts to a formula for the generators E (o,fj ), j = l, ... , s. 
The slightly unusual position of the indices of the matrices of the operators 
.,;.a.a) (h) comes from our definition of the matrix of an operator T in M as 
'J"..a,p) / = ( Te5a); e<P>k) ( 40) 
which is logical given our choice of pairing MXM'~C as a consequence of 
the pairing V' X V ~c in the appendix. Note that with u<a> = (a)1 e<a> the 
matrices (J.a.a)(h))/ acts on coordinates as (J.a.a)(h)u)<a)j = (a)j(J.a.af(h))/. 
Writing things in this manner has the advantage that formulas remain valid 
when in the extension procedure C is replaced by ~-
The restriction of E to L~~> or P~~> = ~~) E9 L~~> can be exponentiated in 
S':;(M'). Looking at elements cp of S':;(M') as C"° functions from ~~> to 
A(M<1>1) one finds 
E(u h) <•.n(h)' <O.O>(h) 1 (e " cp)(u) = f(e-" )cp(e-" (u -u 1 -2[ui.u])) (41) 
for all u,u 1 E~~>, hELi~>; with J.1•1>(h)' in M<1>1 the adjoint of the operator 
J.1•1>(h) in M<1> and f(T) the operator in A(M<1>1) obtained by tensoring the 
operator Tin M(l)'. 
The full representation E of Psc can of course not be exponentiated in 
S':;(M') but we have again a system (P,S':;(M'),E) which can ge extended by 
means of the scheme of Section HI, to a system (Pr&i,S':;(M')r&i,E'!lJ). Elements 
cp of S':;(M')r&i determine functions from (Me&i)i~> to '!B, C"° in the sense given 
in Section IV. In terms of these functions the supergroups action associated 
with (Pe&i)~~> is generated simply by 
(W(e(u,,h))cp)(u) = (EEs(u,,h)cp)(u)= 
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(42) 
This representation and its minimal version as given by (36) might for obvious 
reasons be called the scalar superfield representation of P, but unfortunately 
the term has been given a different meaning in the physics literature. 
A more general representation is obtained by choosing an additional 
representation p of L<0> in a finite-dimensional graded vector space F and talc-
ing in first instance S';(M')®F as representation space with operators 
E(u,h) = 1®p(h)+E(u,h)®1 (43) 
S';(M')®F is an S';(M')-module and the E(u,h) are derivations in the sense 
of such modules, so we are in the more general situation briefly discussed in 
Section III, with a system (P,S';(M'),S';(M')®F,E) which can be extended to 
a system (P'~',S';(M')®F)<i,E<i). Elements cp of the extended representation 
space S';(M')®F)<i can be regarded as functions from M'i)~~> to be <ffi-module 
ft'i, with the supergroup action now given by 
W(e(u,,h))cp(u) = p<i(h)cp(e-•l(h)(u -u1 - ~[u1>u])) 
(44) 
At this point a general remark on our approach may be relevant. It will be 
clear that this section rests essentially on formula (26), the infinitesimal version 
of the (left) regular representation of the supertranslation group. 
Other formulas like (36) and ( 43) are obtained from (26) by using obvious 
suggestions from the purely even case where one has ordinary group actions. 
We have introduced (26) as an Ansatz at the level of the minimal picture, 
which leads as we have shown in the extended picture to the results of Section 
II and more generally to an intuitively satisfactory notion of superfield in this 
and the next section. It is also possible to derive (26) and consequently (36) 
and ( 43) entirely within the minimal formalism, by using the theory of pro-
duced representations of Lie algebras, suitably adapted to the super case, as an 
infinitesimal version of induced representations of Lie groups. This can be 
found in a paper by Brussee4• We finally note that there is a covariance rela-
tion between the representation E of P and the right regular representation ER 
of M. Combination of formulas (29), (30) and a modification of (38) leads to 
[E(ui.h),ER(u2)] = ER('1T(h)u2) V(ui.h)EP; u2 EM (45) 
Let N be a subspace of M which is invariant under the representation 'TT. Then 
{ cpES';(M')IER(u)<l>=O, Vu EN} is invariant under E. In this manner the right 
regular representation of M is used in supersymmetric field theory to reduce 
the space of superfields, as we shall see in the next section. 
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VI. SUPERFIELDS IN 4-DIMENSIONAL SPACE-TIME 
It is not hard to apply the results of the preceding section to the case of stan-
dard N = 1 supersymmetric field theory in 4-dimensional space time: Let L (O) 
be the complexification of so(1,3), which is of course isomorphic to the 
complexification of sl (2, C) as a real Lie algebra. M(O) is the 4-dimensional 
space which carries as .fO,O) the vector representation (112, 112) of so(l,3), while 
M(J) is also 4-dimensional and has as 7T(J, I) the spinor representation 
(112,0)$(0, 112). M(O) and M(I) have invariant real structures. Mi~) is eventually 
identified with real Minkowski space-time and M}~) is the real s~ace of 
Majorana spinors. There is a unique bilinear map s: M(I) XM(l)~M ), sym-
metric and with the r~uired reality property. It corresponds to the well-known 
bilinear expression ~~1"'1h, with~ the Pauli adjoint of 1/; and 1/Ji-+1/;c charge con-
jugation, here the invariant conjugation specifying M}!) CM(l). Putting all this 
together one obtains p(O) = M(O} $ L (O) as the ( complexified) Poincare algebra 
and finally P =MffiL(O) as the super Poincare algebra. 
Consider the representation E of P as given by formula (36). The elements cp 
of the representation space S';(M') form what is usually called the general 
superfield multiplet. According to the discussion of Section IV the cp may be 
regarded as C 00 functions from M}~), which is here real Minkowski space-time, 
to A(M'O>), the exterior algebra over the dual of the space of Dirac spinors. 
The space of general superfields in 4-dimensions is highly reducible. It has an 
interesting structure of invariant subspaces and it is at this point that under-
standing of the simple I-dimensional model of Ref. 1 is no longer of much 
help. The occurrence and properties of these subspaces are intimately related 
to the possibility of formulating the typical N = 1 supersymmetric models such 
as the standard self-interacting 'scalar' Wess-Zumino model and the 'scalar-
vector' W ess-Zumino supergauge model, and are in particular related to the 
dynamical aspects of these models. We postpone a systematic discussion of 
the structure of s; (M') and the more general representation spaces 
S':(M')®F of (43) together with their associated differential operators to a 
future paper where dynamical aspects of supersymmetric field theory will be 
treated and restrict ourselves here to a few remarks. For convenience we 
denote s; (M') here as 1f. The basic observation is that the spinor representa-
tion in MO) is reducible as a complex representation. We write 
M =M+ ©M-, with M+ the space of the (112,0) representation (the Weyl 
spinors) and M- the space of the (0, 112) representation (the conjugate Weyl 
spinors). One has (M+)* =M-. Using our remark at the end of Section V, 
with formula (45), we define invariant subspaces¥ of~ 
'fF = {c/JE'!JJER(u+)cp=O, Vu+ EM:;:} (46) 
The ER(u+) are (odd) derivations and the¥ are therefore subalgebras of .g: 
These subalgebras are not invariant under conjugation, instead of this one has 
(¥)* =1f::;:. The linear hull ~ +'!r is an invariant subspace, self-conjugate 
and strictly smaller than 1f. It is almost a direct sum of ~ and '!r because the 
intersection ~ n '!r is one-dimensional and equal to the subspace spanned by 
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the unit element e~ of the algebra <?f. The 'IF can be shown to be isomorphic to 
the subalgebras S:;';(M!(_O)EeM'±)::::C00 (M<0>; A(M'±)): There are automor-
phisms a± of §"with a+ =(a-)- 1, which have the property 
(a±)-1 ER(u+)a± = A(u+) vu+ EM+ (47) 
and therefore map S:;';(M1)<0> $M1± onto 'IF. To check this and other proper-
ties and above all to clarify the connection with the more heuristic physical 
literature it is useful to choose again a basis in M consisting of vectors eW>, 
µ.=O, 1,2,3, in M<0>, as in Sections IV and V, and of 'Weyl' vectors ei ,ei in 
M+, e) ,ei in M-, with (ef )* = -ej, j = 1,2, instead of the 'Majorana' vec-
tors e~1> with (e~1>)* = -e~1>, k = 1,2,3,4. Correspondingly one has 4°> in M!(_O) 
and e±k,j=l,2, in M'±, with (e±i)*=e±i. A general superfield cp as an ele-
ment of S:;';(M')::::C 00 (M<0>; A(M/(_1>)) may then be written as an expression 
similar to (21). The E(eW> ,0), E(ef ,0) and ER(ef) are again (partly) formal 
differential operators, analogous to (5) and (6), with formal complex anti-
commutin&_variables 9+i,8-i. The E(ef ,0) are the u~al supersymmetry gen-
erators Q, Qt.. the ER(ef) the covariant derivatives D,D and the 9±i the usual 
variables 8,8. (All this up to convention dependent factors -+-1, +i). 
S:;';(M!(_O)EeM'±) corresponds to the subspace of formal expressions in S:;';(M') 
which are independent of the 9+i. The automorphisms a± connecting 
s; (m !(_O) e Ml±) with 'IF are the unique automorphisms obtained by extension 
of the linear maps M' c S (M')~s (M') 
e<0>" 1-+ e<0>1'+isj1-"e+ie-k e±i 1-+ e±i (48) 
with sJ-"4°> =s(ef ,e-;;). This basis is also helpful in reducing the representa-
tion of the super Poincare algebra P with respect to subrepresentations of the 
ordinary Poincare algebra p<0> ,i.e. exhibiting the various types of Poincare 
component fields, scalars, vectors, spinors, etc. of which the multiplet consists. 
The space 'IF are the chiral (and anti-chiral) multiplets, also called scalar 
multiplets. They are used to formulate the standard self-interacting· Wess-
Zumino model. The general superfield space '?f; or rather its self-conjugate part 
<!fsc, is sometimes called the vector multiplet because it contains a Poincare vec-
tor field among its components. It is used in a theory in which it is couplet as 
a sort of supergauge potential to a pair of scalar multiplets. The subspace 
(qrt +qr- )sc plays the role of a space of null-fields, with the physical or gauge 
invariant fields corresponding to elements of the quotient space 
<lfsc/(qrt + qr-)sc· 
Finally it must be noted that in the physical literature one thinks of 
superfields in terms of what we have called the extended picture. This means 
that one does not use as basic superfield spaces <!fsc, 'IF, (qrt +qr-)sc• but 
instead of this what is in fact the result of the tensoring procedure discussed in 
Section III: (~)~~>, (('IF)q,)<0>, ((qp- +qr-)q,)i~>. 
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have given the first part of a rigorous and general mathemati-
cal framework for supersymmetric field theory, both in the extended and in the 
minimal approach, i.e. with and without explicit use of Grassmann variables. It 
is sufficient, as we have shown, for a proper definition of superfields in terms 
of representations of super Lie groups (the extended picture) or super Lie alge-
bras (the minimal picture). We have not yet discussed Lagrangians, field equa-
tions, etc. in this general set-up. We also are still at the classical level, in the 
sense indicated in Section I of Ref. 1. Dynamical matters and quantization will 
be the subject of a future paper. Here we shall only sketch what use will be 
made of the results of this paper. For this we need a few general remarks on 
quantum field theory. 
A quantum field is a linear map '1' which assigns to every element cp of a linear 
space V of test functions an operator 'l'(cp) in a Hilbert space '.JC. For such a 
'smeared' field operator one would think of the formula 
(49) 
in which the right-hand side with the 'unsmeared' field operator 'ltj(x) has only 
heuristic meaning, even if subtleties connected with unbounded operators are 
ignored. There should be covariance with respect to a symmetry group § which 
contains the Poincare group. This means that § acts in V by linear maps and 
that there is at the same time a unitary representation UO of§ in V, which 
implements the action of § in V according to 
'lt(gcp) = U(g)'lt(cp)U(g)- 1 '1gE§; c/IEV (50) 
Note that having U ( ·) in X implies having the dynamics, i.e. time evolution of 
the ~uantum field. There is an infinitesimal version of covariance. If one writes 
U(e )=epfbl, with ban element from the Lie algebra G of§ and pa represen-
tation of G in X one has instead of (50) 
'lt(bcp) = [p(b),'lt(cp)] VbEG, c/IEV (51) 
It is clearly this version that applies immediately to supersymmetry: Take '§'; 
the space of classical superfields or a suitable subspace of '§'; as test function 
space V. The super Poincare algebra P acts by linear transformations in this V 
and plays the role of G. Constructing a supersymmetric quantum field theory, 
including its dynamics, means then finding a Hilbert space '.JC, field operators 
'l'(cp), cf>E'§'; in X and a representation p of Pin X such that the graded version 
of (51) holds. All this is in terms of the minimal approach. For a non-
infinitesimal version of supersymmetry, corresponding to a formula like (50), 
one has to go over to the extended picture, with on one hand an extended test 
function space Vqi =P and on the other hand an extended 'Hilbert space' 
'.3C3"=B®cX. with field operators '1'"3(cp), c/IE~ and a representation pffi of 
(Pqi)i~) which can be exponentiated to a 'unitary' representation of the super 
Poincare group in '.JL.q,, X is the space of physical states of the quantum system. 
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The extended space Xill has of course no such interpretation. The main reason 
for considering nevertheless the extended picture in this context is that quanti-
zation procedures, such as the boson-fermion path integral, that give specific 
supersymmetric quantum theories are formulated in this picture. It is not easy 
to see what they mean in terms of the minimal picture, even in a heuristic 
sense. This seems to us an important and interesting problem. One of our tasks 
will be to clarify this situation for the simple model of Ref. 1. It is fully 
representative for the problem, but avoids the ordinary mathematical 
difficulties of quantum field theory, because it is still quantum mechanics. 
VIII. APPENDIX 
A. Graded vector spaces, algebras and Lie algebras 
A vector space V over IF = ~ or C is called a Z i-graded or, as long as there is 
no other type of grading around, a graded vector space if V is given as a direct 
sum V = V(D) ED yfl), in which y(O) is called the even part and y(t) the odd part 
of V. Elements v of v<0) and V(I) are called homogeneous. When different 
from 0 they have a degree denoted as lvl, with lvl =O for v E v<0) and lvl =I for 
v E vO). Addition and multiplication of degree is modulo 2. A subspace W of 
Vis called graded subspace whenever W=(Wn v<0l)ED(Wn vOl). In this case 
W has a natural grading compatible with that of V. A linear map T from a 
graded vector space V to a second graded vector space W has a degree I TI 
when rv<a) c w<a+ ITll, ex= 0, 1. With this definition e(V; W), the space of linear 
maps from V to W is also a graded vector space. Note that in the graded con-
text we shall in general reserve terms as isomorphism, automorphism, 
homomorphism, etc. for even maps. The dual V' of V is graded in a natural 
manner, as is the tensor product V 1 ® · · · ® Vk of graded vector spaces, the 
first according to (V')(a)={uEV'l<u;y>=O, V'vEV(a+I)}, the second with 
Iv 1 ® · · · ® vkl = Iv tl + · · · + lvk I· The last formula is only meaningful for ele-
ments vj that are homogeneous and different from 0. This is obvious and will 
in general not be mentioned in similar situations. 
The grading of the space of linear maps, duals and tensor products can be 
introduced in a more uniform way by specialization of the grading of the space 
e(V Ii . . . . .. 'vk; W) of k-linear maps v I x ... x vk""' w. One has V' = 
e(v;IF), e(V)=e(V;V) and in the finite dimensional case V 1® ···®Vi-
e(V1', ... , Vi';IF). 
Algebras will be over IF= R or C, associative and with unit element, unless 
there are statements to the contr~. A graded algebra A is an algebra which is 
graded as a vector space, A =A O) ED A (I), and with a multiplication that is 
compatible with the grading, which means labl=Jal+ibJ. An obvious example 
of a graded algebra is e( V), the space of linear operators in a graded vector 
space V. A second example is the tensor algebra ~ f = 0 ED (®kV) over V. A 
derivation D of degree ID I of the algebra A is an element of e(A) with 
D (ab) = (Da )b + ( - 1 )ID Ila a (Db ), V' a, b EA. In the purely even case derivations 
are 'infinitesimal automorphisms'. For the general graded case this is no longer 
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true. An odd derivation cannot be exponentiated to an automorphism. A 
graded algebra A is called graded commutative if ab =(-1)1°llblba. '<la, b EA. An 
example of a graded commutative algebra which is of central importance for 
the mathematical formulation of supersymmetry is the algebra of graded sym-
metric tensors over a graded vector space V. We denote it as S(V) an discuss it 
separately below. Of even greater importance for the subject is the next con-
cept: 
A graded Lie algebra or Lie superalgebra L is a graded vector space 
L = L <0> fIJ L (I>, provided with a bilinear map [ · , · ]: L X L~L, the graded Lie 
bracket, with the following properties 
[u, v ]EL(lul+l•I> (52) 
[u, v] = (- I)lull•I+ 1 [v,u] (53) 
(- l)lullwl[u, [v,w ]]+(- l)l•llul[v, [w,u]]+(- l)lwll•l[w, [u, v]] = O 
'<Iv, wEL (54) 
An obvious example of a Lie superalgebra is again e( V), the space of linear 
operators in a graded vector space V, with as graded Lie bracket the graded 
commulator [T,S]= TS -(- ljTllSIST. A representation .,, of L in a graded 
vector space Vis a homomorphism (of Lie superalgebras) of L into e(V). A 
second important example of a Lie superalgebra is Der A, the space of deriva-
tions of a graded algebra, again with the graded commutator as graded Lie 
bracket. 
B. The graded symmetric tensor algebra S ( V) 
Let Vbe a graded vector space, A(V)=};k°=ofIJ(®kV), the algebra of tensors 
over V, and ls the two-sided ideal generated by elements of the form 
u®v -(- l)lull•lv®u, with u and v homogeneous elements from V. We define 
S (V), the graded symmetric tensor algebra over V, as the quotient algebra 
S(V)=A(V)lls. One checks easily that S(V) is a graded commutative algebra 
in an obvious way. For the purely even case (V = v<0>) this is the ordinary 
symmetric algebra and for the purely odd case (V = v<1>) the exterior algebra. 
In the general case one has the linear isomorphism S(V)'.:::'.S(v<0>)®A(01>), 
where the right-hand side is regarded as an object without grading. Elements 
of S (V) can be written as finite sums of the unit element e and products 
v\0> · · · v}0>v\1> · · · v~1> of homogeneous elements of V. 
We use the following operators in S(V): 
1. Let V'=(V')<0> fJJ(V')(l) = v<0>1 $ v<1>1 be the dual of V. The natural pairing 
between v' and V is written as ( ·, · ) : V' X v _,.IF. For every u E V' there is an 
A(u)Ee{S(V)) defined by 
A(u)e = 0 
k 
A (u)v I ... vk = ""' (- l)<l•1I+ ... +1•1-d>lul (u ·v.)v ... V· V· ... v £... '1 I 1-11+1 k (55) 
j=I 
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In stead of this one may use the more convenient formulas 
A (u<0>)v\0> · · · vJ,0>v\1> · · · v~1> = 
= f (u<O>; v5o>)v\O> ... v5021v5oi1 ... vJ,o>v\1) ... v~l) 
j=1 
A (u<1>)v\0> · · · vJ,0>v\1> · · · v~1> = 
= f (-ry+1(u<I); vY»v\0> · · · vJ,0>v\1> • • · vY2.1vYi1 · · · v~1 > (56) 
j=I 
2. For every vEVthere is a C(v)Ee(S(V)) defined as 
(57) 
The operator A(u) is the unique derivation of degree lul of S(V) with 
A(u)v =(u;v)e. C(v) is left multiplication in S(V). A(u) and C(v) depend 
linearly on V' respectively V. They satisfy the graded commutation relations 
[A(ui), IA(u2)] = 0 [C(vi), C(v2)] = 0 
[A(u), C(v)] = <u;v>l (58) 
We may call A (u) and C(v) annihilation and creation operators because they 
appear as such in mixed Boson-Fermion Fock spaces in quantum many-
particle theory. The mathematical situation is there however more special: An 
inner product in V connects V and V'. The A (u) and C(v) have also an 
interpretation as (formal) differentiation and multiplication operators. This is 
discussed in Section IV. 
3. For every TEe{V), with degree !TI, there is a o(nEe{S(V)) defined by 
a(ne =O 
o(nv 1 • • • vk = 
k 
= ~(-l)<l•d+ ... +i•1-d>ITlv1 ... vj-1(Tvj)vj+I ... vk (59) 
j=l 
The operator o(n is the unique derivation of degree !TI of S(V) such that 
o(nv = Tv, 'r/v E V. (Note that instead of (59) we may use two formulas similar 
to (56).) It is easily verified that the following graded commutation relation is 
valid 
(60) 
This means that o is a representation of e(V) as Lie superalgebra in S(V). One 
has also 
[a(n, C(v)] = C(Tv) 
[a(n, A(u)] = -A(T'u) (61) 
for all TEe{V), v E V, u E V' and with T' Ee{V') the graded a<ijoint of T defined 
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by 
(T'u;v) = (-I)IT!lul(u;Tv) 'VueV', vEV (62) 
The operator o(T) corresponds to what in the Fock space formalism is known 
as a I-particle operator. It is there sometimes denoted as dI'(T). In the finite-
dimensional case it can be shown to be a bilinear expression in annihilation 
and creation operators. For this and for other purpose it may be useful tu 
choose a basis in V and obtain explicit basis dependent formulas: 
Let V be (m,n) dimensional. Choose a basis in V, consisting as always of ho-
1 t . t co) <0> n) <1> I V' th mogeneous e emen s, i.e. vec ors e1 , ... , em , e1 , ... , en . n one en 
has the dual basis e<0>1, ••• , e<0>m, e<1>1, ••• , e<1)n determined by (e(a)j ,e'f>) = 
Bapl>fc. This gives a basis in S(V) consisting of the unit element e and the pro-
ducts e<0> · · · e<0>e<1> · · · e<1> with i 1 ~ • • • ~ i and 1·1 <1"2< · · · <1· 11 1, ]1 ]q ' p q> 
p =0,1, ... , q =0,1, · · · n. 
An arbitrary element lj>eS(V) can be written as 
"" = "" _l __ l_ e(O) ••• e(O) e(I) ••• e(l) a(p,q)i1 ... i,;j1 ... j, (63) 
"I' £.,, p ' q ' 11 1, ]1 ]q 
p=O I · · · · · 
q=o,'1,' ... n 
with a(p,q)i1 · · · i,.11 · · · j, coefficients in f, only a finite number different from 0, 
symmetric in the indices i1, ••• , ip and antisymmetric in the j 1, ••• ,)q· We use 
the Einstein summation convention. The somewhat unusual way of writing the 
basis vectors in fronts of the coefficients is useful for further developments. 
We have basis dependent annihilation operators A (a)k =A (e<a)k) and crea-
tion <;>perators Cka) = C ( e~a>), satisfying the relations [A (a)k ,A (Jl)I] = 0 
[~a>,cy''=O and [A(a)k,Cifl>]=8ap8f1, a,fJ=0,1. Using these one verifies easily 
that for an operator Tee(V), with matrix r<a,Jl)j k• such that 
Te<f> ="'2.a=O,I e~a)r<a,Jl)kj' one has for o(T) the explicit bilinear expression 
o(T) = ~ ~a)r<a,Jl)kjA(/l)j (64) 
a,/l=O,I 
C. Modules 
Let A be an algebra over f = R or C. A left module over A is a vector space in 
which A acts from the left, i.e. there is a bilinear map A X V __,. V, denoted as 
(a, ij>)_,.alj>, with the properties 
a(bv) = (ab)v 
(a +b)v = av +bv 
a(v 1 +v2) = av1 +av2 (65) 
A right module over A has a right action VXA_,.V, (v,a)_,.va, with similar pro-
perties. Vis a bimodule over A if it is a left and right module and has the addi-
tional property 
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a(vb) = (av)b Va,bEA ;vEV (66) 
REMARK. In the mathematical literature one usually considers modules over 
rings. The special case where A is an algebra gives some simplifications and is 
sufficient for our purpose. 
Let A be a graded algebra. A (left, right) module V over A is a graded module 
if V is graded as a vector space and if the action of A in V is compatible with 
the grading in A and V, i.e. if lavl (or lval)= lal + lvj, Va EA, v E V. 
The most important case for us is that of a graded module V over a graded 
commutative algebra A. For commutative algebras it is hardly necessary to dis-
tinguish left and right modules. A left module is in a trivial way also a right 
module. This is not true for the general non-commutative case. For a graded 
commutative A we have in this respect basiccally the same situation as for a 
commutative A. If Vis a left module over such an A it can be made immedi-
ately into a right module by defining va =(- l)lallvlav, Va EA, v E V. Left and 
right actions together satisfy (66), so Vis also a bimodule. Consequently we 
are free to speak again in this case of a module, without further qualification, 
and we use its left or right character according to convenience, with a slight 
preference for writing actions from the left. For various derived concepts it 
pays however to keep a distinction between left and right objects, as may be 
clear from this paper. 
MULTIUNEAR ALGEBRA (multilinear maps, duals, tensor products, etc.) is a 
subject which carries over quite easily from vector spaces to modules over 
commutative algebras (or rings), as is clear from such standard expositions as 
Ref. 5 or on a more elementary level Ref. 6. In the general non-commutative 
situation multilinear algebra is a rather poor subject, but the graded commuta-
tive case is again almost a good as the commutative case. We shall in the fol-
lowing develop that part of linear algebra that we need in this and subsequent 
papers. In the remainder of this part of the appendix A will be a graded com-
mulative algebra over IF= R of C and module will mean graded module over 
A. We start with general multilinear maps and derive from this various other 
concepts by specialization. 
Let VI> . .. , Vk and W be modules over A. A map T: V 1 x · · · X Vi~ W, 
written as 
(67) 
is called a (left) k-linear map (in the sense of A-modules) if it is k-linear over F 
and has the additional properties 
(T;vi, ... , vja,vj+I• ... , vk( = 
= (T;vi, ... ,vj,avj, ... ,vk) (68) 
(T;vi, ... , vka) = (T;vi, . .. , vk)a 
VaEA;j=l,2, ... ,k-1; Vi, ..• ,vkEV (69) 
Such a map has a degree I TI = 0 or l if 
(T;avl> ... , vk = (-a)la11Tla(T;v1' ... , vk) 
This together with the definition 
(aT;vl> ... , vk) = a(T;vl> . .. , vk) 
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(70) 
(71) 
makes fL(VI> ... , Vi;W), the space of (left) k-linear maps, in a natural way 
into a module over A. (We shall sometimes write e1,(VJ. ... , Vi;W) when we 
want to indicate that A is the basic ring of scalars.) Note that (69), (70) and 
(71) imply for the degrees 
l<T;vl> · · · ,vk>I = ITl+lv1I+ · · · +lvkl (72) 
Similarly one has a definition of right k-linear maps T written as 
(v1> ... , vk) ~ (v 1, ••• , vk;T) 
with the properties 
(v1> ... , vja,vj+I> ... , vk;T) = 
(v1> ... ,vj,avj+I> ... ,vk;T) 
(av1, ... , vk;T) = a(v1> ... , vk;T) 
The degree of such a T is defined by 
(VJ> ••. ,vka,T) = (-l)lallTl(v1> ... ,vk;T)a 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
and ~(Vi, ... , Vi; W), the space of right k-linear maps, becomes a module 
by defining 
(77) 
Note that as collections of maps V 1 x · · · x vk~ W eL( Vi, ... , Vk; W) and 
~(Vi. ... , Vi;W) are definitely distinct. They are nevertheless connected in a 
natural manner by an isomo!Phism of A-modules. Corresponding to 
TEfL(V1> ... , Vi;W) there is a TE~(V1> ... , Vi;W) defined by 
( ·TA)_ (-l)(jv,j+ ··· +jv,l)ITl(T· ) v 1, ••• , vk, - , v 1, .•• , vk (78) 
Fork= 1, Vi= V, we have two spaces of linear maps between the modules V 
and W, and specializing further to W = V we obtain two distinct space of A-
linear operators in V: fi,(v)=E:e,(V;V) and fR(V)=~(V;V). We have a prefer-
ence for left acting operators, but right acting operators are also quite common 
in applications in supersymmetry (e.g. right acting Berezin differential opera-
a 
tors a(JJ .) 
For k = l, V 1 = V and W =A we obtain two duals of V; the left dual 
VL'=fi,(V;A) and the right dual VR'=fR(V;A), distinct as collection of maps 
from V to A, but isomorphic as A-modules. 
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The tensor product Vi® ... ® vk is defined analoguously as for vector 
spaces, with due attention to degrees and corresponding additional minus 
signs. The result is an A-module with the two important properties 
lv1 ® · · · ®vkl = lvil+ · · · +lvkl (79) 
v1® ... ®avj® ... ®vk = (-l)lal<l•1l+···+i•1-•>a(v1® ... ®vk) (80) 
There is also an explicit construction of V 1 ® · · · ® Vi as (in general) a subset 
of ei,((V1)'R, ... ,(Vk)'RA); or equivalently ~((Vi)'L, ... ,(Vih;A). In this a 
product v 1 ® · · · ®vk is represented as 
(v 1 ® · · · ®vk;ul> .. . , uk) = 
-( 1)(1»1+ · · · +l••l>Jk,1+(1.,1+ · · · +l .. l>lu2I+ · · · +l .. llu.-d ( . ) ( . ) 
- -
vl>u 1 • • • vk,uk (81) 
with uj elements of (Vj)'R and with the vi E Vj identified with elements of the 
double dual ((Vj)'Rh· 
A module is the generalization of a vector space in which one has as scalars 
the elements of an algebra (or ring) A instead of a field f. One may in the 
same spirit generalize the concept of an algebra or a (super) Lie algebra over f 
to an algebra or (super) Lie algebra over a graded commutative algebra A. 
Such objects are in fact used in this paper and have obvious properties. 
A module unlike a vector space may or may not have a basis. If it has a basis 
which in the graded case should consist of homogeneous elements, it is called a 
free module. If it has finite basis the number of even and odd elements is 
separately independent of the particular choice of this basis. 
Let V be an (m,n) dimensional module over A, with basis e\0>, ... , e~>, 
eP>, ... , e~1>. An element v E V can be written in an unique manner as 
v =aP)ie~0> +a2)iep> or as v =e~0>aW)i +eP>a~)i. This means that the e~a) can be 
used as right or left basis vectors. The a'f)i and a~>; EA (a+l•I> are left, respec-
tively right coordinates of v with aP)i = aP>i, a2>i = ( - 1 )l•I a~>;. The left and 
right duals VL' and VR' are also (m,n) dimensional and one has the isomor-
phism V'.::::::(VL')R':::::(VR')L'. The basis {e~">} gives dual bases {e'f>i} in VL' 
and { e~)i} in VR' determined by (_e'f>i ;e'f».= <e'f ;e~>;) =80p~5. For left and 
right coordinates of v one has a'f)i=(v;e~)i) and a~>1 =)e'f>1 ;v). More gen-
erally one finds that ei_,R(V1> ... , Vk;W) has dimension (~j= 1 mi+m, 
~J=inj+n) if Vj and Whave dimensions (mj,nj) and (m,n). There is an obvi-
ous basis determined by bases in Vj and W. 
With respect to the basis { e~a)} a (left) linear operator T: V ~ V has an A-
valued matrix r<a,/l)j k determined by Te'{>= ~a=O, 1 e5"> r<a,/l)j k· In terms of 
right coordinates it gives the usual transformation formula for v' = 
Tv: a'~>i=~p=o, 1 T<"·/l)ika'f". For a product of two operators one has the 
usual multiplication formula for the corresponding matrices. 
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BJ considering in V linear combinations of basis vectors e~0>, . . . , e~), 
e~ 1>, ... ,e~1> with coefficients in IF one obtains a subset VF of V which is a 
vector space over IF. Linear operators in V with f-valued matrices have restric-
tions to IF-linear operators in V.=. V can in tum be recovered from VF by mul-
tiplication with elements from A, i.e. as A ®F VF or V.= ®FA. For the first 
expression one uses the { e5a)} as a right basis. IF-linear operators in VF extend 
to special A-linear operators in V. Arbitrary operators in V are linear combina-
tions of these with coefficients in A. The idea of isolating a VF from V in this 
manner is important in Section II, the reverse process of obtaining V and its 
operators from VF is essential for the subsequent sections. 
D. Conjugations 
In our discussion of supersymmetry in this paper we have situations that are 
real, in the sense of being represented by real substructures of complex systems. 
The reasons for this are given in Section VI. This means that the basic field IF 
is C and that all objects have mutually consistent conjugations. A conjugation 
of a vector space V over C is a antilinear map V ~ V, denoted as v .... v •, or 
v .... Cv, or also sometimes as v .... vc, with (v*)*=v. The real subspace of self-
conjugate elements is denoted as Vsc· If Vis a graded vector space then a con-
jugation must be even. A conjugation in V defines a conjugation in the dual V' 
by 
{u*;v) = (-l)lullvl(u;v*) \'fuEV', vEV (82) 
A conjugation in an (associative) algebra A is supposed to have the additional 
property (ab )* = b *a*, \'fa, b EA. In a super Lie algebra L we require 
[vi.v2]* = (-l)lvdl»l[vi,vi] \'fvi. v2EL (83) 
A representation 'IT of a super Lie algebra with conjugation in a graded vector 
space V with conjugation is called self-conjugate if 
('1T(v)4>)* = (- I)lvllct>l'IT(v*)4>* \iv EL, l/>E V (84) 
For a conjugation in a (graded) module V over a (graded commutative) alge-
bra A with conjugation one should have 
(av)* = (-l)lallvla*v* Va EA, vEV (85) 
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1. CLASSICAL MECHANICS OF THE SPINNING PARTICLE 
A relativistic pointlike fermion, a particle with spin s = 1 /2, having mass m 
and electric charge q, can be described in the classical limit h~O by a Lagran-
gian 
L = ; gµv(x) xµ xv+~ t/Ja ~~ +q(Aµ(x) xµ - 2~ Fab(x) l[f1[/'). (1) 
Indeed, in this lecture I want to show that quantization of the theory defined 
by L leads to the well-known Dirac theory of an electron in background elec-
tromagnetic and gravitational fields specified by Aµ and g µv. 
The notation in eq.(l) is as follows. The xll(T) are the particle's space-time 
co-ordinates, a dot denoting a derivative with respect to the worldline proper-
time T. The 1[f are anti-commuting c-numbers (Grassmann variables) 
transforming as a vector under local Lorentz transformations, i.e. under 
S0(3,l) rotations of the local pseudo-orthogonal (Minkowskian) co-ordinate 
system g'(T) at the particle's instantaneous position given by xP(T). These co-
ordinates are related by the differential condition 
dg' = e~ (x )dxll, (2) 
with the infinitesimal, line-element being defined by 
ds2 = 1/abdg'df = gµv(x)dxlldxv. (3) 
Here 1/ab is the constant Minkowski metric of fiat space-time. From now on I 
will choose 1/ab = 8ab, with the 4th (time-like) co-ordinate being imaginary, so 
there is no longer a need to distinguish between upper and lower indices on 
locally Lorentzian vector- and tensor components. The co-efficients e~ (x) are 
the vierbein variables, with the inverse denoted by e0 P(x ). According to the 
metric postulate they satisfy 
Dµe~ = 3µe~ -w~e~ - f~ve~ = 0. (4) 
The f~. are the components of the Riemann-Christoffel affine connection, 
obtained in terms of the vierbein by inverting eq.(4), and the w~, which are 
anti-symmetric in a and b, denote the components of the spin-connection. 
Their explicit form can be found in the absence of torsion by solving the anti-
symmetric part of eq.( 4): 
Dea-'.lea abb-o (Jl v] - u(Jl v] -w(Jl ev] - . 
The covariant derivative of 1[f is defined by 
..!2£.. - .i,0 _ • µ ab_rb DT - 'I' x Wµ 11' • 
(5) 
(6) 
The function A µ(x) represents the electromagnetic vector potential and pab is 
the locally Lorentzian form of the field strength: 
Fab(x) = e0 Pebv(3µA.(x)-ClvAµ(x)). (7) 
Finally, the Grassmann co-ordinates are taken to be real under complex 
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conjugation, although their order is reversed: 
(I/I')* = I/I', (!/la' .. · 1/J°')* = 1/J°• ... i/la'. (8) 
The reality of the Lagrangian L then requires a factor i in front of the terms 
which are quadratic in the anti-commuting variables in eq.(1). 
Requiring the action (the T-integral of L) to be stationary with respect to 
variations of the independent variables (x", l/f'), keeping the end-points fixed, 
one obtains the equations of motion: 
D 2 v • • 
__ x_ _ F · • _ .!..Rab · • .11ub _ .J!LD pab.1p.1b 
mg,., Di1- - q ,.,x 2 ,.,x or 1f' 2m ,. or 1f' (9) 
~ = .!L pablf}'. 
DT m 
(10) 
The various as yet undefined quantities in these equations have the following 
meaning: 
D2 x" - .. ,. f" . x . • Di1- - X + xvX x' (11) 
is the second covariant derivative of x", whilst R':}: is the curvature tensor 
expressed in terms of the spin-connection: 
(12) 
furthermore, the covariant derivative of the electromagnetic field strength reads 
D,.Fab = a,.Fab-(w,.,FJ°". (13) 
The Lagrangian L is invariant modulo a total T-derivative under several sets 
of infinitesimal transformations, to wit: 
-proper-time translations: 
P. ·a Bx" = g x , 8"'° = g 1/1 , (14) 
g being the constant parameter of the infinitesimal transformations; 
-supersymmetry transformations: 
8x" = -if. l/f'e0 " _ -iti/l"(x), 
Bi/l"(x) = m.x" £, 
with t: a constant anti-commuting parameter; the last equation is 
equivalent with the following covariant transformation of I/I': 
Al/I' = Bl/f'-Bx"w'/l'lf/' = me~x" t:; 
-chiral transformations with parameter a: 
Bx" = 0, 151/f' = ~~ ~dvJ'i/lciJf'. 
(15) 
actually 
(16) 
(17) 
These symmetries play an important role in clarifying the spectrum of states of 
the quantum theory, as we will see. 
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2. CANONICAL STRUCTURE OF THE THEORY 
Now that we have a Lagrangian L(x11 ,1/f) with the symmetries given in 
eqs.(14-17), and equations of motion (9,10), we can derive the canonical 
phase-space structure of the theory. We begin with the canonical momenta: 
i)L · v i ab _,b 
Pµ = a.x" = mgµvX +qAµ-2"'11 Vf'I'' (18) 
aL i 
wll = a~a = -2 1/f. (19) 
From the equation for the anti-commuting momentum wll it is clear, that the 
usual canonical methods cannot apply directly to the Grassmann variables: we 
cannot solve for the velocities ~a in terms of the momenta wll. Indeed, there is 
an algebraic relation between the co-ordinates If/' and their momenta wll: 
(20) 
Thus, the momenta and co-ordinates form a linearly dependent set of variables 
and independent variation of all of them, as required for instance by 
Hamilton's principle or in the definition of Poisson brackets, is not consistent 
with the dynamics as expressed by the constraints X' = 0. Obviously this 
results from the fact, that the Lagrangian is only linear in the time derivative 
of 1/f, and not quadratic like for x 11 ; equivalently, the equation of motion for 
1/f is only of first order in the T-derivative and admits only one constant of 
integration, whereas the equation for x 11 is a second-order differential equation 
and admits two constants of integration. The result of this linear dependence is 
therefore, that the canonical phase space of the Grassmann co-ordinates is 
only half as large as one expects, being parametrized completely by the 1/f. 
The way to solve this difficulty is to introduce Dirac brackets instead of the 
usual Poisson brackets, defined by 
{A,B}* = aA aB - aA aB +i(-t aA aB (21) 
ox" opµ opµ ox" ol/f ol/f 
for any functions A (x,p, l[l),B (x,p, if;), where all dependence on the momenta wll 
has been removed by application of the constraints X' = 0. Here the symbol 
( - y4 denotes the Grassmann parity of the quantity A : + 1 if A is even and 
- 1 if A is odd. The definition (21) implies in particular the following elemen-
tary Dirac brackets: 
{x 11 ,pv}* = 8~, {tf/',if/'}* = -i~. (22) 
With these definitions the equations of motion can be written in canonical 
form as 
(23) 
where H is the Hamiltonian: 
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H = x,,.p,,.+l'Tf-L (24) 
= _l_g,,.vII II + .J!L pab.11.ub 2m ,,. v 2m 'l''I'• 
and where II,,. is defined by 
- i ab.111-1b II,,. - p,,.+2w,,. 'I' 'I' -q A,,. (25) 
Eq.(23) implies, that the Hamiltonian H acts as the generator of the proper-
time translations of eqs.(14). Similarly, we can construct conserved quantities 
('Noether charges') generating the supersymmetry and chiral transformations 
of eqs.(15-17). Indeed, Noether's theorem asserts, that if the Lagrangian L is 
invariant up to a total derivative under transformations (8xP.,&lf): 
dB R=~, ~ 
then the quantity 
G = Bx,,. aL +81/1° a~ - B 
ax,,. al 
is such a conserved charge, the equations of motion implying 
dG = O 
dT . 
(27) 
(28) 
Using this algorithm we find, that the supersymmetry transformations (15) are 
generated by a conserved charge 
Q = IIµi/)' (29) 
= ea>'(p,,. + ~ wr:i/1'1[l-q A,,.) t[!°. 
Hence the supersymmetry transformation of any arbitrary function A (x,p, o/) is 
given by 
6,A = if{Q,A }*. (30) 
In a similar way, chiral transformations are generated by the conserved charge 
r. = ; ! (1'>cd 1/1° ill' 1/f o/'1, ( 31) 
with the transformations (17) generalizing for functions A (x,p, tjl) to 
SaA = a{f.,A }*. (32) 
The generator f. is Grassmann-even, therefore it is nilpotent under the Dirac-
bracket operation1: 
l. However, observe that the same is true in odd dimensions, in which r. is Grassmann-odd. 
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{r.,r*r = o. (33) 
In contrast, the supersymmetry charge is Grassmann-odd, and its Dirac-
bracket gives the Hamiltonian: 
{Q,Q}* = -2imH. (34) 
This is the classical equivalent of the standard quantum mechanical supersym-
metry algebra (to be obtained in the next section), which by definition contains 
a generator Q acting as the square root of the Hamiltonian. Of course, the 
conservation of the Noether charges, eq.(28), implies that Q and r. commute 
with the Hamiltonian in the sense of Dirac-brackets: 
{H,Q}* = o, {n,r.r = o. (35) 
This completes the present analysis of the canonical structure of the classical 
theory of the spinning particle. Now we turn to the quantization of this theory. 
3. QUANTUM THEORY OF THE SPINNING PARTICLE 
The operator formulation of the quantum mechanical theory of the spinning 
particle is obtained according to the correspondence principle by replacing the 
dynamical variables (x,p, t/;) by corresponding operators (X,P, f), satisfying 
( anti-)commutation relations: 
[X",Pvl = i8e, {I"1,r"} = fF· (36) 
Here the square brackets denote a commutator and the curly braces an anti-
commutator as usual. Expressions for composite operators, like the Hamil-
tonian, sometimes suffer from operator ordering ambiguities. These can be 
resolved by requiring the supercharge Q to be hermitean: 
Q = _!_(II f" + f"II ) = f"~ (37) 
2 " " "' 
with 
i _4/ 1 
'3>" = II"+2f~v = vgII" -vg· (38) 
In this expression II" is the operator version of eq.(25), which is hermitean and 
has no operator-ordering problems because of the anti-symmetry of w':}', whilst 
f"(X) is I"' contracted with a vierbein operator, analogous to itf(x) in eq.(15). 
Then an unambiguous expression for the Hamiltonian is obtained by requiring 
it to satify the quantum analogue of the supersymmetry algebra (34): 
l 
H = 2m {Q,Q}. (39) 
This Hamiltonian is guaranteed to be hermitean. In order to write it in a con-
venient form, let 
1 ~l'V = -[fl' fV] 
2 ' ' 
(40) 
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and 
Gl'V = ['3>,.,'3>v]; 
then the Hamiltonian can be written as 
H = i!n (<312 + l;l'Y G l'Y ), 
where the first term on the right hand side is in components: 
<312 = '31,. '!P' + r~v '8"', '8"' = gv>-'31>.. 
Observe the importance of ordering in the last expressions. 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
It is instructive to construct an explicit representation of the operator alge-
bra (36), a particularly useful one being the co-ordinate representation, defined 
by 
X" -+ x", 
. 1 _4/ - . i y 
P,.-+ -1 ~a,. vg - -1a,.-2r,.v. (44) 
1 
f" -+ y;{'f°' 
where in (3+ 1) space-time dimensions they" are the usual (hermitean) 4X4 
Dirac matrices, satisfying 
{y";f} = 2 lF. (45) 
The representation of P,. is precisely as required by hermiticity of the gradient 
operator with respect to the covariant inner product 
(</> (x),i[; (x)) = J dnxvgq,*(x) l/; (x). (46) 
In the representation (44), 0>,. is -i times the covariant derivative: 
~ - ·n - ·(~ . A J.. ab _m,) 
-:r,. - -1 ,. - -z v,.-1q ,.- 2 w,. er-, 
with ~ the generators of the Lorentzgroup in the spinor repreentation: 
l ~ = 4[Y' 'Y'J. 
Then the supercharge becomes the Dirac operator 
i Q = - y;{rD, 
and the Hamiltonian the corresponding covariant Laplacian: 
H = - 2~ (6D2 + ~R -iqa°1' Fab)· 
Here the operator 6D2 is the direct analogue of <312 in eq.(43): 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
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(51) 
Furthermore, R = e0 "ebv R~ is the Riemann curvature scalar. The term 
o"v[D,.,Dv], corresponding to I"vG,.v in eq.(42), has been evaluated using the 
Ricci identity: 
[D,.,Dv] = -iqF,.v- ~R~a°", 
and the Bianchi identities for R,.vicA = R~e~e~: 
RptvicA] = 0, R,.vicA = RKA,.v• 
together with the Dirac-matrix identity 
{ o"1', 0cd} = ~ ( €11"'dy5 + ~ &"' _ ~ 8bd). 
Finally, in this representation the operator f. is 
l 
r. = 4'Y5 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
It commutes with the Hamiltonian, and anti-commutes with the supercharge 
[H,y5] = 0, {Q,y5} = 0, (56) 
whilst 
(y5)2 = l, (57) 
in contrast with the classical equation (33). 
4. THE SPECTRUM OF STATES IN THE QUANTUM THEORY 
In the representation ( 44), the states of the spinning particle are described by 
wavefunctions transforming as spinors under local Lorentz transformations. 
These wavefunctions are solutions of the Schrodinger equation: 
iO'T(>(x) = H<P(x) = £ (i>(x), (58) 
where the last equality holds for stationary states only. Note that because His 
the square of a hermitean operator, eq.(39), its eigenvalues are nonnegative: 
E;;;.O. Since the Hamiltonian commutes with y5 , we can diagonalize y5 and 
obtain chiral solutions 
(59) 
On the other hand, Q anticommutes with y5 , hence it changes the chirality of 
any eigenstate of y5 • Hence Q cannot have diagonal elements in this basis, and 
(60) 
with x- a state of chirality opposite to that of <P+, and X is a normalization 
factor to be chosen to suit convenience. Now we must distinguish two different 
cases: 
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1. A=#). Then it follows from (60), that 
iy·Dib+ = -A Vlx-, iy-Dx- = - m'j! Hib+. (61) 
Therefore, by choosing A2 = mt:, and renaming x- = fb _, we obtain 
iy·Dib+ = -y:i;;;;ib_, iy-Dib_ = -y:i;;;;ib+. (62) 
Thus we have pairs of states of opposite chirality ib±, belonging together, with 
the same energy eigenvalue t:, and forming a Dirac spinor ib = ib + + fb _ 
which satisfies the Dirac equation 
(iy-D + M)ib = 0. (63) 
Here M = v:i;;;;, which equals the classical particle mass m only if t: = m/2. 
2. A = 0. In this case we have no connection between solutions of different 
chirality, because the states are annihilated by Q (i.e. they are invariant under 
supersymmetry): 
(64) 
Since, as observed above, the Hamiltonian is non-negative, these zero-modes of 
the Dirac operator constitute the absolute minima of the energy spectrum { t: }. 
Furthermore, because they correspond to singlet representations of supersym-
metry, there may exist different numbers of solutions with positive and nega-
tive chirality. This is to be contrasted to the case of massive particles (M=;60), 
which always involves pairs of wavefunctions of opposite chirality. The 
difference in the number of linearly independent positive and negative chirality 
zero-modes of the supercharge Q: 
A= n~ -no_, (65) 
is known as the Witten index, and co-incides in this case with the index of the 
Dirac operator iy-D. This index is a topological invariant of the spacetime 
manifold on which the particle moves, thus being stable under small perturba-
tions of the potentials A" and gl'V. Because the non-zero modes occur in pairs 
of opposite chirality, a convenient way to compute the index is by taking the 
trace of a regularized y5-operator over all of the Hilbert space: 
A=»~~-- ~ 
Only contributions from states with f:=#} can give rise to P-dependent terms in 
the trace, but those cancel among themselves, leaving only the P-independent 
zero modes to contribute to a non-vanishing value of the index A. Conversely, 
if the index has a non-zero value there exists at least one (normalizable) zero-
mode of the supersymmetry operator Q, and therefore the groundstate(s) of the 
system is (are) supersymmetric: 
Qi'o = iy·D'110 = 0. (67) 
Therefore this statement is independent of the detailed form of the background 
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fields A" and g"v· Finally it should be mentioned, that the index of the Dirac 
operator gives the value of the chiral anomaly, which plays an important role 
in the analysis of quantum gauge theories. For details of these applications the 
reader is referred to the literature. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Symmetries and symmetry breaking play an important role in quantum field 
theory. In the beginning it were primarily finite-dimensional Lie groups and 
their Lie algebras which made their appearance in particle physics. With the 
advent of current algebras and dual models infinite-dimensional Lie algebras 
appeared on the stage. Current algebra is a quantum mechanical theory of ele-
mentary particles. However, one abstains here from the quantum fields of the 
particles. Instead of quantum fields one takes the operator fields of, for 
instance, currents and the energy-momentum tensor. Dual models were born 
out of the analysis of the scattering amplitudes of hadrons. Eventually this led 
to the string picture of hadrons and their vertex operators. The infinite-
dimensional Lie algebra encountered in dual models is the Virasoro algebra. 
Current algebras are closely related to Kac-Moody algebras, another type of 
infinite-dimensional Lie algebras. In more recent times ideas similar to the ver-
tex operators of the dual models were used in the representation theory of 
Kac-Moody algebras. 
A central theme of this article are the sigma models. These models arose as a 
toy model for the description of a system of hadrons and their interactions: 
the sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levy. Many aspects of current algebra are 
embodied in sigma models. Above all they are particularly attractive since they 
are Lagrangian field theories. Out of the sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levy 
gradually developed the Wess-Zumino-Witten model. For this model are dis-
cussed its Kac-Moody algebra and its Bose-Fermi equivalence. Finally this 
model has also an application in the compactification of the bosonic string. 
2 AN EASY ROUTE TO KAc-MOODY AND VIRASORO ALGEBRAS 
The purpose of the section is to indicate how Kac-Moody and Virasoro alge-
bras arise in a simple differential geometric setting. 
2.1 Loop groups 
Let X be a finite-dimensional compact smooth manifold and let G be a finite-
dimensional Lie group. The set of smooth maps x~G will be denoted by 
Map(X, G). It is now explained how the group structure of G gives rise to a 
group structure of Map(X, G). Let y1 :X ~ G and y2 :X ~ G be elements of 
Map(X, G). Then their product y1 · y2 is defined by 
('Y1 "'Y2Xx) = ('Y1(x)).('Y2(x)) (2.1.1) 
for all x in X. This multiplication of elements of Map(X, G) is clearly associa-
tive. Furthermore, let e be the unit element of G, then the element £ of 
Map(X,G) defined by 
£(x) = e (2.1.2) 
for all x in X is a unit element of the above defined multiplication in 
Map(X,G). For 'Yin Map(X,G) the element y-1 of Map(X,G) is defined by 
y- 1(x) = (y(x))- 1 (2.1.3) 
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and it is an inverse of y. Hence, Map(X,G) equipped with the above multipli-
cation is a group. In the particular case where X is a circle S 1 the group 
Map(S 1 ,G) is called a loop group. It is also denoted by LG=Map(S 1 ,G). 
2.2 Lie algebra of a loop group 
Let us in particular take for the circle S 1 the unit circle in the complex plane. 
And suppose for convenience sake that the Lie group G is a matrix group. The 
Lie algebra g of G then also consists of matrices. Let {Ta} (a= 1, ... , r) be a 
basis of the Lie algebra g. It has the commutation relations 
(2.2.1) 
where CJ are the structure constants and the summation convention is under-
stood. Let y be an element of the group LG and let z be a point on the unit 
circle S 1 in the complex plane, then y(z)eG and for elements in a suitable 
neighbourhood of the unit element e e G one has 
y(z) = exp(-ifJD(z)T0 ) = I -iffl(z)T0 + O(fP) (2.2.2) 
where 1 denotes the unit matrix. The Laurent expansion of fJD reads 
00 
ffl(z) = ~ O~nZn (2.2.3) 
n=-oo 
Inserting it into (2.2.2) gives 
y(z) = 1 - i ~ e~nT.: + 0 (fP) (2.2.4) 
n,a 
where T,; is defined by 
T,; = znTa (a= 1, ... , r; n = 0, +I, +2, ... ) (2.2.5) 
From (2.2.4) it is clear that elements in a suitable neighbourhood of the unit 
element E of LG have coordinates O~n (a= 1, ... ,r;n=O,+l,+2, ... ) and the 
matrices T.: are the corresponding generators. The Lie algebra lg of the loop 
group LG is spanned by {T.:}n,a· It is called a loop algebra and it is clearly an 
infinite-dimensional Lie algebra. It can be taken to be a real or a complex Lie 
algebra. Here it will always be assumed to be a complex Lie algebra. The com-
mutation relations of the generators T.: immediately follow from (2.2.1) and 
(2.2.5). They read 
[T,;1,Ti:] = iCJT;'+n 
Notice that 
2.3 Central extension of a Lie algebra 
(2.2.6) 
(2.2.7) 
We now introduce the so-called central extension Le of a Lie algebra L by an 
abelian Lie algebra C. Firstly a central extension Le is the direct sum of L and 
C: 
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(2.3.1) 
Let {Ta} be a basis of L with the structure constants CJ [see (2.2.1)). Further-
more let { k;} (i = 1, ... ,n) be a basis of the abelian Lie algebra C. The commu-
tator [Ta, Tb] in Le has to be a linear combination of 
{Ta,kda = 1, ... ,r; i = l, ... ,n }. The vector space Le is called a central extension 
of L by means of C when Le is a Lie algebra with commutation relations 
[Ta, Tb]= iCJTe + idiabkj 
[Ta,k;] = 0 
[k;,kj] = 0 
(2.3.2) 
(2.3.3) 
(2.3.4) 
Notice that in general (2.3.2) differs from (2.2.1). For finite-dimensional sem-
isimple Lie algebras it can be shown (see section 1.3 of reference [1]) that there 
exists a basis {/a,kda = l, ... ,r; 1 = l, ... ,n} where 
la= Ta - r~k; 
with commutation relations 
[la,Jb] = iCJle 
[Ia,k;] = 0 
[k;,kj] = 0 
(2.3.5) 
(2.3.6) 
(2.3.7) 
(2.3.8) 
Hence for finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras central extensions are 
essentially trivial since the commutation relations of the original algebra L are 
unchanged in this case. However, the central extensions of the loop algebra lg 
are in general not trivial. The non-trivial part of the central extension can how-
ever be proved to be one-dimensional (see again section 1.3 of reference [l]). 
The central extension lge of the loop algebra lg is a direct sum of lg and C, 
where C is a one-dimensional Lie algebra. Let C be spanned by k, then the 
commutation relations of the central extension of lg read 
[Tc;',T,!] = iCJT;'+n + m/)ablJm, -nk (2.3.9) 
and 
[Tc;',k]=O, [k,k]=O (2.3.10) 
Let a Cartan subalgebra h of the Lie algebra g of the finite-dimensional Lie 
group G be spanned by 
HP= c;Ta (p = 1, ... ,N) (2.3.11) 
then {Hp,kjp = l, ... ,N} spans a Cartan subalgebra of lge [see also (2.2.7)). 
From (2.3.9) - (2.3.11) follows 
[Hp,1/!] = ic;catr:: 
[k,Jb] = 0 
(2.3.12) 
(2.3.13) 
The coefficients in the right-hand sides of (2.3.12) and (2.3.13) do not depend 
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on the index n. Because of this the roots of lgc are degenerate. Indeed, let 
a= (ah ... ,aN) be a root of g, i.e., there exists an element Ea in g such that 
for p= 1, ... ,N 
(adHp)Ea = [Hp,EaJ = apEa 
where Ea is a linear combination of generators Ta: 
Ea =A~Ta 
The degeneracy is now obvious, since 
E: = znEa =A~T: 
also satisfies the eigenvalue equation 
(adHp)E: = aPE: (p = l, ... ,N) 
(2.3.14) 
(2.3.15) 
(2.3.16) 
(2.3.17) 
for all n = 0, + 1, +2, .... In order to eliminate this degeneracy a further exten-
sion of the Lie algebra lgc is performed in the next section. 
2.4 Non-twisted affine Kac-Moody algebra 
The so-called extension by a derivation of lgc is defined to be the direct sum 
(2.4.1) 
where D is a one-dimensional Lie algebra. Let D be spanned by an element d 
in D. The commutation relations of gKM are taken to be 
[T,;', nJ = iCa£ T;' +n + m/3abl3m, -nk 
[T,;' ,k] = 0, [k,k] = 0 
[d,T:J = nT: 
[d,k] = 0 [d,d] = 0 
(2.4.2) 
(2.4.3) 
(2.4.4) 
(2.4.5) 
The element dis an example of a so-called derivation. Notice that the commu-
tation relations (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) of the subalgebra lgc are not altered by this 
kind of extension. The complex Lie algebra gKM is a so-called non-twisted 
affine Kac-Moody algebra. The subalgebra spanned by {Hp,k,djp = 1, ... ,N} is 
a Cartan subalgebra of gKM. From (2.4.4) it is clear that its roots are no longer 
degenerate due to its extension by the derivation d. Notice that the dimension 
of the Cartan subalgebra is equal to 2 + N where N is the dimension of the 
Cartan subalgebra of g. 
2.5 Virasoro algebra 
The Virasoro algebra is another example of an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra 
which is rather important in two-dimensional physical models e.g. string 
theory. It can also be obtained as the central extension of the Lie algebra of a 
group. Let us consider the set Diff(S 1) of all diffeomorphisms 
f:S 1 ~s 1 (2.5.1) 
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of the unit circle S1 in the complex plane. The product r1.r2 of the 
d.iffeomorphisms r1 and r2 from Diff(S1) is defined by 
(r1.r2Xz) = r1(r2(z)) (zeS 1) (2.5.2) 
With this multiplication Diff(S1) is easily shown to be a group. The latter is 
also denoted by Diff(S1). The unit element e of Diff(S1) is the identity map 
e:z eS1 -H(z) = Z eS1 (2.5.3) 
The inverse element r- 1 is the inverse of the map r. 
Let H be the vector space of functions which are holomorphic on S 1• We now 
introduce a particular representation D of the above group Diff(S1) with the 
vector space H as its representation space. Let {be a holomorphic function on 
S1 then Dr:H~H is defined for all r in Diff(S ) by 
(Dr/)(z) = J(r-1(z)) (2.5.4) 
Note that Dr is a linear operator. These operators satisfy 
D D -D r, r, - r,.r, (2.5.5) 
The map 
(2.5.6) 
is a faithful representation of Diff(S1). Elements in a suitable neighbourhood 
of the unit element of Diff(S1) can be written as 
r(z) = z exp(-it:(z)) = z - ize(z) + O(e2) (2.5.7) 
where e is a function holomorphic on S 1• From (2.5.7) follows 
r- 1(z) = z + iu(z) + O(e2) (2.5.8) 
Using (2.5.4) one gets 
(Drf>(z) = f(z) + iu:(z) !J(z) + O(e2) (2.5.9) 
Insertion of the Laurent expansion 
(2.5.10) 
n = -oo 
in (2.5.9) gives 
00 d 
(Drf)(z) = f(z) + i ~ Lnzn+I dzf(z) + O(e2) 
n=-oo 
(2.5.11) 
The linear operators defined by 
d L,, = - zn+I_ (2.5.12) 
dz 
on H span the Lie algebra of the group Diff(S1). Their commutation relations, 
which follow immediately from (2.5.12), read 
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(2.5.13) 
The only non-trivial central extension of this Lie algebra is essentially an 
extension by a one-dimensional Lie algebra C. Let this C be spanned by c then 
its commutation relations can be shown to read (see section 1.3 of reference 
[2]): 
-
c 2 \JI [£ii,Lm] - (m - n)L.n+n + Um(m - lJVm, -n 
[L,,.,c] = 0 
(2.5.14) 
(2.5.15) 
The Lie algebra spanned by { L,,., c jm = 0, + 1, +2, ... } is called the Virasoro 
algebra. 
3 SYMMETRIES, CURRENT ALGEBRAS AND SCHWINGER TERMS 
In this section the interrelation between symmetries and current algebras on 
the one hand and Kac-Moody algebras on the other is sketched. The physical 
formalism in which symmetries and current algebras are presented is quantum 
field theory. An entry to the latter theory is offered by classical Lagrangian 
field theory. 
3.1 Lagrangian field theory 
The ingredients of a classical Lagrangian field theory are the following: 
e SPACETIME. This is postulated to be an n-dimensional differentiable mani-
fold M which is paracompact and Hausdorff. In the theory of special rela-
tivity spacetime is taken to be a four-dimensional Minkowski space. 
Although casual observation of the dimension of spacetime leads to n = 4 
it is expedient for several reasons to consider here the case of an arbitrary 
positive integer n. 
e FIELDS. These are sets {4>klk=1, ... ,N} of real- or complex-valued 
functions on spacetime M. 
• OBSERVABLES {MEASURABLE QUANTITIES). These are functions, usually 
polynomial, of the fields and their derivatives with respect to spacetime 
coordinates 
F = F(<Pi. ... ,q,N, a""'i. ... , a"q,N,. .. ) 
The spacetime coordinates are denoted by 
(x") = (x0,x1, ... ,xn-I) (x0 =et) 
(3.1.1) 
(3.1.2) 
wherein c is the speed of light. Some of the important observables are related 
to symmetry transformations [see section 3.3]. 
e EQUATIONS OF MOTION. The evolution of the fields in the course of time 
is determined by the so-called Euler-Lagrange equations 
aL aL 
a" a(a"q,k) - aq,k = o (k = i, ... ,N) (3.1.3) 
where L, called the Lagrangian (density), is a given function of the fields 
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and their derivatives. Mostly L is a function of the fields and their first 
order derivatives: 
(3.1.4) 
This ensures that (3.1.3) is in general a second order partial differential equa-
tion. The Euler-Lagrange equations (3.1.3) are equivalent with Hamilton's 
action principle. This principle states that for all points x belonging to the 
interior of a region ~ in spacetime one has 
as 
aipk(x) = 0 (k = 1, ... ,N) (3.1.5) 
In the left-hand side appears the variational derivative of the so-called 
action S = S[l/>i. ... ,l/>Nl· This is a functional of the fields, defined by 
S = jLdnx (dnx = dx0dx 1 • • • dxn-I) 
!) 
The canonical momentum vector is defined by 
.,/',. = aL 
aca,.ipk) 
Its zeroth component, denoted by 
.,/' = aL 
a(ao'l>k) 
(3.1.6) 
(3.1.7) 
(3.1.8) 
is called the canonical momentum. Assuming that all a0cpk can be solved from 
(3.1.8) one has 
aol/>k = Jk(w1, ••• , .,,N, <f>i. ... , <f>N) (3.1.9) 
With this one defines the Hamilton density 
H = H(w1, ... , 'l>N) = [ f .,/'cpk-L] l~.=J.(vr,<J>) 
k=I 
(3.1.10) 
Its integral over spacetime is a functional of "'i. ... , wN,<f>i. ... , <f>N denoted 
by 
H= jHdnx (3.1.11) 
and it is called the Hamiltonian of the system. 
It is easily shown, using (3.1.5), that the Lagrangians L and 
L := L + a,.G" (3.1.12) 
where G" is a function of the fields and their derivatives give rise to the same 
equations of motion. Indeed Gauss' theorem implies 
S = J icrx= J Ldnx + Ja,.G"dnx (3.1.13) 
!) !) !) 
= S + j G" da,. 
ao 
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For x in the interior of 0 one has 
_a_ JGµ do =O 
&p(_x) ao µ (3.1.14) 
since the integral only gets contributions from the boundary an of 0. From 
(3.1.13) and (3.1.14) follows then 
as as 
&pk(x) = &i>k(x) (3.1.15) 
Hence, according to Hamilton's action principle, both actions or both Lagran-
gians give rise to the same equation of motion. 
3.2 Quantization 
The quantum field theory corresponding to a classical Lagrangian field theory 
is characterized by the following features. The state of the system is described 
by a non-zero vector in a Hilbert space H. Observables are represented by 
self-adjoint operators on H. Each classical field 4>k = cf>k(x) is replaced by a 
so-called quantum field on spacetime M. A quantum field on spacetime M is 
an operator-valued field on M, i.e. a map 
A A 
cf>k :xeM ~cf>k(x) (3.2.1) 
where the right-hand side is an operator on H for all x in M. Likewise the 
canonical momenta are taken to be operator fields 
:;,k :xeM ~:;,k(x) (3.2.2) 
where the right-hand since is an operator on H for all x in M, defined by 
[compare (3.1.8)] 
,. ( ) aL 1 • 7Tk x = -.- cf>.=cf>. 
ocf>k 
(3.2.3) 
The operator fields (3.2.1) and (3.2.3) are fundamental quantities in quantum 
field theory. They are sufficiently characterized by the following equal-time 
(anti-)commutation relations: 
A ,./ • I [cf>k(t,x),w (t,y)]-. = 1M(x - y)ak (3.2.4) 
A A Ak "' [cf>k(t,x), cf>1(t,y)]-. = 0 = [w (t,x),w (t,y)]-. (3.2.5) 
h - ( I n-1) w ere x- x , ... ,x 
[A,B]_, =AB - iBA (£=+I) (3.2.6) 
and Ii= hl2w with h being Planck's constant. For£=+ I the fields are called 
Bose fields and for £= -1 Fermi fields. Although, for the sake of simplicity of 
notation, (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) are restricted to one type of such fields, systems 
containing both Fermi and Bose fields occur abundantly. In the latter case one 
mostly requires that all Bose fields (at time t) commute with all Fermi fields (at 
time t). From (3.2.4) it is obvious that quantum fields are rather singular 
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objects: they are actually operator-valued distributions. 
The self-adjoint operators representing observables are obtained in the follow-
ing way. The classical observable (3.1.1) is expressed in terms of fields <f'k,.,f 
and their spatial derivatives om<f>k, om-n" , ... (m = l, ... , n -1): 
(3.2.7) 
The right-hand side is supposed to be a polynomial or at least a power series. 
The fields occurring in a term of this polynomial or power series can be chosen 
in an arbitrary order since they all commute, in particular 
<P(t,x)'ll'(t,y) = 'IT(t,y)<P(t,x) (3.2.8) 
(indices are suppressed). The self-adjoint operator representing the observable 
corresponding to the classical observable (3.2.7) is obtained by performing the 
substitution 
A k Ak 
<Pk ~<Pk, .,,.- ~'IT (k = 1, ... ,N) (3.2.9) 
in the right-hand side of (3.2.7). The result of this substitution is in general not 
unique due to ordering ambiguities. Indeed, in the classical theory one has 
(3.2.8), whereas in the quantum mechanical theory 
A A 
<P(t,x}:ff(t,y) =I= w(t,y)<P(t,x) (3.2.10) 
holds [see (3.2.9). Clearly a procedure is needed which removes this ambiguity. 
An important example of such an ordering prescription is the so-called normal 
ordering. 
3. 3 Symmetry transformations and conserved currents 
In this section we derive Noether's theorem, which states that to each sym-
metry transformation corresponds a conserved charge. We suppress the carets 
which indicate that we have to do with operators. Neglecting ordering ambi-
guities everything in this subsection applies both to classical an quantum field 
theory. 
Instead of the field <Pk(x) we consider a one-parameter family of fields 
<Pk(x,e)(t:ER) such that in particular <Pk{x,O) = <Pk(x). We assume that 
<Pk(x,e) = <Pk(x) + eF(<Pk,o,.<Pk) + O(fl) (3.3.1) 
for t: ~ 0. For convenience sake from now on the index k of <Pk will be 
suppressed. A transformation 
(3.3.2) 
is called a symmetry transformation if, without the use of the equations of 
motion (3.1.3), 
~ L(<P(x,t:),o,.<P(x,t:))l.=o = o,.N' (3.3.3) 
holds where A" is a function of the fields and their derivatives. For a sym-
metry transformation one has 
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L(q,(_x,£),a,.q,<_x,£)) = L(q,(_x),a,.q,<_x))+ £a,.A" (3.3.4) 
+o(;) 
for £---+ 0. Hence both Lagrangians differ by a divergence and in view of the 
statement following (3.1.12) the fields 4'k(x,£) and 4'k(x) then satisfy the same 
equations of motion up to terms of O(;) for £---+ 0. One the other hand, using 
the equations of motion (3.1.3), one actually arrives at an equation which has 
the form of (3.3.3). Namely, using the chain rule and (3.3.1), one gets 
d ()L ()L 
d£ L(q,(_x,£),a,.q,<_x,£))1.=o = a;pF + a(a,.q,) a,.F (3.3.5) 
()L ()L ()L 
=(a,. a(a,.q,) )F + a(a,.q,) a,.F = a,.( aca,.q,) F) 
From (3.3.3) and (3.3.5) follows 
a,.(()(~~$) F - A") = 0 (3.3.6) 
This is called a continuity equation or differential form of a conservation law. 
Defining a so-called N oether current by 
J" = _j!:.__F - A" (3.3.7) 
a(a,.q,) 
(3.3.6) reads 
a,.J" = o (3.3.8) 
A current satisfying (3.3.8) is called a conserved current. The spatial integral of 
the zeroth component of a conserved current is time-independent when the 
current falls off sufficiently fast at spatial infinity. Indeed let 
Q(t): = J J 0(x)dx (3.3.9) 
where x=(ct,x 1, ••• ,xn-I) and dx=dx 1dx2 ···dxn-I_ Quantities of the 
type (3.3.9) are called charges. One has, using Gauss' theorem, 
~7 = x Ja01°dx= -c j"V.Jdx (3.3.10) 
= -c lim f \7.Jdx = - lim f J.dS 
R-.oo B(R) R->ooaB(R) 
where \7 = (()1> ••• ,an- 1),J = (J 1, ••• ,r- 1) and B(R) a ball with radius R. 
When IJI approaches zero sufficiently fast at spatial infinity, the surface 
integral over the sphere also goes to zero for R-+oo. Hence 
; = 0 (3.3.11) 
A time-independent charge is also called a conserved charge and (3.3.11) is 
called a (global) conservation law. 
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Some quantities in physics are almost conserved. These fit nicely into the fol-
lowing slight generalization of the above results. Take for a one-parameter 
family of fields again (3.3.1). Suppose, however, that instead of (3.3.3) one has 
the more general result 
~ L(<P(x,t:),a,.<P(x,t:))l,=o = a,.N' +A (3.3.12) 
where A'J. and A are functions of the fields cJ> and their derivatives. The sum in 
the right-hand side is defined by the left-hand side and its decomposition into 
a divergence a,.N' and A is certainly not unique. From (3.3.5) and (3.3.12) fol-
lows 
a (~F-N')=A 
" a(a,.cJ>) 
or [see (3.3.7)) 
a,.J" =A 
(3.3.13) 
(3.3.14) 
This is called a balance law. Thus we have to do with a so-called partial con-
servation law when there exists a decomposition (3.3.12) such that A can be 
considered to be small. 
For convenience sake only a one-parameter family of fields was considered 
above. For an r-parameter family 
cf>k(x,t:1, ••• ,t:") = c/>k(x) + 'F;(c/>k>a,.cf>k) + O(t2) (3.3.15) 
one has, without using the equations of motion, 
a~ L(cf>(x,t:1 , ••• ), a,.<P(x,t:1 , .•• ))l.=o = a,.Ar +A; (3.3.16) 
Using on the other hand the equations of motion one has [compare (3.3.5)) 
a 1 a 1 1 _ aL 
-aiL(<P(x,t: , ... ), 11</>(x,t:, ... ,)<=O - a,.( a(a,.cf>) F;) (3.3.17) 
Defining [compare (3.3.7)) 
(3.3.18) 
one gets 
a,.1r =A; (3.3.19) 
For a symmetry transformation (3.3.15) there exists by definition a choice of 
the decomposition (3.3.16) such that A; =O (i = 1, ... , r) and one then has 
(3.3.20) 
This subsection is finished by givmg two examples of conserved Noether 
currents. The first is the canonical energy-momentum tensor and its 
corresponding symmetry transformations are translations in spacetime. The 
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second are the charges corresponding to internal symmetry transformations. A 
translation in Minkowski spacetime 
x" ~x" + f!' 
gives rise to the following transformation of fields 
q,(x,£) = q,(x + £) = q,(x) + f!'a"q, + O(~) 
(3.3.21) 
(3.3.22) 
1bis is an example of (3.3.15). In the case that L does not depend explicitly on 
x, i.e. L depends on x only via the fields and their derivatives, one has, without 
using the equations of motion [compare (3.3.16)], 
a 
ace L(q,(x,£),a"q,(x,£))1,=o = (3.3.23) 
a 
ac L(q,(x +£),a"q,(x +£))1.=o = 
_a_L(<P(x),a"<P(x)) = a"(B~L) 
ax« 
Comparison of (3.3.22) and (3.3.23) with (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) gives 
F" = a"q,, A~= 8~ L,~" = 0 
The current (3.3.18) becomes in this case 
01'·-~a _l:.\"L 
0
"·- a(a"q,) "4> u" 
It is conserved, i.e. 
a"e~ =O 
(3.3.24) 
(3.3.25) 
(3.3.26) 
when L does not depend explicitly on x. The current 0~ is called the canonical 
energy-momentum tensor. Notice that [see (3.1.10)] 
08 = H (3.3.27) 
Thus the Hamiltonian [see (3.1.11)] is given by 
H = j08dx (3.3.28) 
More generally one defines 
1 
P" =-j0°"dx 
c 
This is called the relativistic momentum, and it is also denoted by 
_H 
P"=(-,P) 
c 
Because of (3.3.26) it is conserved: 
dP" 
-=O 
dt 
(3.3.29) 
(3.3.30) 
(3.3.31) 
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This is the law of conservation of energy and momentum. 
The transformations (3.3.15) which appear in the second example leave the 
spacetime coordinates alone. Let us suppose that the fields <Pk are collected in 
a column vector q,. Then we consider now transformations having the form 
<P(x,t) = U(E1, ... ,{)<P(x) (3.3.32) 
where U is a unitary matrix representation of a Lie group G. Furthermore 
these transformations are assumed to leave the Lagrangian invariant. That is 
(3.3.33) 
holds for group elements in a neighbourhood of the identity element of G. 
Such transformations are called internal symmetry transformations. An example 
of a Lagrangian which has an invariance (3.3.33) is 
L = '()llq,f()Pq, - m2q,t 4> (3.3.34) 
It is clearly invariant under all unitary transformations (3.3.32). Comparison 
of (3.3.16) and (3.3.33) shows that one can choose 
A~= 0, Ila= O (3.3.35) 
Hence (3.3.32) is a symmetry transformation for the Lagrangian (3.3.34). Let 
U(E1, ... ,{) = 1 + i~Ta + 0(~) (3.3.36) 
for ~ --'> 0, then 
<P(x,E) = <P(x) + i~Ta<P(x) + O(~) 
or [compare (3.3.15)] 
(3.3.37) 
Fa = iTa<f> (3.3.38) 
The matrices Ta are hermitian since U is unitary [see (3.3.36)] and they have 
commutation relations (2.2.1 ). The corresponding conserved current is given by 
[see (3.3.18)] 
(3.3.39) 
where the additional minus sign is conventional. This current satisfies of course 
o/!J~ =O 
The zeroth component is called charge density, and 
Qa = j~dx 
is called a charge. 
3.4 Current algebras and Schwinger terms 
(3.3.40) 
(3.3.41) 
In quantum field theory the operator in the right-hand side of (3.3.39) has to 
be normal ordered in order to become a well-defined quantity. In the calcula-
tion of the equal time commutation relation of charge densities this can be 
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ignored since normal ordering only gives an (infinite) c-number. The equal 
time commutation relation is easily calculated by means of the (anti-) commu-
tation relations (3.2.4) - (3.2.6). One obtains 
[~(t,x),~(t,y)] = (3.4.1) 
-rl' (t, X )i (T0 )~<p,(t, x)'rr"' (t, y )i (Tb)~ <l>n (t, Y) 
-'IT"'(t, y)i(Tb)~<l>n(t,y}-rl'(t, x)i(T0)~</>1(t, x) = 
w"(t, x)i(T0)~[£'1l'"'(t, y)<l>,(t, x) + iM(x-y)8j]i(Tb)~<l>n(t, y) 
- 'IT"'(t, y)i(Tb)~[lw"(t, x)<l>n(t, y) + iM(x-y)8~]i(T0 )~</>1(t, x) 
= -£,,r'<(t, x)'rr"'(t, y)<l>,(t, x)<l>n(t, y)(T0)~(Tb)~ 
+ E-rl'(t, x)'rr"'(t, y)<l>,(t, x)<l>n(t, y)(T0)~(Tb)~ 
- iM(x-y){ -rl'(t, x)(T0 Tb)k<l>n(t, x) + 'IT"'(t, x)(Tb T0 )~</>1(t, x)} 
= -w"(t, x)([T0 , Tb])k<l>n(t,x)iM(x-y) 
By means of (2.2.l) and definition (3.3.39) this gives 
[~{t, x),~(t, y)] = iM(x-y)C,J/1(t, x) (3.4.2) 
Integration of both charge densities in the left-hand side of (3.4.2) over x and 
y respectively gives [see (3.3.41)] 
(3.4.3) 
where we have chosen natural units h 12w = c = 1. Hence the charges are the 
generators of a Lie algebra. This algebra is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of 
the generators T0 [compare (2.2.1)]. The latter is the Lie algebra of the Lie 
group of symmetry transformations (3.3.32). Another consequence of (3.4.2) 
reads 
[Q0 ,~(t,y)] = iC,J/1(t,y) (3.4.4) 
This is obtained by integrating (3.4.2) with respect to x. Under Lorentz 
transformations Q0 is a scalar operator and J~ a vector operator field. Hence, 
it follows from (3.4.4) that for the spatial components of the current operator 
one has 
[Q0 ,J~(t,y)] = iC,JJ~(t,y) (3.4.5) 
We now tum to the calculation of the commutator 
[~(t, x),J~(t, y)] (3.4.6) 
Once the answer is known, integration of the charge density in this commuta-
tor has to give back (3.4.5). One might actually guess the answer. However, at 
this point one has to be careful. In view of this we first discuss a crucial pro-
perty of quantum field theories: microcausality. Microcausality springs from a 
less severe restriction which is sometimes called Einstein causality. From quan-
tum mechanics it is known that observables which can be measured 
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simultaneously are represented by commuting se:lf-adjoint operators and vice 
versa. The corresponding measurements are called compatible. In the theory of 
special relativity one comes to the conclusion that spacelike separated events 
cannot influence one another. Taken together this leads to the following asser-
tion. Let 0 1 and Oi be two spacelike separated regions in Minkowski space-
time. This means that for all x in 0 1 and all y in 02 the events x and y are 
spacelike separated, i.e. 
(x0 -y0 )2 - (x-y)2 ( 0 (3.4.7) 
Let A (01) be a local observable restricted to the region 0 1 and B(02) a local 
observable restricted to 02• Since the spacelike separated regions 0 1 and 02 
cannot influence one another, the measurements of A (01) and B (02) are com-
patible. Hence 
(3.4.8) 
for 0 1 and 02 spacelike separated regions. This property is called Einstien 
causality. It leads in particular to 
[A(x),B(y)] = 0 (3.4.9) 
for x and y space like separated events. 
The fields A (x) and B (y) can be thought of as observables like a current, 
charge density or energy density. Einstein causality is implied by the stronger 
requirement [see (3.2.6)) 
[</>k(x),</>1(y)]-. = 0 (3.4.10) 
for all spacelike separated events x and y. This postulate is called microcausal-
ity. 
For Bose fields (t:= + 1) one immediately sees that microcausality implies Ein-
stein causality since A (01) then only consists of fields <l>k(x) and their deriva-
tives with x belonging to 0 1 and B (0i) consists of fields lf>k(y) and their 
derivatives with y belonging to 02 • From (3.4.10) follows that all fields lf>k(x) 
and their derivatives commute with all fields <l>k(y) and their derivatives for 
spacelike separated events x and y. Hence (3.4.9) follows. To show the analo-
gous statement for Fermi fields one can use the relation 
[AB, C] =A [B, CJ+ - [A, C]+ B (3.4.11) 
thereby expressing a commutator of local observables in terms of anticommu-
tators of Fermi fields. 
Microcausality determines the commutator between time-components and 
space-components of currents to a large extend. It says that 
[~(t, x),J~(t, y)] = 0 (3.4.12) 
for x-=f=y. Hence this commutator is a distribution with support x=y. But such 
a distribution is a finite linear combination of ll(x-y) and its spatial deriva-
tives. Consequently 
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[~(t, x),J~(t, y)] = iC,JJ~(t, x)8 (x-y) (3.4.13) 
+ s~ dj<~(x-y) + ... 
The first term in the right-hand side of (3.4.13) is fixed by the requirement that 
integration of (3.4.13) with respect to x has to give (3.4.5). The terms in 
(3.4.13) containing spatial derivatives are called Schwinger terms. Their 
integrals with respect to x are equal zero. Of course they could all be zero 
themselves. We now show that this is not true in general. Let us consider a 
conserved current J 11 i.e. 
doJO + d;Ji = 0 
with a Schwinger term C; defined by 
[J0(t,x),J;(t,y)] = i.l;(t,x)8(x-y) + C;(x,y) 
and vacuum expectation value equal to zero: 
(OJJ"JO) = 0 
From (3.4.15) and {3.4.16) follows 
(OJC;(x,y)JO) = (OJ[J0(t,x)f(t,y)]JO) 
Hence, using (3.4.14), 
(Ol~C;(x,y)JO) = (OJ[J0(t, x), _l_J;(t, y)]JO) 
ay' ay• 
= - (Ol[J0(t, x), ;/0(t, y)]IO) 
Application of the Heisenberg equation, which reads 
gives 
i : 1A(t,y) = [A(t,y),H] 
(OJ_l_C;(x,y)JO) = i (OJ[J0(t, x),[J0(t, y),H]JIO) 
ay' 
= -(OJJ0(t, x)HJ0(t, y) + J 0(t, y)HJ0(t, x)!O) 
since the energy of the vacuum is zero: 
HIO> = 0 = (OJH 
(3.4.14) 
(3.4.15) 
(3.4.16) 
(3.4.17) 
(3.4.18) 
(3.4.19) 
(3.4.20) 
(3.4.21) 
Let/= f (x) be a real-valued function which vanishes for lxl~oo. Then partial 
integration gives 
- iffdxd y(OIC;(x,y)IO>/ (x)_l_ f (y)= 
ay' 
ijjdxdy(OJ_l_C; (x,y)JO)/(x)/(y)= 
ay' 
(3.4.22) 
Defining 
F = J J 0(t,x)/(x)dx 
and using (3.4.20) gives 
iffdxdy(OIC;(x,y)IO)/(x)~/(y) = 2(0IFHFIO> 
ay' 
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(3.4.23) 
(3.4.24) 
From the hermiticity of J 0 and the real-valuedness of f follows that F is her-
mitian. Finally, we show that 
(OjFHFIO) > 0 (3.4.25) 
Taking J 0(t,x)*O, not all matrix elements <OIFln> can be equal to zero. 
Notice however that <OIFIO> =O [see (3.4.16)]. Furthermore, we assume that 
the energy eigenvalues En of the Hamiltonian H are non-negative. Denoting 
the corresponding normalized energy eigenvectors by In> one has 
and 
Hjn) = Enln) 
<mln> = amn 
~ln)(nl = 1 
n 
(3.4.26) 
(3.4.27) 
(3.4.28) 
where l stands for the unit operator one the Hilbert space of the state vectors. 
Only the vacuum state, denoted by IO>, has energy eigenvalue E 0 = 0. The 
proof of (3.4.25) runs as follows: 
(OIFHFIO)= ~ (OIFlm)(mjHin)(njFIO> (3.4.29) 
m,n 
m,n 
= ~ <OIFln>En<nlFIO> 
n=#) 
The hermiticity of F implies 
(OjFln>* = (nlFjO) (3.4.30) 
Hence 
<OIFHFIO> = ~ l<OIFln)j2 En>O (3.4.31) 
n=#) 
since all En occurring in the right-hand side are positive and not all 
l<OIF1n>l2 are zero. This implies indeed that the right-hand side of (3.4.31) is 
in general positive. Hence (3.4.25) holds and it asserts that the right-hand side 
of (3.4.24) is unequal zero. Hence the Schwinger term C; appearing in its left-
hand side has to be unequal zero. 
Thus from general assumptions like microcausality, Lorentz invariance and 
positivity of the energy spectrum one finds that Schwinger terms are in general 
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unequal zero. In calculations based on a formal application of canonical com-
mutation relations Schwinger terms are however often lost. 
3.5 Current algebra in two-dimensional spacetime and its Kac-Moody algebra 
We consider the untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra (2.4.1) for a compact 
finite-dimensional Lie algebra g. For the present only the commutation rela-
tions (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) are of any importance. Let x be a real number then we 
define a current 10 =Ja(x) by 
J0 (x) = J! ~ T;;n exp(2'1Tinx! L) 
L n=-oo 
This current is actually defined on a circle since 
J0 (x) =Ja(x + L) 
(3.5.1) 
(3.5.2) 
We now calculate the commutation relations of these current using those of the 
generators of the Kac-Moody algebra. One has 
[J .(x ),J ,(O)] = [ 1 r [. =~ m T;" exp(2winx I L ), m ~ m r;;-•] (3.5.3) 
[.!!] 2 ~ exp(2'1Tinxl L)[T;;\Tb"m] L n,m 
Insertion of (2.4.2) gives 
[J0 (x),Jb(O)]= 
[.!!] 2 ~ exp(2'1Timx I L) ~ exp(2'1Ti/x I L )T;1 iCJ L m I 
- [.!!] 2 k8ab ~ exp(2'1Tinxl L)Bn, -nm 
L n,m 
= [ 1 ] ~ exp(2wimx I L ).Th )iC,J 
-[ 1 r k6,,, ~ exp(2wimx I L )m 
By differentiating Poisson's summation formula 
~ ~exp(-2'1Timx!L) = ~8(x + mL) = 8(x) 
m m 
for x in the interval (0,L) one gets 
-2wi 
--2- ~ exp(-2'1Timx/ L)m = 8'(x) 
L m 
Insertion of (3.5.5) and (3.5.6) into (3.5.4) gives 
(3.5.4) 
(3.5.5) 
(3.5.6) 
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(3.5.7) 
Hence the current (3.5.1) satisfies a current algebra commutation relation with 
a Schwinger term [compare (3.4.13)). In the present case the Schwinger term of 
the current algebra corresponds to the central extension of the loop algebra. 
4 SIGMA MODEL OF GELL-MANN AND LEVY 
The sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levy is a charming toy model for a sys-
tem of nucleons (protons and neutrons) and pions in interaction. Moreover it 
gives a nice example of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The pions appear as 
Goldstone bosons associated with this spontaneous symmetry breaking. The 
purpose it serves here is that of a stepping stone towards the non-linear sigma 
models. 
4.1 Building the Lagrangian. 
Input in the construction of the Lagrangian of the a-model is the free Lagran-
gian L 0 of massless protons and neutrons. Protons and neutrons are spin-112-
particles and they are described by Dirac fields. The Lagrangian LD of a Dirac 
field q with mass m reads 
(4.1.1) 
where q =q(x) is a complex-valued four-component column vector, the unitary 
4 X 4-matrices y"" are the so-called Dirac matrices, characterized by the anti-
commutation relations 
y""yv + yvy"" = 2rr 
where (1r)=diag(l,-l,-l,-l) and 
q:= qfyO 
(4.1.2) 
(4.1.3) 
Denoting the Dirac field of the proton by p and that of the neutron by n the 
input Lagrangian L 0 of the model reads 
L 0 = piy""o,.p + niy""o,.n (4.1.4) 
Both Dirac fields can be collected into an eight-component column vector 
~ ~ [~] ~ [~ l (4.LS) 
Then 
(4.1.6) 
with 
(4.1.7) 
and where 1 is the 2 X 2 unit matrix. The latter will often be suppressed. The 
Lagrangian ( 4.1.6) is obviously invariant under transformations 
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~-.~= [t] = u [~] (4.1.8) 
where U is a unitary 2 X 2-matrix. Hence the group of unitary 2 X 2-matrices 
is the symmetry group of the Lagrangian L 0 • Each unitary 2 X 2-matrix U 
can be factorized as U = ( det U) V where det U is a phase factor and V is a 
unitary 2 X 2-matrix with determinant equal to one. Hence the symmetry 
group of the Lagrangian is U(l)XSU(2). We will concentrate on the SU(2) 
symmetry. The Lagrangian Lo harbors an even larger symmetry due to the fact 
that the nucleons are taken to be massless. In order to show this we introduce 
the so-called left- and right-handed parts of a Dirac field, defined by 
l-y5 l+y5 
1'1£ = - 2 -iJ!, iJ!R = - 2-iJ! (4.1.9) 
where 
Ys = iyoy1y2y3 
Clearly one has 
iJ! = iJ!L + iJ!R 
The operators 
are projection operators since they are hermitian and idempotent: 
Pi =PL, P~ =PR 
(4.1.10) 
(4.1.11) 
(4.1.12) 
(4.1.13) 
The free massless Lagrangian (4.1.6) can be decomposed into the left- and 
right-handed fields since 
- -
L0 = iJ!iY'o,.iflL + tJ;iY'o,.1/JR = (4.1.14) 
- -
iJ!iyl'oµPLo/L + o/iyl'o,.PRo/R = 
- -
tJ;PRiY'o,.iJ!L + i/;PLiY'o,.o/R 
Hence 
- -
Lo =iJ!LiY'o,.tJ;L + o/Ri'Y"o,.o/R (4.1.15) 
A mass-term gives rise to cross-terms between left- and right-handed fields 
since 
- - -
m# = m(o/RiJ!L + o/Lo/R) (4.l.16) 
[see (4.1.26) below] and a decomposition similar to (4.1.15) is out of the ques-
tion. Instead of the symmetry transformations (4.1.8) one perceives via (4.1.15) 
a larger symmetry group of L 0 namely 
A A 
1'1£ ~o/L = ULo/L, o/R~o/R = URo/R (4.1.17) 
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where UL and UR are arbitrary unitary 2 X 2-matrices. Hence the symmetry 
group of L 0 is U(lk XSU(2k X U(l)R XSU(2)R· We will concentrate on its 
subgroup SU(2)LXSU(2)R· Symmetries which discriminate between the left-
and right-handedness are coined chiral. 
Next we add to L 0 a Lagrangian of the pions and the interaction Lagrangian 
of nucleons and pions. The pions are described by spinless fields. The interac-
tion between the nucleons and the pions is taken to be a so-called Y ukawa 
coupling, that is an interaction Lagrangian sesquilinear in the nucleon field 
and linear in the pion field. Interaction Lagrangians of this kind which are 
SU(2)LXSU(2)rinvariant are easily seen to arise when the pions are 
represented by a 2 X 2-matrix of spinless fields ~ = ~(x) transforming under 
SU(2)LXSU(2)R as 
(4.1.18) 
An immediate consequence of (4.1.17) and (4.1.18) is the invariance under 
SU(2)LXSU(2)R of the Yukawa interaction Lagrangian 
Ly= -g~L~l/IR - g~R~to/L (4.1.19) 
The terms in the right-hand side of (4.1.19) are each others complex-conjugate 
and consequently Ly is real. The spinless fields contained in ~ can be made 
explicit by introducing a basis for the 2 X 2-matrices. Let us take for the basis 
of the 2 X 2-matrices {l,T1 ,-?,-r3} where,,; (i = 1,2,3) are the Pauli matrices 
,• = [~ ~] · ,i = [~ 0-'J. .-' = [~ ~ 1 J (4.1.20J 
Then ~ can be decomposed as 
~(x) = a(x)l + iflw'a(x) (4.1.21) 
where a and '11'0 (a=I,2,3) are chosen to be real fields. Insertion of (4.1.21) 
into (4.1.19) gives 
- - -
-
Ly= -go/Ll/JRa - gl/IRl/JLa - igo/Lfll/IR'ITa + igl/IRfll/JL'ITa (4.1.22) 
One has 
(4.1.23) 
or 
- -
l/JPLl/J= l/JRl/JL (4.1.24) 
and similarly 
(4.1.25) 
Addition and subtraction of (4.1.24) and (4.1.25) give respectively [see (4.1.12)] 
- - -# = l/JLl/JR + l/JRl/J (4.1.26) 
and 
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(4.1.27) 
From (4.1.22), (4.1.26) and (4.1.27) follows for the Yukawa interaction Lagran-
gian 
- -
Ly= -g#a - igiVf'Yslfma (4.1.28) 
Finally we introduce a Lagrangian L~ for the spinless fields consisting of a 
kinetic energy term and a self-interaction term. This Lagrangian depends only 
on the spinless fields ( 4.1.21 ). The total Lagrangian L of the system is taken to 
be 
L =Lo +Ly +L~ (4.1.29) 
The Lagrangian L~ is taken to be invariant under SU(2)L X SU(2)R. Since 
(4.l.18) gives 
~t~~j;f :i; = UR~t~ m (4.1.30) 
it is clear that 
Tr(a11~ta11~), Tr(~t~t (n =O, 1,2, ... ) 
are invariants. Furthermore 
and 
3 
~t~ = (a2 + ~ 'll"~)l 
a=I 
where 1 is the 2 X 2 unit matrix. In view of this we take for L~ 
1 1 3 3 L~ =1a11 aa11a +1 ~ aµ'ITaa"wa - V(a2 + ~'IT~) 
a=I a=I 
where the potential energy density is chosen to be 
V(a2 +-n-2) = ~ [a2 +-n-2- F; )2 
with 
a =1 
(4.1.31) 
(4.1.32) 
(4.1.33) 
(4.1.34) 
(4.1.35) 
(4.1.36) 
Here A is a dimensionless non-negative constant and F 'IT is a real constant with 
the dimension of a mass. The Hamiltonian density corresponding to ( 4.1.34) is 
obtained in the well-known way by a Legendre transformation and reads 
1 3 H=2{w~+(Y'a)2 + ~(w;. +(Y''1Ta)2)}+V(a2+w2) (4.1.37) 
a=I 
where the canonical conjugate momenta are defined by 
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(4.1.38) 
The coupling constant A has to be non-negative in order that the energy is 
bounded from below. Whether the constant F; is zero or positive determines 
whether V has one or more minima. This has a large impact even on the quali-
tative behaviour of the system. 
4.2 Spontaneous symmetry breaking and Goldstone bosons 
The ground state of a system is by definition the field configuration with 
minimal energy. Hence it is the field configuration that has the minimal energy 
density in each spacetime point. From (4.1.37) it is then clear that the fields of 
the ground state are constants i.e. independent of space and time coordinates. 
Furthermore V has to be minimal. Hence a ground state satisfies 
(4.2.1) 
and [see (4.1.35)) 
2+"" 2 -p2 O'o ~'!Tao - " (4.2.2) 
a 
From (4.2.1) one sees that the ground state is translation-invariant. According 
to the values taken· by F; two distinct cases arise. 
WIGNER-WEYL MODE. For F" = 0 the potential energy density has precisely 
one ground state 
ao = 0, '!Tao = 0 (a = 1,2,3) (4.2.3) 
The ground state is said to be non-degenerate. This case is called the Wigner-
Weyl mode. 
GOLDSTONE-NAMBu MODE. For F.,-=/=O there is a plethora of ground states i.e. 
all constant fields ( 4.2. l) which satisfy ( 4.2.2). This situation is called the 
Goldstone-Nambu mode. Here the ground state is degenerate, that is their 
exist several different field configurations all with the same minimal energy. All 
these ground states are equivalent. They can be obtained from one another by 
means of a SU(2)£ XSU(2)R-transformation. If we choose a particular ground 
state for example 
ao =F.,, '!Tao= 0 (a= 1.2.3) (4.2.4) 
then this ground state is not invariant under the whole group 
SU(2)£ XSU(2)R· Indeed the field ~ corresponding to (4.2.4) is given by 
~o =a0 1 (1 is the 2 X 2 unit matrix) and the latter field is invariant under 
(4.1.18) iff 
(4.2.5) 
Hence the ground ·state ( 4.2.4) is only invariant under a proper subgroup of 
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SU(2)L XSU(2)R· This ground state of the system has less symmetry than the 
Lagrangian of the system and one says that there is spontaneous symmetry 
breaking. Equation (4.2.4) suggests to introduce the shifted fields 
a'= a - F.,, 'IT'a ='!Ta (4.2.6) 
which have the property 
a'o = 0, 'IT'ao = 0 (4.2.7) 
Henceforth we suppress again the prime on the 'IT-field. In terms of the shifted 
field the Lagrangian becomes 
- -
-
L = lf!i"f 3,.ifJ - gF .,# - gc1''11i[J + iglfn"Yso/'ITa (4.2.8) 
+..!.(a a'31la' + "ii:'3 'IT 3P'IT ) - ~(a'2 + ~ '1T2 +2F a')2 2/l ~µa a 4 ~a " 
a a =I 
Comparison of the first two terms in the right-hand side of ( 4.2.8) with the 
Dirac Lagrangian ( 4.1.1) tells us that we have here massive spin-112-particles 
with mass 
m = gF., (4.2.9) 
Although we started with a Dirac Lagrangian of massless spin-1/2-particles, 
these particles become massive due to the spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
This mechanism is called mass generation. Notice in this connection that the 
constant F., determines the mass m and F .,=1=0 gives rise to spontaneous sym-
metry breaking. Equation (4.2.9) is called the Goldberger-Treiman relation. 
The part of the Lagrangian which is quadratic in the fields a' and 'IT a reads 
a 
Hence the spinless field a is massive with a mass given by 
ma'= 2AF; 
(4.2.10) 
(4.2.11) 
and the spinless fields 'IT a are massless. The latter are called Goldstone bosons. 
It is again the spontaneous symmetry breaking which is the reason for the 
masslessness of the Goldstone bosons. 
Summarizing, the Lagrangian ( 4.2.8) describes a system consisting of the pro-
tons and neutrons with a mass given by (4.2.9), massless neutral and charged 
pions '!To, 'IT+ and 'IT- , where 
(4.2.12) 
and massive spinless particles, described by the field a', with a mass given by 
(4.2.11). The nucleons interact with the pions via the fourth term appearing in 
the right-hand side of (4.2.8). The spinless particles interact with each other 
and have self-interactions via the last term in the right-hand side of (4.2.8). 
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Additional information about this chapter and the first section of the next sec-
tion can be found in reference [3]. 
5 NONLINEAR SIGMA MODELS 
In this chapter the sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levy is extended by replac-
ing the group SU(2) by the group SU(3). This leads us, more or less compul-
sary, to a so-called non-linear sigma model. The sigma model of Gell-Mannn 
and Levy also has a non-linear version. Some of the symmetry of these 
models is removed by adding the Wess-Zumino term to its Lagrangian. 
5.1 Chiral Lagrangians. 
Point of departure in the sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levy was the chiral 
symmetry SU(2)L XSU(2)R of the nucleon field (4.1.5). A more modem outfit 
of this model is obtained by replacing the proton and neutron field by the 
fields of the up-quark u and the down-quark d. Then ( 4.1.5) turns into 
o/ = [d] (5.1.1) 
Since there are more then two quark ftavors this suggests the following general-
ization. By joining for instance the strange quarks (5.1.1) is replaced by 
~ ~ [~] (5.1.2) 
The Lagrangian of these quarks, which are supposed again to be massless to 
begin with, reads [compare ((4.1.14) and (4.1.6)) 
(5.1.3) 
or 
(5.1.4) 
Introducing left-handed and right-handed components of the o/-field [see 
(4.1.9)) the Lagrangian (5.1.4) gets, analogous to (4.l.15), the form 
- -
Lo = tf!Li-r'IJµ.o/L + tf!Ri-r'IJµ.o/R (5.1.5) 
This Lagrangian is invariant under the transformations [compare (4.1.17)) 
A A 
tf!L-'> o/L = ULtf!L, o/R-'> tf!R = URtf!R (5.1.6) 
where now UL and UR are arbitrary unitary 3 X 3-matrices. Hence this Lagran-
gian has a symmetry group U(l)L XSU(3)L X U(l)R XSU(3)R· We concentrate 
on its subgroup SU(3)LXSU(3)R. 
The ~-field of section 4.1 was a 2X2-matrix and this is now replaced by a 
3 X 3-matrix which is also denoted by ~- Its transformation rule under 
SU(3)LXSU(3)R reads [compare (4.1.18)) 
~-'):i: = uL~m (5.1.7) 
where UL, UR ESU(3). Now we deviate from the treatment of section 4.1. 
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There a reality condition was imposed on the fields appearing in ~ [see 
(4.1.21)]. The outcome was three Goldstone boson fields and one massive spin-
less field. Here we concentrate solely one the Goldstone bosons of the model 
suppressing the analogues of the a-particles from the outset. This is effected by 
assuming that ~ is a unimodular unitary 3 X 3-matrix. Such a matrix requires 
eight real parameters for its parametrization. We choose as parametrization 
8 
~ = exp(2i ~ 'ITaAal F ft) (5.1.8) 
a=I 
where F ft is a real constant, "Aa(a = 1, ... ,8) are the Gell-Mann matrices and 
'fTa(a = 1, ... ,8) are the eight real parameters of the SU(3)-matrix ~. Since~ is a 
field, i.e. ~ depends on x, the 'ITa's are also fields. They turn out to be the 
Goldstone fields of the model. The Gell-Mann matrices are rather conventional 
generators of the Lie algebra of SU(3). They are hermitian traceless 3 X 3-
matrices (see for instance chapter 17 of reference [4]). Notice that the matrices 
of the fields appearing in (5.1.7) are SU(3) matrices. They can also be written 
in exponential form and then (5.1.7) reads 
8 A 8 
~ = exp(2i ~ 'ITaAalFft)--?~ = exp(2i ~ TraAalFft) (5.1.9) 
a=I a=I 
where 7ra(a = 1, ... ,8) are real fields since ~ is a SU(3) matrix. The 
SU(3)LXSU(3)R transformations with UL= UR are the ordinary SU(3) 
transformations. They form a subgroup of SU(3)L XSU(3)R. The 
SU(3)L XSU(3)R transformations with Uf. = UR are called pure chiral 
transformations. Under an ordinary SU(3) transformation the transformation 
(5.1.7) gives rise to a linear transformation 
(5.1.10) 
For pure chiral transformations this is not the case, there one has 
A l 
'1Ta--?'1Ta=aa+2Fwca+ ··· (5.1.11) 
The Lagrangian of the ~-field is constructed similar to the construction given 
in section 4.1. One takes 
F2 1 
L" = _!!.... Tr(a ~ta"~)=- -.;:ia 'IT a"'IT + · · · 
,,. 16 µ 2 £.,, µ a a 
a 
(5.1.12) 
Electromagnetic interaction can be introduced in this Lagrangian via minimal 
coupling i.e. the replacement of the partial derivatives a" by their gauge-
covariant derivatives 
Dµ =a+ ieQAµ (5.1.13) 
where Aµ is the electromagnetic potential and Q the charge matrix of the 
quarks 
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2 0 0 3 
Q= 0 -1 0 (5.1.14) 3 
0 0 -1 
3 
Notice that one has for the charges of the quarks Q(u) = 213e and 
Q(d) = Q(s) = -1!3e. For the gauge-covariant derivative of the ~-field one 
finds 
(5.1.15) 
Substitution of (5.1.15) into (5.1.12) gives a Lagrangian which can be used to 
describe electromagnetic interaction of spinless mesons. It was observed by 
Sutherland and Veltman in the context of the formal manipulations in current 
algebra that one cannot account for the electromagnetic decay .,,0-+2y of the 
neutral pion. Likewise the Lagrangian 
- F! . 1 
L ... = -Tr(D .. ~fD"~) =-2 ~D .. .,,0 D"'ITa + · · · (5.1.16) ~ 16 r £.I r 
a 
obtained from (5.1.12) by minimal coupling cannot account for the electromag-
netic decay .,,o-+ 2y. The resolution of this problem lies in the fact that chiral 
symmetry associated with .,,3 is broken by an anomaly. By an anomaly is 
meant the situation where the quantized theory has less symmetry than the 
corresponding classical theory. That such a thing can arise can be seen in the 
following ways. When the quantum field theory is described perturbatively by 
means of Feynman diagrams, the divergent diagrams need a regularization. 
Sometimes there does not exist a regularization which conserves all symmetries 
of the classical theory. In this way the quantized theory has fewer symmetries 
that the classical theory. At first sight it is perhaps somewhat puzzling how 
anomalies can arise in a quantization by means of path integrals. It is indeed 
the classical action which enters the path integral and this action has all the 
symmetries of the classical theory. Anomalies arise in that case when there 
does not exist a measure for the path integral which has all the symmetries of 
the classical theory. 
In the present case the partial conservation law of the axial current is changed 
by the anomaly into 
a . _ F 2 o a F"vFpa p.] 5µ - "m,,'tr - g.,, f.µvpa (5.1.17) 
It is the second term in the right-hand side of (5.1.17) which is due to the ano-
maly. It is not necessary to go through all kinds of quantum mechanical calcu-
lations to get this anomalous term. It can be obtained by adding a term to the 
Lagrangian. The additional term in the Lagrangian which gives rise to this 
anomaly is called the Wess-Zumino term. In the next section it is introduced 
in a very nice way following Witten (see reference [5]). 
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5.2 Wess-Zumino term a la Witten. 
In this section we introduce the Wess-Zumino term. We follow here the elegant 
treatment by Witten (see reference [5]). The Lagrangian (5.1.12) is our starting 
point. All l:(x) are elements of the group SU(3) and they are from now on 
denoted by 
g(x)=l:(x) (5.2.1) 
The Lagrangian then reads 
p2 
L-J:. = 1~ Tr(a/Jgtai'g) (5.2.2) 
It is invariant under SU(3)L XSU(3)rtransformations. The Lagrangian L"l:. is 
also invariant under spatial inversion X-+ - x giving rise to 
'11'a(t,X)-+ wa(t,x) = - '11'a(t, -x) 
or equivalently 
g-+g-l, X-+-X, t-+t 
(5.2.3) 
(5.2.4) 
The Goldstone bosons are pseudoscalars and the partity transformations 
(5.2.3) and (5.2.4) are denoted by P. The Lagrangian is also invariant under 
the naive parity transformation P0 given by: 
g-+ g, x-+ - x, t -+t 
Furthermore the Lagrangian is also invariant under the transformation 
g-+g- 1, X-+X, t-+t 
The lattei; transformation is equivalent to 
(5.2.5) 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
and consequently it can be denoted by ( - I )N were N is the number of bosons. 
Furthermore the Lagrangian (5.2.2) is invariant under the transformation 
g-+gT ~1~ 
For the pions in particular this gives 
'11'0 -+'11'0 , 'IT+ ~'IT-, etc. (5.2.9) 
The transformation (5.2.9) interchanges particles and antiparticles and it is 
called particle-antiparticle conjugation or charge conjugation. 
Quantum chromodynamics is like the above theory invariant under P. Notice 
that P=P0.(-lf. However unlike the above theory quantum chromodynam-
ics is not invariant under Po and (-If separately. Our next goal is to violate 
both the latter symmetries by addition of a symmetry breaking term to the 
Lagrangian. The equation of motion corresponding to the Lagrangian (5.2.2) 
reads 
(5.2.10) 
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A term which violates the symmetry P0 is readily incorporated in this equa-
tion: 
a,.(g-l a"g) + At"vicAg- 1 (a,.g)g- 1 (avg)g- 1(aKg)g- 1 (a>.g)= 0 (5.2. ll) 
The parity transformation P is still a symmetry of (5.2.11). We now turn to the 
question whether this equation can be derived from a Lagrangian. At first sight 
it seems hopeless to obtain the second term in the left-hand side of (5.2.ll) 
from an interaction Lagrangian. The latter has to contain the Levi-Civita den-
sity t14vicA and the only pseudoscalar which comes to mind is equal to zero. 
Namely 
(5.2.12) 
since the trace has cyclic symmetry. It is helpful to consider an analogous but 
simpler problem. Let us consider the motion of a particle of mass m con-
strained to a two-dimensional unit sphere. Introducing the constraint by means 
of a Lagrange multiplier A the Lagrangian reads 
I .2 , 2 L =1mr - /\(r - 1) 
The Euler-Lagrange equations 
..!!.... aL _ aL = 0 
dt ar ar , 
give rise to 
m r + 2Ar = 0, r2 = 1 
Elimination of A gives the equation of motion 
.. .2 
mr + mrr = 0 
(5.2.13) 
(5.2.14) 
(5.2.15) 
(5.2.16) 
It is easily seen that this equation is invariant under time reversal T and spa-
tial inversion P: 
T: P: r~r ' r~ -r (5.2.17) 
We now modify the equation of motion (5.2.16) in such a way that it is no 
longer invariant under P and T, although it stays invariant under the com-
bined transformation PT. The simplest modification satisfying these demands 
reads 
.. .2 . 
m r + mrr = ar /\r (5.2.18) 
At this point we ask the question, like in the case of the sigma model, whether 
this equation of motion can be derived from a Lagrangian or equivalently from 
an action. However in the present case the answer seems to be within reach. 
Firstly the right-hand side of this equation can be interpreted as the Lorentz 
force 
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r 
F = e[E(r,t) + - /\B(r,t)] 
c 
(5.2.19) 
on an electric charge e with position r = r(t) moving in the field of a magnetic 
monopole. The electric field strength E(x,t) and the magnetic induction B(x,t) 
of a magnetic monopole are given by 
x 
E(x,t) = 0, B(x,t) = g--3 47Tlxl 
(5.2.20) 
where g is the magnetic charge of the monopole. Since the electric charge 
moves on the unit sphere one has B(r,t) = gr/471" and this gives, using (5.2.19) 
and (5.2.20), indeed rise to the Lorentz force in the right-hand side of (5.2.18) 
by setting a= eg/471". Secondly the action of a (non-relativistic) particle in an 
electromagnetic field with potential </> and vector potential A reads 
f I .2 . S = {2mr + e</>(.r,t) + er.A(r,t)}dt (5.2.21) 
So all we have to do is to determine the electromagnetic potentials of the mag-
netic monopole (5.2.20). The relations between the electromagnetic potentials 
and field strengths are given by 
l 
E = - "V</> - -a,A, B = \1 /\A (5.2.22) 
c 
The potentials are taken to be time-independent since the field strengths are. 
Setting </> = 0 one gets E = 0. There is however still the problem left of the 
determination of the vector potential A of the magnetic monopole (5.2.20). 
That is, one can try to find a solution of the equation 
/\A- _x_ 
'V - g 4'1Tlxl3 (5.2.23) 
in the region outside the origin x = 0 where it has a singularity. It is first 
shown that it has no solution. Then two alternatives towards a Lagrangian 
description are suggested. We now first show that the assumption that (5.2.23) 
has a solution leads to a contradiction by considering the magnetic flux. The 
magnetic flux <I> through a surface S (bounded by a curve y = as) is defined by 
<P= jB.dS (5.2.24) 
s 
Stokes' theorem gives [see second equation of (5.2.22)] 
<I>= jv /\A.dS = ~A.dr 
s y 
(5.2.25) 
where the well-known correspondence between the orientations of the surface 
integral and the contour integral are taken into account. Now we calculate the 
flux through the unit sphere S 2 around the magnetic monopole in two 
different ways. Let y be a closed curve on this sphere which divides it into two 
parts D and D'. Then 
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<l>(S2)= jB.dS + jB.dS= (5.2.26) 
D D' 
~Adr + ~ Adr = 0 
y -y 
since the contour integrals obtained from D and D' have opposite orientations. 
On the other hand (5.2.23) and (5.2.25) give 
<l>(S2) = _g_ flxl- 3x.dS = g (5.2.27) 
4'1r s' 
in contradiction with (5.2.26) for g::;r60. Thus it seems that a magnetic mono-
pole cannot be described by a vector potential. This jeopardizes the possibility 
of a Lagrangian description of the equation of motion (5.2.18). There are two 
ways out of this tangle. The first one is very elegant and is based on the insight 
that a vector potential of the magnetic monopole becomes a possibility if one 
abstains from its global representation as a vector field. One then turns to fibre 
bundle theory. The potential of a magnetic monopole can then be represented 
as the connection of a U(l)-bundle. In physical literature one most often takes 
recourse to the idea of. the Dirac string. The contradiction caused by (5.2.27) is 
there evaded by changing the vector potential in such a way that the flux cal-
culated in this formula also becomes zero. This change in the vector potential 
is however a clever one. This modified vector potential gives the magnetic 
induction of the monopole via (5.2.23) except on a curve which starts at the 
position of the monopole and runs to infinity. The vector potential is singular 
along this curve and the magnetic flux along this curve just compensates the 
magnetic flux outside this curve so that the total flux through a sphere around 
the monopole is equal to zero. Let us look for instance at the vector potential 
- _g_ z A- A- 2 2 (y,-x,O) 
'1'lT r(r - z ) (5.2.28) 
where r = lxl. This vector potential is singular in the origin r =O and along the 
positive z-axis r=z. It is easily verified that in the region where the potential 
(5.2.28) is regular its magnetic induction [see the second formula of (5.2.22)) is 
equal to that of the magnetic monopole (5.2.20). This vector potential can 
actually be interpreted as the vector potential of an infinitely thin solenoid 
with endpoints in the origin and infinity. The vector potential of an infinitely 
thin solenoid with endpoints in the origin and infinity but running along 
another curve describes outside this curve also the field of a magnetic mono-
pole. Hence a Dirac monopole is a vector potential defined in the region out-
side a curve running from the magnetic monopole to infinity, such that the 
rotation of this vector potential gives the magnetic induction B given in 
(5.2.20). Hence the equation of motion (5.2.18) can be described by means of a 
Lagrangian if one excludes a curve which runs from the origin to infinity. This 
curve is called the Dirac string of the magnetic monopole and it can be chosen 
rather arbitrarily. For the motion of a classical particle with charge e in the 
field of a magnetic monopole one can choose the Dirac string to be disjoint 
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with the trajectory of the charge thereby avoiding potential problems in the 
Lagrangian description. In quantum mechanics this does not work, since a 
wave function of a particle has to be defined everywhere. This troublesome 
feature of the Dirac string entails however a pleasant surprise. Let us consider 
a rather simple quantum mechanical quantity of our system: the partition 
function 
Z = Tr exp( - /3H) (5.2.29) 
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. The partition function Z can be 
expressed as a path integral 
Z = J Dr(t)e -S.[r,/:I] (5.2.30) 
closed 
paths 
where SE is the so-called Euclidean action 
/:I I .2 . 
SE[r,/3] = Jt2mr - ier.A(r,t)}dt 
0 
(5.2.31) 
and the path integral runs through the set of closed paths with r(O) = r(/3). 
Notice that the Euclidean action is obtained from the action S by a Wick rota-
tion t~ - it. Insertion of (5.2.31) into (5.2.30) gives the following problematic 
factor in the integrand of the path integral 
/:I 
I = exp(ie J Ardt) = exp(ie~A.dr) (5.2.32) 
0 y 
where y is a closed curve on the unit sphere. The problem is that the contour 
integral is ill-defined because of the Dirac string. Although application of 
Stokes' law gives 
l = exp(ie J B.dS) (5.2.33) 
I is still ill-defined since there is no preferred choice for the surface bounded 
by the curve y. The disks D and D' into which the curve y divides the unit 
sphere are equally good. In order to eliminate this arbitrariness we require that 
both choices give the same result, i.e. 
exp(ie J B.dS) = exp( - ie J B.dS) (5.2.34) 
D D' 
Since DUD' = S 2 this gives 
exp(ie J B.dS) = 1 
s' 
(5.2.35) 
or [see (5.2.27)] 
exp(i.e.g) = 1 (5.2.36) 
From this follows Dirac's quantization condition for the electric charge. It 
reads 
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e.g = 2'1Tn (n = 0, +l, +2, ... ) (5.2.36) 
Notice that we have used natural units where hl2'1T= 1, otherwise the right-
hand side would have to be multiplied by h!2'1T. From (5.2.36) follows that the 
coupling constant a= eg!2'1T in (5.2.18) is quantized (discrete): 
a=n/2 (n=O,+l,+2, · · ·) (5.2.37) 
Inspired by this example we now determine a term which breaks the Po invari-
ance of (5.2.2) when added to this Lagrangian. Spacetime in however first 
transformed into a four-dimensional euclidean space by means of a Wick rota-
tion. Thereafter the latter space is compactified by replacing it by a four-
dimensional sphere S4 • The field g [see ( 5 .2.1)] is then a map 
g:S4 ~ SU(3) (5.2.38) 
Notice that 
(5.2.39) 
and g(S4 ) is the boundary of a five-dimensional disk. The integral in the left-
hand side of (5.2.34) can be written as 
jB.dS = j Fijdaij (5.2.40) 
D D 
Its analogue in the present case is 
f "kl r = wijklmd<J'l m (5.2.41) 
Q 
Similar to (5.2.34) and (5.2.35) one is led to 
f ""kl W;jklmddl m = 2'1Tn (n=O,+l,···) (5.2.42) 
QUQ' 
where 
""kl Wijklmd<J'l m = (5.2.43) 
- _1_· -Tr[g-1 Sg-1 Sg-1 _lg_g-1Sg-1_k_]daijklm 
240w2 ay• ay1 ayk a/ aym 
with (y;) coordinates on Q. By means of Stokes' theorem the symmetry-
breaking part of the action r [see (5.2.41)] can be written as an integral over 
spacetime aQ = S 4 • Finally the Wess-Zumino action obtained in this way 
reads 
p2 
S = l~ j d4 xTr(a,..gta1.1g) + nf (5.2.44) 
where nEZ. 
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6 BOSONIZATION 
In the early sixties Skyrme (see reference [6] and the other references cited 
there) tried to construct a theory of a self-interacting boson field, describing 
besides mesons also nucleons. The latter are fermions. Essentially all this 
amounts to an attempt to .eonstruct a fermion field theory from a boson field 
theory. A satisfactory realization of this goal is possible in two-dimensional 
spacetime. A well-known example is the equivalence of the quantum mechani-
cal sine-Gordon theory and die massive Thirring model (see references [7] and 
[8]). Coleman establishes the equivalence between these two theories by com-
parison of their Green's functions. Mandelstam on the other hand expresses 
the fermion field in terms of the boson field. The latter approach becomes 
quite transparent when the energy-momentum tensor of the fermion field 
theory is represented in the so-called Sugawara form. The latter is another 
achievement also obtained in the early sixties. One of the efforts to construct a 
dynamical theory of elementary particles was then based on so-called current 
algebras. At that time currents were thought to be nearer to physics then quan-
tum fields. This was due to the failure of formulating a quantum field theory 
of weak and strong interactions. However when currents become the primary 
objects it may be suspected that the energy-momentum tensor can also be 
expressed in terms of currents. This was achieved by Sugawara and 
Sommerfield. In the next two sections this construction will be exposed for a 
massless Dirac field in two-dimensional spacetime (see also references [9], [ 10] 
and [11]). 
6.1 Sugawara energy-momentum tensor 
The Lagrangian of a massless Dirac field if; in two-dimensional spacetime reads 
(6.1.l) 
where the Dirac matrices Y' are 2 X 2-matrices characterized by the anticom-
mutation relations 
{ y", Yv} = 2rfv (µ,, V = 0, 1) 
and the Minkowski metric is taken to be 
lJoo = -1111 = I, 1101 = 1110 = 0. 
More explicitly we can choose 
and define 
y5 =yoy1= [~~i]· 
The transformation 
(6.1.2) 
(6.1.3) 
(6.1.4) 
(6.1.5) 
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A 
if;~~= e;'o/, ~~~ = e-i•~ (6.1.6) 
with EE!R is a symmetry transformation. Hence the corresponding Noether 
current is conserved. The corresponding current operator is obtained by 
replacing the Dirac fields by Dirac operator fields (quantization) and normal 
ordening the resulting expression. This gives for the current operators 
r(t,x) =; ffif;:. (6.1.7) 
Their equal-time commutation relations read 
Uµ(t,x),/(t,y)] = -i ~v_aa l3(x-y) 
'TT x 
(6.1.8) 
where 
(6.1.9) 
Translations in spacetime are also symmetry transformations. The correspond-
ing conserved Noether current is the energy-momentum tensor. The energy-
momentum tensor operator is again obtained by quantization and normal ord-
ering. It reads 
i - -
ei'v = -: rwaviJ; - (a'if;)y"if;]:. 
2 
(6.1.10) 
Following Belinfante and Rosenfeld this energy-momentum tensor can be sym-
metrized. This symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante and Rosen-
feld is the energy-momentum tensor which in general relativity is the source of 
the gravitational field. It reads 
(6.1.11) 
- -
-(aµiJ;)yvif; - rfvif;iy"apiJ;:. 
By means of Wick's theorem it can be shown that this energy-momentum ten-
sor can be expressed in terms of the current operator (see section IVB of refer-
ence [10]). This so-called Sugawara form of the energy-momentum tensor is 
given by 
(6.1.12) 
where, suppressing for a moment their time-dependence, the products of 
current operators are defined by 
jµ(x)/(x)= 
~Uµ(x +1E)j'(x --it:)- <01/µ(x +1t:)j'(x -1t:)IO> }. 
The energy-momentum vector is defined in the usual way by 
pµ = jT°µ(t,x)dx. 
(6.1.13) 
(6.1.14) 
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By means of (6.1.13), (6.1.14) and the Heisenberg equation 
ta,.A = [A,P ,.J 
one gets 
and 
(6.1.15) 
(6.1.16) 
(6.1.17) 
From (6.1.16) and (6.1.17) follows of course the Dirac equation corresponding 
to the Lagrangian (6.1.1). It reads 
i"f"a,.iJ; = o. (6.1.18) 
6.2 Boson formulation of two-dimensional Dirac theory 
Formal integration of (6.1.17) gives 
1/;(t,x) = exp{ i'IT JU 1 (t,x') + )'5j°(t,x')]dx'}il'o (6.2.1) 
where 1/Jo is a constant spinor. Next we take a closer look at the currents in the 
right-hand side of ( 6.2. l ). The vector current ( 6.1. 7) of a free Dirac field is con-
served, i.e. 
aoJ° + aiJ 1 = 0. (6.2.2) 
Hence there exists a scalar field <I> such that 
-o - i a ·I - i a } - y;; I</>, } - - y;; o</>· (6.2.3) 
The choice of the normalization factors in (6.2.3) is such that the scalar field <I> 
satisfies the canonical commutation relations. Indeed, inserting (6.2.3) in 
( 6.1.8) gives 
(a 1<1>(x),'1T(y)]=iaax8(x-y) ('IT=ao<I>) (6.2.4) 
which is compatible with the canonical commutation relation 
[<l>(x),'IT(y)] = i8(x -y). 
Insertion of (6.2.3) into (6.2.1) gives 
[t l = [~:::::~:+ l 
where C + and C _ are constants and 
<l>±(t,x) =1 [ <l>(t,x )+_l ao</>(t,x')dxl 
(6.2.5) 
(6.2.6) 
(6.2.7) 
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Like (6.2.1) also (6.2.6) is still ill-defined. This is remedied by the introduction 
of an ultraviolet cutoff A. Let the creation and annihilation operators be intro-
duced as usual by 
00 
cp(_t,x) = J d\ [ake -ik,x' + a£eik,x'] 
- 00 4'!Tk 
then the chiral fields are defined by 
±oo 
<f>±(t,x)= J d\lake-ik,x' +a£eik,x']e-lkl12A_ 
0 47Tk 
(6.2.8) 
(6.2.9) 
At the end of all calculations the limit A~ oo is taken. The commutation 
relations of the chiral fields read 
where 
i [<f>+(x),<f>+(y)] = 4£(x-y) 
i [<f>-(x),<f>-(y)] = -4E(x-y) 
i [<f>+ (x),<f>(y )] = 4 
f(X) = {~ 
-1 
(x>O) 
(x=O) 
(x<O) 
Finally (6.2.6) can be written as 
["1+]- [A l-t [expi %<1>+] 
"1- - 27T expi v'4;q,_ 
(6.2.10) 
(6.2.11) 
(6.2.12) 
(6.2.13) 
(6.2.14) 
Next it is shown that<[> is a free massless Klein-Gordon field and thus (6.2.14) 
expresses the Dirac field in terms of a Bose field [see (6.2.5)]. For a massless 
Dirac field the axial vector current defined by 
j~ =:1fry"y5l/J: 
is conserved as well as the vector current (6.1.7). That is 
a,J~ = o. 
The identity 
y"y5 = Yvf.vp. 
together with (6.1.7) and (6.2.15) gives 
(6.2.15) 
(6.2.16) 
(6.2.17) 
(6.2.18) 
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Inserting ( 6.2.18) in ( 6.2.16) gives 
a0j1 + a1J° = o. (6.2.19) 
From (6.2.3) and (6.2.19) finally follows that </> satisfies the free massless 
Klein-Gordon equation 
ea~ - a~)<I> = o. (6.2.20) 
The anticommutativity of the Dirac field can be derived from the operator 
identity 
which holds whenever 
This gives 
[A,[A,B]] = [[A,B],B] = 0. 
.1. ( \./, (Y)-~ ;v!4;<1>+(x) ;v!4;4>.(y) 
'I'+ x 1'1'+ - 2'1Te e 
= - ~e;v!4;<1>.<r> e;v!4;<1>.<x> 
2w 
= -"1+(Y>"1+(x). 
A similar relation holds for the suffix + replaced hy - . Hence 
{lf!a(x),lf!b(Y)} = 0 (a,b=-+-). 
(6.2.21) 
(6.2.22) 
(6.2.23) 
(6.2.24) 
The derivation of the remaining anticommutation relation requires a considera-
tion of the short-distance behavior. One finds 
{·'· (x) .1.t (Y)} - 1 lim A - I (6.2.25) 
'I'+ •'I'+ - - A A-2+( )2 
'1T --+00 x -y 
or slightly more general 
{"10 (x),lf!b(Y)} = 8(x-y)8ab (a,b= -+-). (6.2.26) 
In the next section bosonization will be generalized to a system of free fer-
mions with a non-Abelian symmetry group. For this it is useful to express the 
current (6.2.3), i.e. 
j~ = J;tl'vCJv<f>, (6.2.27) 
in terms of elements of the unitary group U(l) defined by 
g = exp(i v'4;"" </> ). (6.2.28) 
This gives 
(6.2.29) 
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or 
(6.2.30) 
Both alternatives are equally good in this case. However in the next section g 
will be an element of a non-abelian group and then this is no longer the case. 
6.3 Non-Abe/ian bosonization 
In this section the bosonization of the free fermion theory with N Majorana 
fields lf/' (k = l, ... ,N) is discussed. The action of this theory reads 
!I-S= 2"1ki"ta"lf}'d2x (6.3.1) 
where ~=I/It y°. A convenient representation of the Dirac matrices is 
y°= [~ ~], y1 = [~;I] (6.3.2) 
and this gives 
>s=N= [~ ~1]. (6.3.3) 
In this representation a Majorana field is characterized by being real-valued. 
The action (6.3.1) can be separated into parts for the left-moving and the 
right-moving fermions respectively since 
waµt/; = t/;T(ao + Ysa1)t/I (6.3.4) 
where I/I is the column matrix (lf/'). Indeed defining 
l l 
"1+ =2(1-ys)t/I, "1- =2(1 +ys)t/I 
gives 
Yst/I+ = -"1+, Yst/1- = t/1-
Furthermore (6.3.4) gives 
waµt/;=t/l+(ao-a1)t/I+ +t/;_(ao+a,)"1-· 
Hence 
_...!_ ·j{ k a a k k a a k 2 S- 2' I/I+ (at - ax)t/I+ + t/1-(at + ax)t/I_ }d x. 
Its equations of motion read 
(_!_ -+- _i._)·'· - 0 at - ax 'f+ - . 
Introducing light-cone coordinates 
x± = (x0 -+-x 1)/Vl 
(6.3.5) 
(6.3.6) 
(6.3.7) 
(6.3.8) 
(6.3.9) 
(6.3.10) 
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gives 
(6.3.11) 
and one sees that 1fl + only depends on x + and o/- is only a function of x _ . 
Thus o/+ describes left-moving modes and o/- right-moving modes. The 
Lagrangian L appearing in (6.3.8) is invariant under the transformations 
(6.3.12) 
where A and Bare orthogonal NXN-matrices. Hence the symmetry group of 
the Lagrangian is 0 (N) X 0 (N). This group is also denoted by 
OL(N)XOR(N), where Land R signal the left- and right-handedness of the 
corresponding fields. This invariance group gives rise to the following con-
served currents of the Lagrangian (6.3.8) 
J"!_ = _ 1f!k_ 1/JI_ , J~ = _ 1/J~ q,I+ . 
The conservation laws read [compare (6.3.11)] 
a+1"!. = o, a_J~ = o. 
Under the transformation (6.3.12) the currents transform as 
J"!. ~A~A~J'!!.n = (AJ _ATll 
and 
(6.3.13) 
(6.3.14) 
(6.3.15) 
(6.3.16) 
Although below the indices of these currents will often be suppressed without 
further notice it is sometimes convenient to collect them in one expression. Let 
M=(Mk1) be an arbitrary NXN matrix then we can collect the components of 
the currents in the quantity Tr(MJ ±)· The commutation relations of the 
currents then can be expressed by [compare (6.1.8)] 
and 
[Tr{MJ + },Tr{NJ + }]= 2ili8(a-a')Tr{[M,N]J +} 
- !!_ih8'(a-a')Tr(MN) 
'TT 
[Tr{MJ _ },Tr{NJ _ }]= 2ili8(a-a')Tr{[M,N]J _} 
+ !!_ili8'(a-a')Tr(MN) 
'TT 
[Tr{MJ + }, Tr{NJ _ }] = 0 
(6.3.17) 
(6.3.18) 
(6.3.19) 
Let us now slightly generalize all this. Instead of fermion fields ~ (k = 1, ... ,N) 
one can take fermion fields with an extra label a. That is, we take the fermion 
fields ~a (a= 1, ... , k). One defines 
k 
J~ = - L, 1/1'± 1/1'± (6.3.20) 
a=I 
The commutation relation (6.3.18) then becomes 
[Tr{MJ _ }, Tr{NJ _ }] = 2iM(a-a')Tr{[M,NV _} 
+ !!...kiM'(a-a')Tr(MN) 
7T 
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(6.3.21) 
where now the constant k appears in the Schwinger term in the right-hand side 
of (6.3.21). 
We now wish to express the currents (6.3.13) in terms of hose fields. Inspired 
by (6.2.29) and (6.2.30) one takes a hose field g which takes its values in the 
symmetry group OL(N)XOR(N) of the Lagrangian. Which of these two, now 
inequivalent, alternatives (6.2.29) and (6.2.30) should one follow? The choice 
J + cx:g-ICl+g, J _ cx:g- 1()_g (6.3.22) 
is inconsistent for a non-abelian group. Indeed insertion of (6.3.22) in (6.3.14) 
gives 
and 
or 
(Cl+g- 1)()_g= (()_g- 1)Cl+g. 
The latter equation is easily seen to be inconsistent by insertion of 
g=expi(x-T1 +x+T2) 
(6.3.23) 
(6.3.24) 
(6.3.25) 
(6.3.26) 
where T 1 and T 2 are generators of the non-abelian group, and setting 
x- = x+ =O. For the choice 
J - i - I() J - i (() ) - I + - 2w g + g, - - - 2w - g g , (6.3.27) 
this inconsistency does not appear since their respective conservation laws 
o= a_(g- 1a+g)= g-1[a_ a+g + g(a_g-1)a+g1 (6.3.28) 
and 
O= Cl+[(Cl_g)g- 1] = [()_Cl+g+(Cl-g)(Cl+g- 1)g]g- 1 
are now shown to be equivalent. Indeed one has the identity 
O= a±(gg- 1) = a±g)g-1 +g(a±g-1) 
or 
a±g-1 = _ g-1(a±g)g-1. 
This implies 
g(a_g-1)Cl+g = -(Cl_g)g- 1Cl+g=(Cl_g)(Cl+g- 1)g. 
(6.3.29) 
(6.3.30) 
(6.3.31) 
(6.3.32) 
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and this shows that the conservation laws (6.3.28) and (6.3.29) are indeed 
equivalent. 
We now turn to the following question. What is the Lagrangian of the field g 
such that the resulting bose field theory is equivalent to the fermi field theory 
with the Lagrangian (6.3.1)? Obviously this Lagrangian must also have the 
symmetry group OL(N) X OR (N). To implement this the field g is assumed to 
transform according to a representation of OL(N)X OR(N) and one constructs 
an invariant Lagrangian from this field. The transformation rule of the field g 
under (A,B)E OL(N) X OR(N) is taken to be 
g~AgB- 1 • (6.3.33) 
Insertion of (6.3.33) into (6.3.27) indeed gives [compare (6.2.14) and (6.2.15)] 
J _ ~AJ _A- 1 (6.3.34) 
and 
(6.3.35) 
The transformation rule (6.3.33) is similar to (5.1.7) and in analogy with (5.2.2) 
[see also (5.2.1)] one is tempted to take as action 
1 S = 4i\2 j d2 xTr(a,.ga"g). (6.3.36) 
This action is manifestly invariant under the transformations (6.3.33). How-
ever this theory cannot be equivalent to the free fermion theory (6.3.1) for a 
number of reasons (see reference [12]). For instance the Lagrangian L of the 
action (6.3.31) is invariant under the naive parity transformation P0 [see 
(5.2.5)] whereas the Lagrangian (6.3.8) of the free fermion theory is certainly 
not invariant under the naive parity transformation 
l/1± ~ lfi±' x ~ - x, t ~ t. (6.3.37) 
Recall that the Lagrangian of (6.3.36) is invariant under the parity transforma-
tion P [see (5.2.6) and (5.2.7)] whereas the Lagrangian of the free fermion 
theory (6.3.8) is invariant under the parity transformation 
l/1± ~if;:;:' x ~ - x, t ~ t. (6.3.38) 
Notice that this entails 
. [if; l [lfi+(-x,t)l 
if;(x,t) = if;: ~ lfi-(- x,t) = ·r°lf;(- x,t). (6.3.39) 
All this is similar to the situation we encountered in section 5.2. So we intro-
duce here also a Wess-Zumino term [compare (5.2.41) and (5.2.43)]. Spacetime 
is here two-dimensional and it is taken to be a two-dimensional sphere S 2 in 
the Euclidean treatment. The field g is then a map [compare (5.2.38)] 
g: S 2 ~ O(N). (6.3.40) 
Notice that [compare (5.2.39)) 
'1T2(0(N)) = 0 
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(6.3.41) 
and consequently the mapping (6.3.40) can be extended to a mapping of the 
solid sphere (ball) B, consisting of S 2 and its interior, into O(N): 
g:B~O(N). (6.3.42) 
Let (y 1 ,y2 ,y3) be a coordinate system overlapping B. Then the Wess-Zumino 
term is given by [compare again (5.2.41) and (5.2.43)] 
r = _1_fd3y'jk Trr;;-1 ag:_ -g-1 a;g_ g_-1 a;gk ). (6.3.43) 
24'17 ~ ay 1 ay1 ay 
Actually (6.3.43) does not define r unambiguously for a given field g since the 
latter can be extended to g in topologically inequivalent ways. These topologi-
cally inequivalent extension are classified by 
(6.3.44) 
and r is only defined modulo 2'1T. Analogous to (5.2.44) we get from (6.3.36) 
and (6.3.43) the action 
(6.3.45) 
Since r is only defined modulo 2'1T quantization of the theory requires n to be 
an integer [compare (5.2.36)): 
n EZ. (6.3.46) 
The hose field theory with an action (6.3.45) which satisfies (6.3.46) is called 
the Wess-Zumino-Witten model (WZW-model). We will investigate in the next 
section under what conditions it is equivalent to fermi field theory (6.3.1). 
6.4 Kac-Moody algebra of the WZ. W-model 
We first calculate the equations of motion of the Wess-Zumino-Witten model. 
This is done by means of Hamilton's action principle. The action (6.3.45) is a 
functional of the O(N)-valued field g. Let g(A)(AER)be a one-parameter family 
of such fields with 
(6.4.1) 
Then Hamilton's action principle asserts that the equations of motion follow 
from requiring 
a TAS[g(A)Ji>.=O = 0 (6.4.2) 
for all 
(6.4.3) 
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Since [see (6.3.45)] 
a~ S[g(A)]IA=o= ~2 j d2x Tr{g- 1g'a,.(g- 1a''g)} (6.4.4) 
- 8: J d2x Tr{g- 1g'£"'a,.(g- 1a,g)} 
the equation of motion reads 
-
1
-a (g-'aii )- ..!!_£"•a (g- 1a )= o 
2A2 " g 8?T " ,g (6.4.5) 
or 
where 
x 0 -x 1 x 0 +x 1 
a_x-:= v'2 , T x+:= v'2 (6.4.7) 
are the so-called light cone coordinates. From (6.4.6) one sees that one gets the 
desired equation (6.3.28), that is 
L(g-'a+g) = 0 (6.4.8) 
for the choice 
A2 = 4'ir 
n 
The action of the W.Z.W.-model becomes for this choice 
S = ~jd2x Tr(a ga"g- 1)+ nf 16?T I' 
We now show that the general solution of (6.4.8) is given by 
g(x + ,x-) =A (x-)B(x +) 
(6.4.9) 
(6.4.10) 
(6.4.11) 
where A and B are 0 (N)-valued functions. The expression between the 
parentheses in the left-hand side of (6.4.8) is a function F=F(x+). Hence 
a+g = g F(x+) (6.4.12) 
From g E 0 (N) follows that Fis anti-symmetric. Indeed 
o = a+(gT g) = (a+gT)g + gTa+g (6.4.13) 
implies [see (6.4.12) and (6.4.13)] 
pT = (gTa+gl = (a+gT)g = -gTa+g = -F (6.4.14) 
We first investigate the arbitrariness in the solution of the first-order 
differential equation (6.4.12). Let g 1 and g2 be solutions of (6.4.12) then 
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(6.4.15) 
Hence 
(6.4.16) 
The equation (6.4.12) has a particular solution g=g2 =B(x+). Consequently 
the general solution of (6.4.8) is given by (6.4.11 ). Notice that A =A (x -) and 
B = B(x +) both are particular solutions of (6.4.8). Hence the left-handed and 
the right-handed waves pass through one another without any disturbance. 
This is rather similar to the free fermion theory of section 6.3. We now turn to 
the quantization of the W.Z.W.-model (6.4.10) in order to be able to study its 
equivalence with this free fermion theory. 
In the light cone coordinates (6.4.7) the action (6.4.10) reads 
(6.4.17) 
Hence it is first order in the time derivative a ..g. The generalized Poisson 
bracket of such a Lagrangian can be determined without introducing canonical 
momenta (see references [13) (page 132) and (14)). For a Lagrangian of the 
form 
N . 
L = ~A;(q)q' - V(q) [q = (q I, ... , qN)) 
i=l 
the equation of motion reads 
N • av ~ F.··(q)q· = -. 
·""' v 1 aq' J=I 
where 
(6.4.18) 
(6.4.19) 
(6.4.20) 
Of course the equation of motion is a first-order differential equation. Let the 
inverse of the matrix (Fij) be denoted by (Fij). Then the generalized Poisson 
brackets are given by 
[X(q}, Y(q))pB = ~ a~ pij a~ (6.4.21) 
i,j aq' aq1 
Application of this expression of the Poisson bracket in the case of the 
W.Z.W.-Lagrangian with 
X = Tr[M(a0 g)g(a)], Y = Tr[N(aa'g)g(a')] (6.4.22) 
(suppressing the time T ), where M and N are NXN-matrices, gives after a 
tedious calculation (see reference [12)) 
(X, Y)pB = - 4w 8(a - a') Tr{[M,N](a0 g)g- 1} (6.4.23) 
n 
4w 
--8'(a- a')TrMN 
n 
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Quantization is performed by the replacement of Poisson brackets by commu-
tators of the operators corresponding to the classical quantities X and Y: 
i [, lPB ~Ii[, I 
With the abbreviation 
one gets 
[Tr{MJ _ }, Tr{NJ _ }]= 2ilil3(a-a') Tr{M,N]J _} 
+ .!!.;h8'(a-a') Tr(MN) 
'TT 
(6.4.24) 
(6.4.25) 
(6.4.26) 
These commutation relations coincide with those of the free fermion theory 
[see (6.4.24)) for 
k =n (6.4.27) 
Finally it can be argued that the free fermion field theory with N massless 
Majorana fermions is equivalent with the W.Z.W.-model n = 1 and "A.2 = 4'1T. 
Here only some of the arguments given in reference [12) are summarized. 
Firstly with the identifications · 
J ij = ·.1,i q'.' = _1_(.£g_ -1 )ij 
- '~- - a g 2'1T (] (6.4.28) 
and 
(6.4.29) 
the currents of both theories satisfy the same commutation relations. The 
irreducible representation of the corresponding Kac-Moody algebras are essen-
tially unique. Moreover the Hamiltonian H and the momentum operator P of 
both theories coincide for the case under consideration i.e. n = 1 and "A.2 = 4'1T. 
The Wess-Zumino-Witten model and its Kac-Moody algebra find a nice appli-
cation in the compactification of string theory by means of group manifolds 
(see reference [15)). 
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